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General	Analysis.	A	guide	to	the	frameworks	of	calculus,	complex	analysis	and	functional	analysis	consisting	of	standard	theorems	and	proofs	as	well	as	some	original	ideas.	Differentiation	in	Banach	spaces.	An	introduction	to	the	Fréchet	derivative	and	its	most	useful	properties.	Line	integrals	in	Banach	spaces.	A	general	formulation	of	the	line
integral,	and	an	introduction	to	complex	analysis	from	a	more	advanced	point	of	view.	Misc.	Books	I’ve	studied	some	mathematics	on	my	own;	on	this	page	are	books	that	I	have	read	along	with	some	comments.	Please	note	that	I	cannot	guarantee	the	mathematical	validity/correctness/accuracy	of	the	content	below.	John	M.	Lee’s	Introduction	to
Smooth	Manifolds.	Click	here	for	my	(very	incomplete)	solutions.	Topics:	Smooth	manifolds.	Prerequisites:	Algebra,	basic	analysis	in	Rn,	general	topology,	basic	algebraic	topology.	Preparation	requirements:	point-set	topology,	active	knowledge	of	basic	analysis	and	linear	algebra.	Office	Hours:	(tentative!)	M:	8-9AM.	F:	11:40	to	1:15.	Material:	The
definition	of	a	smooth	manifold.	Examples:	spheres,	orthogonal	groups,	projective	spaces,	spaces	of	lines,	Grassmannians,	...	The	IFTs.	Regular	and	critical	points	and	values	for	maps.	Sard.	The	tangent	bundle.	Vector	fields,	their	flows	and	Lie	brackets.	Partitions	of	Unity.	Whitney	embedding	thm.	We	will	cover	Chapters	1-5,	8,	9	of	the	textbook	and
some	parts	of	Chapters	6,	7	and	10.	Syllabus.	Problems.	tentative	lecture	schedule	More	Homework;	.	Homework	Solutions;	.	lecture	notes	`Self-contained	intro	to	Lie	Derivatives	;	nice	notes.	thx	for	the	find	Nigel	Coursework:	There	will	be	weekly	homework	sets	OR	in-class	problems,	an	in-class	midterm,	and	a	take-home	final.	sfeesh	Uncategorized
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19	20	26	37	38	38	39	44	49	54	55	56	57	59	60	60	64	64	64	67	1.	S	MOOTH	M	ANIFOLDS	Topological	Manifolds.	M	topological	manifold	of	dimn,	or	topological	n-manifold	●	locally	Euclidean,	dimn	-	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	neighborhood	U	≡	Up	s.t.	Up	≈homeo	open	V	⊂	Rn	Exercise	1.1.	Recall,	M	locally	Euclidean	dim	n	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	neighborhood	homeomorphic
to	open	subset.	open	subset	O	⊆	Rn	homeomorphic	to	open	ball	and	O	homeomorphic	is	Rn	since	Rn	homeomorphic	to	open	ball.	To	see	this	explicitly,	that	open	ball	B	(x0	)	⊆	Rn	homeomorphic	to	Rn	Date:	l’estate	2012.	1	Consider	T	∶	B	(x0	)	→	Rn	T	(B	(x0	))	=	B	(0)	T	(x)	=	x	−	x0	T	−1	(x)	=	x	+	x0	.	Clearly	T	homeomorphism.	λ	∶	Rn	→	Rn	Consider	λ(x)
=	λx	for	λ	>	0.	Clearly	λ	homeomorphism.	1	λ−1	(x)	=	x	λ	Consider	B	≡	B1	(0).	Consider	g	cont.	g	∶	Rn	→	Rn	x	g(x)	=	1	+	∣x∣	f	∶	B	→	Rn	x	f	(x)	=	1	−	∣x∣	How	was	f	guessed	at?	x	r	∣g(x)∣	=	∣	1+∣x∣	∣	=	1+r	.	Note	0	≤	∣g(x)∣	<	1	n	So	g(R	)	=	B	∣y∣	For	∣g(x)∣	=	∣y∣,	y	∈	B,	∣y∣(1	+	r)	=	r,	r	=	1−∣y∣	This	is	well-defined,	since	0	≤	∣y∣	<	1	and	0	<	1	−	∣y∣	≤	1	Let	gf	(x)	=
f	g(x)	=	x	1−∣x∣	∣x∣	1	+	1−∣x∣	x	1+∣x∣	∣x∣	1	−	1+∣x∣	=x	=x	f	homeomorphism	between	B	and	Rn	.	B	and	Rn	homeomorphic.	So	an	open	ball	in	Rn	is	homeomorphic	to	Rn	In	practice,	both	the	Hausdorff	and	second	countability	properties	are	usually	easy	to	check,	especially	for	spaces	that	are	built	out	of	other	manifolds,	because	both	properties	are
inherited	by	subspaces	and	products	(Lemmas	A.5	and	A.8).	In	particular,	it	follows	easily	that	any	open	subset	of	a	topological	n-manifold	is	itself	a	topological	n-manifold	(with	the	subspace	topology,	of	course).	Coordinate	Charts.	chart	on	M	,	(U,	ϕ)	where	open	U	⊂	M	and	homeomorphism	ϕ	∶	U	→	Rn	,	ϕ(U	)	open.	Examples	of	Topological	Manifolds.
Example	1.3.	(Graphs	of	Continuous	Functions)	Let	open	U	⊂	Rn	Let	F	∶	U	→	Rk	cont.	graph	of	F	:	Γ(F	)	=	{(x,	y)	∈	Rn	×	Rk	∣x	∈	U,	y	=	F	(x)}	with	subspace	topology.	π1	∶	Rn	×	Rk	→	Rn	projection	onto	first	factor.	ϕk	∶	Γ(F	)	→	U	restriction	of	π1	to	Γ(F	)	ϕF	(x,	y)	=	x,	(x,	y)	∈	Γ(F	)	Example	1.4	(Spheres)	S	n	=	{x	∈	Rn+1	∣∣x∣	=	1}	Hausdorff	and	second
countable	because	it’s	topological	subspace	of	Rn	Example	1.5	(Projective	Spaces)	Ui	⊂	Rn+1	−	0	where	xi	≠	0	Vi	=	π(Ui	)	Let	a	∈	Ui	.	∣x	−	a∣2	=	(x1	−	a1	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(xi	−	ai	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(xn+1	−	an+1	)2	<	2	(n	+	1)2	=	2	n+1	2			∀	ai	∈	R,	∃	xi	,	s.t.	(xi	−	ai	)2	<	n+1	,	by	choice	of	0	<	xi	<	ai	+	√n+1	with	0	<	xi	for	i	=	i	index.	Ui	indeed	open	set,	saturated
open	set.	open	Ui	⊂	Rn+1	−	0,	xi	≠	0	From	Lemma	A.10,	recall	(d)	restriction	of	π	to	any	saturated	open	or	closed	subset	of	X	is	a	quotient	map.	natural	map	π	∶	Rn+1	−	0	→	RP	n	given	quotient	topology.	By	Tu,	Prop.	7.14,	∼	on	Rn+1	−	0	→	RP	n	open	equivalence	relation.	Ô⇒	π∣Ui	(Ui	)	=	Vi	open.	ϕi	∶	Vi	→	Rn	ϕi	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	=	(	xi−1	xi+1	xn+1	x1	.	.
.	,	.	.	.	)	xi	xi	xi	xi	ϕi	well-defined	since	ϕi	[tx1	.	.	.	txn+1	]	=	(	̂i	tx1	t̂	xi	txn+1	x1	x	xn+1	.	.	.	.	.	.	)	=	(	.	.	.	.	.	.	)	=	ϕi	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	txi	txi	txi	xi	xi	xi	ϕi	cont.	since	ϕi	π	cont.	Ui	⊂	Rn+1	−	0	π	Vi	⊂	RP	n	ϕi	π	ϕ	Rn	ϕi	∶	Ui	⊂	RP	n	→	Rn	ϕi	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	=	(	̂i	x1	x	xn+1	.	.	.	.	.	.	)	xi	xi	xi	1	n	1	i−1	ϕ−1	,	1,	ui	.	.	.	un	]	i	(u	.	.	.	u	)	=	[u	.	.	.	u	1	n+1	ϕ−1	]=[	i	ϕi	[x	.	.	.	x
xi−1	xi+1	xn+1	x1	.	.	.	,	1,	.	.	.	]	=	[x1	.	.	.	xi−1	,	xi	,	xi+1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	xi	xi	xi	xi	1	n	1	i−1	i	ϕi	ϕ−1	,	u	.	.	.	un	)	i	(u	.	.	.	u	)	=	(u	.	.	.	u	cont.	ϕi	bijective,	ϕ−1	i	cont.	ϕi	homeomorphism.	From	a	previous	edition:	Exercise	1.2.	Let	φt	∶	Rn+1	/{0}	→	Rn+1	/{0}	φt	(x)	=	tx	φt	invertible,	φ−1	t	=	φ	1t	−1	1	φt	,	φt	C	(and	C	∞	),	φt	homeomorphism.	Let	U	open	in
Rn+1	/{0}.	Then	φt	(U	)	open	in	Rn+1	/{0}.	Thus	π	−1	([U	])	=	⋃t∈R	φt	(U	)	open	in	Rn+1	/{0}.	Thus	[U	]	open	in	RP	n	.	∼	open.	n+1	n	Note	π	∶	R	/{0}	→	RP	x	π(x)	=	∥x∥	Rn	2nd.	countable,	RP	n	2nd.	countable.	Exercise	1.3.	S	n	compact.	π	∶	Rn+1	/{0}	→	RP	n	x	π(x)	=	[	∥x∥	]	Let	x	∈	RP	n	x	y	=	∥x∥	∈	S	n	and	π∣S	n	(y)	=	[x]	π∣S	n	surjective.	Exercise	1.6.
3	First,	note	that	∼	on	Rn+1	−	0	in	the	definition	of	RP	n	is	an	open	∼	i.e.	open	equivalence	relation.	This	is	because	of	the	following:	∀	U	⊂	Rn+1	−	0,	π	−1	(π(U	))	=	⋃t∈R	tU	,	set	of	all	pts.	equivalent	to	some	pt.	of	U	.	multiplication	by	t	∈	R	homeomorphism	of	Rn+1	−	0,	so	tU	open	∀	t	∈	R.	π	−1	(π(U	))	open	i.e.	π(U	)	open	(for	π	is	cont.).	Let	X	=
Rn+1	−	0.	Consider	R	=	{(x,	y)	∈	X	×	X∣x	∼	y	or	y	=	tx	for	some	t	∈	R}	x	y	=	tx	means	yi	=	txi	∀	i	=	0	.	.	.	n.	Then	xyii	=	yjj	∀	i,	j	=	0	.	.	.	n.	Hence	xi	yj	−	yi	xj	=	0	∀	i,	j.	Let	f	∶X	×X	→R	f	(x,	y)	=	∑(xi	yj	−	yi	xj	)2	i≠j	∂f	=	∑	2(xi	yj	−	yi	xj	)(yj	−	yj	)	=	0	∂xi	i≠j	∂f	=	∑	2(xi	yj	−	yi	xj	)(xi	−	xi	)	=	0	∂yj	j≠i	Nevertheless,	f	is	C	1	so	f	cont.	So	f	−1	(0)	=	R.	0	closed,
so	f	−1	(0)	=	R	closed.	By	theorem,	since	∼	open,	RP	n	=	Rn+1	−	0/	∼	Hausdorff.	cf.	topological	space	is	second	countable	if	its	topology	has	countable	basis.	Rn	second	countable	since	B	=	{Br	(q)∣r,	q	∈	Q}	is	a	countable	basis.	∀	x	∈	Rn	If	X	is	second	countable,	with	countable	basis	B,	(1)	If	Y	⊆	X,	Y	also	second	countable	with	countable	basis	{B∣B	∈
B,	Y	⋂	B	≠	∅}	(2)	If	Z	==	X/	∼,	{{[x]∣x	∈	B}∣B	∈	B}	is	a	countable	basis	for	Z	since	B	countable.	It	is	a	basis	since	X	=	⋃B∈B	B	π	Z	=	X/	∼=	π(⋃B∈B	B)	=	⋃B∈B	π(B)	=	⋃B∈B	{[x]∣x	∈	B}	Now	let	Y	=	Rn	−	0	and	Z	=	RP	n	=	Rn	−	0/	∼	Exercise	1.7.	S	n	compact	so	S	n	/{±}	compact	by	Theorem,	as	πS	(S	n	)	=	S	n	/{±},	as	πS	cont.	surjective	(∀	[x]	∈	S	n
/{±},	∃	x	∈	S	n	s.t.	πS	(S	n	)	=	[x])	g	cont.	bijective	as	defined	above	so	since	g(S	n	/{±})	=	RP	n	,	RP	n	compact.	Example	1.8	(Product	Manifolds)	M1	=	⋃	Uα(1)	α∈A1	Mi	=	⋃	Uα(i)	M1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Mn	=	α∈Ai	⋃	Uα1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Uαn	α1	∈	A1	(by	def.)	⋮	αn	∈	An	∀	p	=	(p1	.	.	.	pn	)	∈	M1	×	.	.	.	Mn	,	consider	pi	∈	Mi	.	Choose	coordinate	chart	(Uji	,	ϕji	),	ϕi	(Ui	)	⊂
Rni	.	Then,	Consider	ϕ	∶	U1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Un	→	Rm1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Rmn	=	Rm1	+⋅⋅⋅+mn	,	(U1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Un	,	ϕ1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	ϕn	)	ϕ	=	ϕ1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	ϕn	ϕψ	−1	ϕ	also	a	homeomorphism.	also	a	diffeomorphism,	cont.	bijective	and	C	∞	(ϕ1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	ϕn	)	○	(ψ1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	ψn	)−1	{(U,	ϕ)	=	(U1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Un	,	ϕ1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	ϕn	)∣(Ui	,	ϕi	)	∈	{(Ui	,	ϕi	)∣Ui	∈	Mi	}}	also	an	atlas.	Topological
Properties	of	Manifolds.	Lemma	1	(1.10).	∀	topological	M	,	M	has	countable	basis	of	precompact	coordinate	balls	4	Proof.	First	consider	M	can	be	covered	by	single	chart.	̂	⊆	Rn	global	coordinate	map.	Suppose	ϕ	∶	M	→	U	̂	,	for	some	r′	>	r}	Let	B	=	{Br	(x)∣	open	Br	(x)	⊆	Rn	s.t.	r	∈	Q,	x	∈	Q,	i.e.	x	rational	coordinates	,	Br′	(x)	⊆	U	̂	Clearly,	∀	Br	(x)
precompact	in	U	̂	B	countable	basis	for	topology	of	U	ϕ	homeomorphism,	it	follows	{ϕ−1	(B)∣B	∈	B}	countable	basis	for	M	Let	M	arbitrary,	By	def.,	∀	p	∈	M	,	p	∈	domain	U	of	a	chart	Prop.	A.16,	∀	open	cover	of	second-countable	space	has	countable	subcover.	M	covered	by	countably	many	charts	{(Ui	,	ϕi	)}	∀	Ui	,	Ui	has	countable	basis	of	coordinate
balls	precompact	in	Ui	union	of	all	these	coordinates	bases	is	countable	basis	for	M	.	If	V	⊆	Ui	one	of	these	balls,	then	V	compact	in	Ui	.	M	Hausdorff,	so	V	closed.	V	in	M	is	same	as	V	in	Ui	,	so	V	precompact	in	M	.		Connectivity.	Local	Compactness	and	Paracompactness.	Fundamental	Groups	of	Manifolds.	Smooth	Structures.	If	open	U	⊂	Rn	,	V	⊂	Rm	,
F	∶	U	→	V	smooth	(or	C	∞	)	if	∀	cont.	partial	derivative	of	all	orders	exists.	F	diffeomorphism	if	F	smooth,	bijective,	and	has	a	smooth	inverse.	Diffeomorphism	is	a	homeomorphism.	(U,	ϕ),	(V,	ψ)	smoothly	compatible	if	U	V	=	∅	or	ψϕ−1	∶	ϕ(U	V	)	→	ψ(U	V	)	diffeomorphism	atlas	A	≡	{(U,	ϕ)}	s.t.	⋃	U	=	M	.	Smooth	atlas	if	∀	(U,	ϕ),	(V,	ψ)	∈	A,	(U,	ϕ),	(V,	ψ)
smoothly	compatible.	Smooth	structure	on	topological	n-manifold	M	is	a	maximal	smooth	atlas.	Smooth	manifold	(M,	A)	where	M	topological	manifold,	A	smooth	structure	on	M	.	Proposition	1	(1.17).	Let	M	topological	manifold.	(a)	∀	smooth	atlas	for	M	is	contained	in	!	maximal	smooth	atlas.	(b)	2	smooth	atlases	for	M	determine	the	same	maximal
smooth	atlas	iff	union	is	smooth	atlas.	Proof.	Let	A	smooth	atlas	for	M	A	≡	set	of	all	charts	that	are	smoothly	compatible	with	every	chart	in	A	Want:	A	smooth	atlas,	i.e.	∀	(U,	ϕ),	(V	ψ)	∈	A,	ψϕ−1	∶	ϕ(U	V	)	→	ψ(U	V	)	smooth.	Let	x	=	ϕ(p)	∈	ϕ(U	V	)	p	∈	M	,	so	∃	some	chart	(W,	θ)	∈	A	s.t.	p	∈	W	.	By	given,	θϕ−1	,	ψθ−1	smooth	where	they’re	defined.	p	∈	U	V
W	,	so	ψϕ−1	=	ψθ−1	θϕ−1	smooth	on	x.	Thus	ψϕ−1	smooth	in	a	neighborhood	of	each	pt.	in	ϕ(U	V	).	Thus	A	smooth	atlas.	To	check	maximal,		Local	Coordinate	Representations.	Proposition	2	(1.19).	∀	smooth	M	has	countable	basis	of	regular	coordinate	balls	Exercise	1.20.	smooth	manifold	M	has	smooth	structure	Suppose	single	smooth	chart	ϕ	has
entire	M	as	domain	̂	⊆	Rn	ϕ∶M	→U	5	̂	=	{B	̂r	(x)	⊆	Rn	∣r	∈	Q,	x	∈	Q,	B	̂r′	(x)	⊆	U	̂	for	some	r′	>	r}	Let	B	̂r	(x)	precompact	in	U	̂	∀B	̂	̂	B	countable	basis	for	topology	of	U	ϕ	homeomorphism,	−1	̂	Let	ϕ	(B	r	(0))	=	B	−1	̂	ϕ	(Br′	(0))	=	B	′	̂	countable	basis,	{B}	countable	basis	of	regular	coordinate	basis.	ϕ	homeomorphism	and	since	B	Suppose	arbitrary	smooth
structure.	By	def.,	∀	p	∈	M	,	p	in	some	chart	domain	Prop.	A.16.,	∀	open	cover	of	second	countable	space	has	countable	subcover	M	covered	by	countably	many	charts	{(Ui	,	ϕi	)}	∀	Ui	,	Ui	has	countable	basis	of	coordinate	balls	precompact	in	Ui	union	of	all	these	coordinate	charts	is	countable	basis	for	M	.	If	V	⊆	Ui	,	1	of	these	balls,	ϕ(V	)	=	Br	(0)	ϕ(V	)
=	B	r	(0)	and	ϕ(B	′	)	=	Br′	(0),	r′	>	r	for	countable	basis	for	Ui	So	V	regular	coordinate	ball.	Examples	of	Smooth	Manifolds.	More	Examples.	Example	1.25	(Spaces	of	Matrices)	Let	M	(m	×	n,	R)	≡	set	of	m	×	n	matrices	with	real	entries.	Example	1.26	(Open	Submanifolds)	∀	open	subset	U	⊆	M	is	itself	a	dimM	manifold.	EY	:	∀	open	subset	U	⊆	M	is	itself
a	dimM	manifold.	Example	1.27	(The	General	Linear	Group)	general	linear	group	GL(n,	R)	=	{A∣detA	≠	0}	det	∶	A	→	R	is	cont.	(by	def.	of	detA	=	i1	...in	a1i1	.	.	.	anin	det−1	(R	−	0)	is	open	since	R	−	0	open	so	GL(n,	R)	open	GL(n,	R)	⊆	M	(n,	R),	M	(n,	R)	n2	-dim.	vector	space.	so	GL(n,	R)	smooth	n2	-dim.	manifold.	Example	1.28	(Matrices	of	Full	Rank)
Suppose	m	<	n	Let	Mn	(m	×	n,	R)	⊆	M	(m	×	n,	R)	with	matrices	of	rank	m	if	A	∈	Mm	(m	×	n,	R),	rankA	=	m	means	that	A	has	some	nonsingular	m	×	m	submatrix.	(EY	20140205	???)	Example	1.31	(Spheres)	ϕ±i	∶	S	n	→	B1n	(0)	⊂	Rn	(B1n	(0)	disk	of	radius	1)	̂i	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	ϕ±i	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	(x1	.	.	.	x	√	̂2i	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	x2n+1	)	Note	x21	+	⋅	⋅	⋅
+	x2i	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	x2n+1	=	1.	xi	=	±	1	−	(x21	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	x	√	√	(ϕ±i	)−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(y1	⋅	⋅	⋅	±	1	−	(y12	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	yn2	)	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(y1	.	.	.	yi−1	,	±	1	−	∣y∣2	,	yi	.	.	.	yn	)	√	ϕ±i	(ϕ±j	)−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(y1	.	.	.	ŷi	.	.	.	yj−1	,	±	1	−	∣y∣2	,	yj	.	.	.	yn	)	√	ϕ±i	(ϕ∓j	)−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(y1	.	.	.	ŷi	.	.	.	yj−1	,	∓	1	−	∣y∣2	,	yj	.	.	.	yn	)	√	ϕ±j	(ϕ∓i	)−1	ϕ±i	(ϕ±j	)−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	ϕ±j
(y1	⋅	⋅	⋅	±	yi	.	.	.	yj−1	,	±	1	−	∣y∣2	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(y1	⋅	⋅	⋅	±	yi	.	.	.	yj	.	.	.	yn	)	This	is	symmetrical	in	i,	j	and	so	true	if	i,	j	reverse.	6	So	ϕ±i	(ϕ±j	)−1	diff.	and	bijective.	Likewise	for	ϕ±i	(ϕ∓j	)−1	.	ϕ±i	(ϕ±j	)−1	So	±	∓	−1	diffeomorphisms.	ϕi	(ϕj	)	Lemma	2	(1.35).	(Smooth	Manifold	Chart	Lemma)	Let	M	be	a	set,	suppose	given	{Uα	∣Uα	⊂	M	},	given	maps	ϕα	∶	Uα
→	Rn	s.t.	(i)	∀	α,	ϕα	bijection	between	Uα	and	open	ϕα	(Uα	)	⊆	Rn	(ii)	∀	α,	β,	ϕα	(Uα	⋂	Uβ	),	ϕβ	(Uα	⋂	Uβ	)	open	in	Rn	Example	1.36	(Grassmann	Manifolds)	Gk	(V	)	=	{S∣S	⊆	V	}	S	k-dim.	linear	subspace	of	V	dimV	=	n,	V	vector	space	if	V	=	Rn	,	Gk	(Rn	)	≡	Gk,n	≡	G(k,	n)	(notation)	dimP	=	k	Let	V	=	P	⊕	Q,	dimQ	=	n	−	k	G1	(Rn+1	)	=	RP	n	linear	X	∶	P	→
Q	Γ(X)	=	{v	+	Xv∣v	∈	P	},	Γ(X)	⊆	V,	dimΓ(X)	=	k	Γ(X)	⋂	Q	=	0	since	∀	w	∈	Γ(X),	w	has	a	P	piece,	and	Q	complementary	to	P	Converse:	∀	subspace	S	⊆	V	,	s.t.	S	⋂	Q	=	0	let	πP	∶	V	→	P	πQ	∶	V	→	Q	projections	by	direct	sum	decomposition	V	=	P	⊕	Q	πP	∣S	∶	S	→	P	isomorphism	Ô⇒	X	=	(	πQ	∣S	)	⋅	(	πP	∣S	)−1	,	X	∶	P	→	Q	Let	v	∈	P	.	v	+	Xv	=	v	+	πQ	∣S	(	πP	∣S	)
−1	v.	Let	v	∈	πP	∣S	(S)	Γ(X)	=	S	Let	L(P	;	Q)	=	{f	∣	linear	f	∶	P	→	Q},	L(P	;	Q)	vector	space	UQ	⊆	Gk	(V	),	UQ	=	{S∣dimS	=	k,	S	subspace	,	S	⋂	Q	=	0}	Γ	∶	L(P	;	Q)	→	UQ	X	↦	Γ(X)	Γ	bijection	by	above	ϕ	=	Γ−1	∶	UQ	→	L(P	;	Q)	By	choosing	bases	for	P,	Q,	identify	L(P	;	Q)	with	M	((n	−	k)k;	R)	and	hence	with	Rk(n−k)	think	of	(UQ	,	ϕ)	as	coordinate	chart.
ϕ(UQ	)	=	L(P	;	Q)	Problems.	Problem	1.7.	(This	was	Problem	1.5	in	previous	editions)	n+1	S	n	=	{(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	}	∈	Rn+1	∣	∑	x2i	=	1}	⊂	Rn+1	i=1	Let	N	=	(0	.	.	.	0,	1)	S	=	(0	.	.	.	0,	−1)	x	∈	Sn.	(a)	Consider	t(x	−	N	)	+	N	=	tx	+	(1	−	t)N	when	xn+1	=	0	txn+1	+	(1	−	t)	=	0	or	txn+1	+	−1	+	t	=	0	1	1	=	t	(	or	)	Ô⇒	1	−	xn+1	1	+	xn+1	7	π	1	∶	S	n	−	N	→	Rn
π1	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	(	π	2	∶	S	n	−	S	→	Rn	x1	xn	...	,	0)	1	−	xn+1	1	−	xn+1	x1	xn	...	,	0)	1	+	xn+1	1	+	xn+1	Note	that	−π2	(−x)	=	π1	and	π1	≡	σ,	π2	≡	̃	σ	in	Massey’s	notation.	i	(b)	Note,	for	yi	=	1−xxn+1	1	−	x2n+1	1	+	xn+1	∣y∣2	−	1	y12	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	yn2	=	∣y∣2	=	=	or	x	=	n+1	(1	−	xn+1	)2	1	−	xn+1	∣y∣2	+	1	2yi	xi	=	yi	(1	−	xn+1	)	=	1	+	∣y∣2	π2	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)
=	(	π1−1	∶	Rn	→	S	n	−	N	π1−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(	2y1	2yn	∣y∣2	−	1	.	.	.	,	)	1	+	∣y∣2	1	+	∣y∣2	∣y∣2	+	1	2yn	1	−	∣y∣2	2y1	.	.	.	,	)	1	+	∣y∣2	1	+	∣y∣2	∣y∣2	+	1	π1	,	π2	diff.,	bijective,	and	(S	n	−	N	)	⋃(S	n	−	S)	=	S	n	π2−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(	(c)	Computing	the	transition	maps	for	the	stereographic	projections.	Consider	(S	n	−	N	)(S	n	−	S)	=	S	n	−	N	⋃	S	π1	π2−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)
=	(	y1	yn	.	.	.	2	,	0)	2	∣y∣	∣y∣	π2	π1−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(	y1	yn	.	.	.	2	,	0)	∣y∣2	∣y∣	since,	for	example,	2yi	1+∣y∣2	1−∣y∣2	1	−	1+∣y∣	2	=	yi	∣y∣2	π1	π2−1	bijective	and	C	∞	,	π1	π2−1	diffeomorphism.	{(S	n	−	N,	π1	),	(S	n	−	S,	π2	)}	C	∞	atlas	or	differentiable	structure.	−2yi	yj	yi	∂j	2	=	2	∣y∣	(y1	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	yn2	)2	(y12	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	yn2	)	−	2yj2	y12	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	ŷj2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	yn2	−
yj2	yj	=	=	∣y∣2	∣y∣4	∣y∣4	y1	yn	det(∂j	π1	π2−1	(y))	=	∑	sgn(σ)∂σ1	2	.	.	.	∂σn	2	=	0	only	if	y	=	0.	But	that’s	excluded	∣y∣	∣y∣	σ∈Sn	∂j	(d)	Consider	{(S	n	/,	π1	),	(S	n	/S,	π2	)}	A	=	{(Ui±	,	ϕ±i	)}	Now	⎧	⎪	⎪U	+	S	n	/N	⋂	Ui+	=	⎨	i+	⎪	U	/N	⎪	⎩	n+1	n	−	S	/N	⋂	Ui	=	Ui−	π1	(ϕ±i	)−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	if	i	≠	n	+	1	if	i	=	n	+	1	√	√	⎛	y1	yi−1	±	1	−	∣y∣2	yi	yn−1	⎞	2	...	,	,	...	,0
=	π1	(y1	.	.	.	yi−1	,	±	1	−	∣y∣	,	yi	.	.	.	yn	)	=	1	−	yn	1	−	yn	1	−	yn	1	−	yn	⎠	⎝	1	−	yn	Note	−1	<	yn	<	1	on	ϕ±i	(S	n	/	⋂	Ui±	)	ϕ±i	π1−1	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	ϕ±i	(	2y1	2yn	∣y∣2	−	1	2y1	2̂	yi	2yn	∣y∣2	−	1	...	,	2	)=(	...	...	,	)	2	2	2	2	1	+	∣y∣	1	+	∣y∣	∣y∣	+	1	1	+	∣y∣	1	+	∣y∣	1	+	∣y∣2	∣y∣2	+	1	8	−1	π1,2	(ϕ±i	)−1	,	ϕ±i	π1,2	are	diffeomorphisms	(bijective	and	differentiable).	n	So
{(S	/N,	π1	),	(S	n	/S,	π2	)}	⋃	A	also	a	C	∞	atlas.	So	{(S	n	/N,	π1	),	(S	n	/S,	π2	)}	,	A	equivalent.	2.	S	MOOTH	M	APS	Smooth	Functions	and	Smooth	Maps.	Definition	1.	smooth	function	f	,	f	∶	M	→	Rk	,	if	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	smooth	chart	(U,	ϕ),	U	∋	p,	s.t.	f	○	ϕ−1	smooth	on	ϕ(U	)	⊆	Rn	,	f	○	ϕ−1	∶	ϕ(U	)	→	Rk	EY	:	20150717	Recall,	smooth	chart	just	means	that	the
chart	belongs	to	maximal	smooth	atlas,	and	smooth	in	that	the	transition	maps	are	smooth.	f	M	Rk	f	U	ϕ−1	ϕ	f	(U	)	⊂	Rk	f	○	ϕ−1	ϕ(U	)	⊂	Rn	Exercise	2.3.	Given	f	∶	M	→	Rk	smooth,	Consider	p	∈	M	.	M	smooth	manifold,	so	∃	chart	(U,	ϕ)	s.t.	p	∈	U	ϕ	∶	U	⊂	M	→	Rm	ϕ	homeomorphism,	ϕ(U	)	open	in	Rm	ϕ−1	∶	ϕ(U	)	→	M	Consider	another	smooth	chart	(V,
ψ),	p	∈	V	so	that	U	V	≠	∅	f	ψ	−1	∶	ψ(U	V	)	→	Rk	f	ψ	−1	(y	1	.	.	.	y	m	)	=	(f	ψ	−1	)i	(y	1	.	.	.	y	m	),	fψ	−1	−1	=	f	ϕ	ϕψ	−1	−1	=	(f	ϕ	)ϕψ	i	=	1...k	−1	ϕψ	−1	C	∞	(diffeomorphisms	are	smooth).	f	ϕ−1	is	smooth.	f	ψ	−1	also	smooth.	Smooth	Maps	Between	Manifolds.	Definition	2.	Let	M,	N	be	smooth	manifolds.	smooth	map	F	,	F	∶	M	→	N	if	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	smooth
charts	(U,	ϕ)	(V,	ψ)	s.t.	F	(U	)	⊆	V	and	ψ	○	F	○	ϕ−1	smooth	from	ϕ(U	)	to	ψ(V	).	U	∋p	V	∋	F	(p)	i.e.	F	M	N	F	U	ϕ	F	(U	)	⊆	V	ϕ−1	ϕ(U	)	⊂	Rm	ψ	−1	ψ○F	○ϕ	ψ(V	)	⊆	Rn	Exercise	2.6.	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	(U,	ϕ),	(U	′	,	ϕ′	)	smooth	chart	for	M	(V,	ψ),	(V	′	,	ψ	′	)	smooth	chart	for	N	ψ	′	F	(ϕ′	)−1	=	ψ	′	ψ	−1	ψF	ϕ−1	ϕ(ϕ′	)−1	=	(ψ	′	ψ	−1	)(ψF	ϕ−1	)(ϕ(ϕ′	)−1	)	ψ	′	ψ
−1	,	ϕ(ϕ′	)−1	aresmooth	(in	fact	diffeomorphisms).	ψF	ϕ−1	given	to	be	smooth.	So	ψ	′	F	(ϕ′	)−1	smooth.	Example	2.5.	(Smooth	Maps)	9	(a)	inclusion	i	∶	S	n	↪	Rn+1	(b)	ϕ±i	∶	S	n	→	B1n	(0)	⊂	Rn	(B1n	(0)	disk	of	radius	1;	ϕ±i	is	like	a	projection	of	a	half	hemisphere	to	a	plane)	̂i	.	.	.	xn+1	)	ϕ±i	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	(x1	.	.	.	x	√	±	−1	(ϕi	)	(y1	.	.	.	yn	)	=	(y1	.	.	.
yi−1	,	±	1	−	∣y∣2	,	yi	.	.	.	yn	)	∣y∣2	=	y12	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	yn2	̂i	∶	Rn	↪	Rn+1	√	̂i(u1	.	.	.	un	)	=	i(ϕ±i	)−1	(u1	.	.	.	un	)	=	(u1	.	.	.	ui−1	,	±	1	−	∣u∣2	,	ui	.	.	.	un	)	∣u∣2	=	(u1	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(un	)2	̂i	is	coordinate	representation,	and	clearly,	from	the	above	formula,	is	smooth.	(c)	π	∶	Rn+1	−	0	→	RP	n	smooth	because	̂	π	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	ϕi	π(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	ϕi	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	=
(	̂i	x	xn+1	x1	.	.	.	.	.	.	)	xi	xi	xi	ϕi	∶	Ui	→	Rn	(d)	p	∶	S	n	→	RP	n	is	restriction	of	π	∶	Rn+1	−	0	→	RP	n	to	S	n	⊂	Rn+1	−	0.	π∣S	n	=	p	p	=	πi	π,	i	smooth,	so	p	smooth.	p−1	=	i−1	π	−1	.	∣x∣2	=	(x1	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(xn+1	)2	On	RP	n	,	pp−1	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	=	pi−1	π	−1	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	=	π	−1	(	xn+1	x1	xn+1	x1	xn+1	x1	...	)	=	πi	(	.	.	.	)	=	[	...	]	=	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	∣x∣	∣x∣	∣x∣	∣x∣
∣x∣	∣x∣	pp−1	[tx1	.	.	.	txn+1	]	=	π	−1	(	tx1	txn+1	...	)	=	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	∣t∣∣x∣	∣t∣∣x∣	p−1	p(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	p−1	[x1	.	.	.	xn+1	]	=	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	,	as	(x1	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(xn+1	)2	=	1	p	bijective,	smooth,	and	1	n	−1	1	i−1	̂	π	−1	=	π	−1	ϕ−1	,	1,	y	i	,	y	i	.	.	.	y	n	)	=	(y	1	.	.	.	y	−1	,	1,	y	i	.	.	.	y	n	)	smooth	i	(y	.	.	.	y	)	=	π	(y	.	.	.	y	1	n+1	̂i	x1	x	xn+1	̂i−1	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	)	=	(ϕ±i	)
(i−1	(x1	.	.	.	xn+1	))	=	(ϕ±i	)	(	x	.	.	.	x	)	=	(	...	...	)	∣x∣	∣x∣	∣x∣	∣x∣	∣x∣	with	∣x∣2	=	(x1	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(xn+1	)2	̂i−1	smooth.	So	p−1	=	i−1	π	−1	smooth.	p	diffeomorphism.	Diffeomorphisms.	Lie	Groups.	Lie	group	-	smooth	manifold	G,	with	m	∶	G	×	G	→	G	m(g,	h)	=	gh	Exercise	2.10.	i∶G→G	i(g)	=	g	m,	i	smooth.	−1	f	∶G×G→G	(g,	h)	↦	gh−1	m(g,	h)	=	f	(g,	h−1	)	=	gh	(∃
h−1	since	G	is	a	group)	f	(e,	g)	=	eg	−1	=	g	−1	=	i(g)	So	m,	i	smooth	as	f	is	smooth.	Example	2.8	(Lie	Group	Homomorphisms)	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	Cg	∶	G	→	G	conjugation.	Cg	(h)	=	ghg	−1	Cg	smooth	because	Lie	group	multiplication	is	smooth.	Suppose	hl	=	m	Cg	(hl)	=	ghlg	−1	=	ghg	−1	glg	−1	=	Cg	(m)	=	Cg	(h)Cg	(l)	10	Smooth	Covering	Maps.
Partitions	of	Unity.	Theorem	1	(2.23).	(Existence	of	Partitions	of	Unity).	Suppose	M	is	a	smooth	manifold	with	or	without	boundary,	and	χ	=	(Xα	)α∈A	is	any	indexed	open	cover	of	M	.	Then	∃	smooth	partition	of	unity	subordinate	to	χ		Proof.	Applications	of	Partitions	of	Unity.	Lemma	3	(2.26).	Suppose	M	smooth	manifold	with	or	without	boundary.
closed	A	⊆	M	f	∶	A	→	Rk	smooth	function.	∀	open	U	,	U	⊃	A,	∃	smooth	f ̃	∶	M	→	Rk	s.t.	f ̃∣A	=	f	and	suppf ̃	⊆	U	Proof.	Given	A⊆M	f	∶	A	→	Rk	∀U	⊇	A	∀	p	∈	A,	choose	neighborhood	Wp	of	p,	smooth	f ̃p	∶	Wp	→	Rk	s.t.	f ̃p	=	f	on	Wp	⋂	A	Replace	Wp	by	Wp	⋂	U	,	so	Wp	⊆	U	{Wp	∣p	∈	A}	⋃{M	/A}	open	cover	of	M	Let	{ψp	∣p	∈	A}	⋃{ψ0	}	smooth	partition	of	unity
subordinate	to	this	cover,	with	suppψp	⊆	Wp	,	suppψ0	⊆	M	/A	(Thm.2.23,	Existence	of	Partition	of	Unity)	∀	p	∈	A,	ψp	f ̃p	smooth	on	Wp	,	and	ψp	f ̃p	has	smooth	extension	to	all	of	M	if	ψp	f ̃p	=	0	on	M	/suppψp	on	open	Wp	/suppψp	,	they	agree	define	f ̃	∶	M	→	Rk	f ̃(x)	=	∑	ψp	(x)f ̃p	(x)	p∈A	{suppψp	}	locally	finite,	so	∑p∈A	ψp	f ̃p	(x)	has	only	finite	number	of
nonzero	terms	in	neighborhood	of	∀	x	∈	M	,	so	f ̃(x)	smooth	If	x	∈	A,	ψ0	(x)	=	0,	f ̃p	(x)	=	f	(x)	∀	p	s.t.	ψp	(x)	≠	0,	so	f ̃(x)	=	∑	ψp	(x)f	(x)	=	(ψ0	(x)	+	∑	ψp	(x))f	(x)	=	f	(x)	p∈A	p∈A	so	f ̃	extension	of	f	.	Lemma	1.13(b),	so	suppf ̃	=	⋃p∈A	suppψp	=	⋃p∈A	suppψp	⊆	U			Problems.	Problem	2-11.	G	connected	Lie	group.	U	⊂	G	neighborhood	of	identity	e.	Let	H	≤	G
subgroup	generated	by	U	.	(cf.	wikipedia	-	Generating	set	of	a	group	U	of	H	s.t.	∀	h	∈	H,	h	=	finite	combination	of	u’s	∈	U	,	u−1	’s)	hU	⊂	H.	∀	h	∈	H	hU	open	neighborhood	of	h,	since	multiplication	by	h	is	cont.	(U	open,	so	h−1	(hU	)	open)	So	h	open.	′	−1	Let	g	∈	H	c	,	{U	={u	∣u∈U	}.	i(u)	=	u−1	.	i	inversion	map,	cont.	i(U	)	=	i−1	(U	)	=	U	′	open.	gU	′	⊂
H	c	(otherwise	g	∈	H,	for	if	h	∈	gU	′	⋂	H,	g	∈	hU	⊂	H)	H	c	open,	so	H	closed.	H	open	and	closed,	so	since	G	connected,	H	=	G.	U	generates	G.	3.	TANGENT	V	ECTORS	Tangent	Vectors.	11	Geometric	Tangent	Vectors.	Now,	1	thing	that	a	Euclidean	tangent	vector	provides	is	a	means	of	taking	“directional	derivatives”	of	a	function.	e.g.	∀	va	∈	Rna	,	va
yields	Dv	∣a	∶	C	∞	Rn	→	R	(3.1)	d	Dv	∣a	f	=	Dv	f	(a)	=	∣	f	(a	+	tv)	dt	t=0	which	takes	the	directional	derivative	in	the	direction	v	at	a.	Dv	∣a	linear	and	Dv	∣a	(f	g)	=	f	(a)	Dv	∣a	g	+	g(a)	Dv	∣a	f	(3.1)	∂f	d	∣	f	(a	+	tv)	=	v	i	i	(a)	dt	t=0	∂x	Dv	∣a	f	=	v	i	∂f	(a)	∂xi	If	va	=	ej	∣a	,	Dv	∣a	f	=	derivation	at	a,	a	linear	X	∶	C	∞	Rn	→	R,	a	∈	Rn	∂f	(a)	∂xi	X(f	g)	=	f	(a)Xg	+	g(a)Xf
Ta	Rn	set	of	all	derivations	of	C	∞	Rn	at	a.	Ta	Rn	vector	space.	Lemma	4	(3.1).	X(c)	=	0,	0	const.,	X(f	g)	=	0	if	f	(a)	=	g(a)	=	0	Proposition	3	(3.2).	∀	a	∈	Rn	,	map	va	↦	Dv	∣a	isomorphism	from	Rna	onto	Ta	Rn	Proof.	va	↦	Dv	∣a	linear.	∂f	∂f	∂f	d	∣	f	(a	+	t(bv	+	cw))	=	(bv	i	+	cwi	)	j	(a)	=	bv	j	j	(a)	+	cwi	i	(a)	=	dt	t=0	∂x	∂x	∂x	d	d	=	b	∣	f	(a	+	tv)	+	c	∣	f	(a	+	tw)
=	b	Dv	∣a	f	+	c	Dw	∣a	f	=	(	bDv	∣a	+	c	Dw	∣a	)f	dt	t=0	dt	t=0	n	i	injective:	va	∈	Ra	,	write	va	=	v	ei	∣a	take	f	to	be	jth	coordinate	function	xj	∶	Rn	→	R,	thought	of	as	a	smooth	function	on	Rn	Dbv+cw	∣a	f	=	Dbv+cw	f	(a)	=	0	=	Dv	∣a	(xj	)	=	v	i	δij	=	v	j	∀j	Then	va	=	0	surjective,	let	X	∈	Ta	Rn	define	v	i	=	X(xi	)	We’ll	show	X	=	Dv	∣a	,	v	=	v	i	ei	Let	f	be	any
smooth	function	on	Rn	,	f	∶	Rn	→	R.	By	Taylor’s	formula	with	remainder	(Thm.	A.58),	∃	smooth	g1	.	.	.	gn	on	Rn	s.t.	gi	(a)	=	0	n	n	∂f	(a)(xi	−	ai	)	+	∑	gi	(x)(xi	−	ai	)	i	i=1	∂x	i=1	f	(x)	=	f	(a)	+	∑	Recall	Lemma	3.1,	and	note	xi	−	ai	=	0	if	x	=	a	n	Xf	=	X(f	(a))	+	∑	X	(	i=1	n	n	n	∂f	∂f	(a)(xi	−	ai	))	+	∑	X(gi	(x)(xi	−	ai	))	=	0	+	∑	i	(a)	(X(xi	)	−	X(ai	))	=	i	∂x	∂x	i=1
i=1	∂f	∂f	=	∑	X(x	)	j	(a)	=	v	i	i	(a)	=	Dv	∣a	f	∂x	∂x	i=1	i	Ô⇒	X	=	Dv	∣a		Corollary	1	(3.3).	∀	a	∈	Rn	,	n	derivatives.	∂	∣	.	.	.	∂x∂n	∣a	∂x1	a	defined	by	∂	∣	f	∂xi	a	=	∂f	(a)	∂xi	∂	∂	n	Proof.	as	above,	∀	X	∈	Ta	Rn	,	X	derivation.	Xf	=	v	i	∂x	i	∣	f	,	so	{	∂xi	∣	}	spans	Ta	R	a	a	i	∂	i	for	linear	independence,	0	=	v	∂xi	∣a	f	.	Then	v	=	0,	∀	i	j	∂	Note	∂x	i	∣	=	Dei	∣a	with	ei	=	δi	ej	.	a	12
form	a	basis	for	Ta	Rn	,	dimTa	Rn	=	n		Tangent	Vectors	on	a	Manifold.	linear	X	∶	C	∞	M	→	R	derivation	at	p	if	X(f	g)	=	f	(p)Xg	+	g(p)Xf	.	∀	f,	g	∈	C	∞	M	tangent	space	Tp	M	=	set	of	all	derivations	of	C	∞	M	Exercise	3.1.	Lemma	3.4	(a)	f	const.	So	let	f	=	0.	X(cf	)	=	cX(f	)	=	X(f	f	)	=	f	(p)Xf	+	f	(p)Xf	=	2X(cf	)	Ô⇒	X(f	)	=	0	(b)	if	f	(p)	=	g(p)	=	0,	X(f	g)	=	0,	by
definition.	Pushforwards.	Let	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	∀	p	∈	M	,	define	F∗	∶	Tp	M	→	TF	(p)	N	,	pushforward	∞	∞	(F∗	X)(f	)	=	X(f	F	)	f	∈	C	N	,	f	F	∈	C	M	,	so	X(f	F	)	makes	sense.	(F∗	X)(f	g)	=	X((f	g)F	)	=	X((f	F	)(gF	))	=	f	F	(p)X(gF	)	+	gF	(p)X(f	F	)	=	f	(F	(p))(F∗	X)g	+	g(F	(p))(F∗	X)(f	)	Lemma	5	(3.5).	(Properties	of	Pushforwards)	(a)	(F∗	X)(af	+	bg)	=	X((af	+
bg)F	)	=	aX(f	F	)	+	bX(gF	)	=	aF∗	X(f	)	+	bF∗	X(g)	F∗	X	linear	(b)	gf∗	=	g∗	f∗	∶	Tp	M	→	Tgf	(p)	P	Exercise	3.2.	(a)	(b)	f	∶M	→	N	g	∶N	→	P	Consider	gf	∶M	→	P	p	∈	M,(U,	ϕ)	⊂	M	V	∈	Tp	M	q	=	f	(p)	∈	N,(V,	ψ)	⊂	N	W	∈	Tq	N	r	=	g(q)	∈	P,(W,	χ)	⊂	P	X	∈	Tg(q)	P	∂	∂xα	∂	W	=	Wβ	β	∂y	∂	X	=	Xγ	γ	∂z	gf∗	V	∈	Tgf	(p)	P	V	=Vα	f∗	V	∈	Tf	(p)	N	g∗	W	∈	Tg(q)	P	f∗	V	[h]	=
V	[hf	]	g∗	W	[k]	=	W	[kg]	gf∗	V	[l]	=	V	[lgf	]	f∗	V	[hψ	−1	(y)]	=	V	[hf	ϕ−1	(x)]	g∗	W	[kχ−1	(z)]	=	W	[kgψ	−1	(y)]	gf∗	V	[lχ−1	(z)]	=	V	[lgf	ϕ−1	(x)]	Ô⇒	g∗	(f∗	V	)[l]	=	f∗	V	[lg]	=	V	[lgf	]	=	gf∗	V	[l]	In	coordinates,	α	α	−1	∂	∂	−1	µ	∂y	−1	µ	∂(y	f	ϕ	(x))	∂	[lgψ	(y)]	=	V	[lgψ	(y)]	=	V	[lgψ	−1	(y)]	∂y	α	∂xµ	∂y	α	∂xµ	∂y	α	∂	gf∗	V	[lχ−1	(z)]	=	V	[lgf	ϕ−1	(x)]	=	V	α	α	(lgf
ϕ−1	(x))	∂x	∂	∂(y	α	f	ϕ−1	(x))	∂	−1	Ô⇒	(lgf	ϕ	(x))	=	[lgψ	−1	(y)]	∂xµ	∂xµ	∂y	α	g∗	(f∗	V	)[lχ−1	(z)]	=	f∗	V	[lgψ	−1	(y)]	=	W	α	Chain	rule	is	reobtained.	Alternatively,	Let	F	∶	M	→	N	G∶N	→P	p∈M	GF	∶	M	→	P	(GF	)∗	∶	Tp	M	→	TGF	(p)	P	Now	consider	.	h	∈	C	∞P	G∗	(F∗	X)(h)	=	F∗	X(hG)	=	X(hGF	)	Ô⇒	G∗	F∗	=	(GF	)∗	13	(c)	(1M	)∗	X(f	)	=	X(f	1)	=	X(f	)	so	(1M	)∗
=	1Tp	M	(d)	Now	F	MÐ	→N	F∗	Tp	M	Ð→	TF	(p)	N	cf.	Tu,	pp.	80,	8	Tangent	Space,	Corollary	8.7.	If	F	∶	M	→	N	,	p	∈	M	,	F	diffeomorphism,	F∗	∶	Tp	M	→	TF	(p)	N	isomorphism.	Proof.	To	say	that	F	is	a	diffeomorphism,	means	that	it	has	a	differentiable	inverse	G	∶	N	→	M	s.t.	GF	=	1M	(GF	)∗	=	G∗	F∗	=	(1M	)∗	=	1Tp	M	F	G	=	1N	(F	G)∗	=	F∗	G∗	=	(1N	)∗	=
1TF	(p)	N	So	then	F∗	,	G∗	are	isomorphisms,	bijective	homomorphism.		identify	Tp	U	with	Tp	M	∀	p	∈	U	.	Since	the	action	of	a	derivation	on	a	function	depends	only	on	the	values	of	the	function	in	an	arbitrary	small	neighborhood.	In	particular,	this	means	that	any	tangent	vector	X	∈	Tp	M	can	be	unambiguously	applied	to	functions	defined	only	in	a
neighborhood	of	p	not	necessarily	on	all	of	M	(note	partition	of	unity,	bump	functions).	Proposition	4	(3.7).	open	submanifold	U	⊂	M	,	inclusion	i	∶	U	↪	M	.	∀	p	∈	U	,	i∗	∶	Tp	U	→	Tp	M	isomorphism.	Exercise	3.3.	If	F	∶	M	→	N	local	diffeomorphism,	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	open	U	∋	p	s.t.	F	(U	)	open	in	N	and	F	∣U	∶	U	→	F	(U	)	diffeomorphism.	Consider	G	∶	F	(U	)	→	U	,	G
diff.	(smooth)	inverse	of	F	∣U	.	F	(p)	∈	open	F	(U	)	(	F	∣U	)∗	∶	Tp	U	→	TF	(p)	F	(U	)	(G)∗	∶	TF	(p)	F	(U	)	→	Tp	U	(F	G)∗	=	(1F	(U	)	)∗	=	1TF	(P	)	F	(U	)	=	(	F	∣U	)∗	G∗	(GF	)∗	=	(1U	)∗	=	1Tp	U	=	G∗	(	F	∣U	)∗	Then	(	F	∣U	)∗	,	G∗	are	isomorphisms	between	Tp	U	→	TF	(p)	F	(U	).	This	must	be	true	∀	p	∈	M	,	so	F∗	∶	Tp	M	→	TF	(p)	N	isomorphism	∀p	∈	M	I	think
the	idea	for	a	local	diffeomorphism	is	that	“F∗	∶	Tp	M	→	TF	(p)	F	(M	)”.	Computations	in	Coordinates.	Change	of	Coordinates.	The	Tangent	Bundle.	Proposition	5	(3.18).	T	M	has	smooth	structure	making	it	2n-dim.	smooth	manifold.	π	∶	T	M	→	M	smooth	Proof.	∀	chart	(U,	ϕ)	for	M	,	ϕ	=	(x1	.	.	.	xn	)	̃	∶	π	−1	(U	)	→	R2n	Define	ϕ	̃	(v	i	ϕ	∂	∣	)	=	(x1	(p)	.	.	.	xn
(p),	v	1	.	.	.	v	n	)	∂xi	p	̃	−1	(U	))	=	ϕ(U	)	×	Rn	,	which	is	open	ϕ(π	̃	bijection	since	ϕ	̃−1	(x1	.	.	.	xn	,	v	1	.	.	.	v	n	)	=	v	i	ϕ	∂	∣	∂xi	ϕ−1	(x)	̃ϕ	̃−1	=	1R2n	,	ϕ	̃−1	ϕ	̃	=	1π−1	(U	)⊂Tp	M	ϕ	Suppose	charts	(U,	ϕ)	for	M	,	(V,	ψ)	̃	homeomorphisms,	cont.	bijective,	cont.	inverse,	π	cont.,	π	−1	(U	)	open)	̃	on	T	M	(ϕ,	(π	−1	(U	),	ϕ)	̃ψ	̃	π	−1	(V	)	(π	−1	(V	),	ψ)	14	̃	−1	(U	)π	−1
(V	))	=	ϕ(U	V	)	×	Rn	open	in	R2n	ϕ(π	̃	−1	(U	)π	−1	(V	))	=	ψ(U	V	)	×	Rn	ψ(π	̃ϕ	̃−1	∶	ϕ(U	V	)	×	Rn	→	ψ(U	V	)	×	Rn	ψ	1	n	∂y	∂y	̃ϕ	̃−1	(x1	.	.	.	xn	,	v	1	.	.	.	v	n	)	=	(y	1	(x)	.	.	.	y	n	(x),	j	(x)v	j	.	.	.	j	(x)v	j	)	ψ	∂x	∂x	̃ϕ	̃−1	clearly	smooth.	ψ	Choose	countable	cover	{Ui	}	of	M	by	smooth	coordinate	domains.	{π	−1	(Ui	)}	countable	cover	of	T	M	by	coordinate	domains.
fiber	of	π	:	π	−1	({p})	(fiber	is	like	a	preimage	of	a	singleton	set)	̃,	ỹ	∈	π	−1	({p}),	then	x	̃,	ỹ	∈	ϕ	̃	(lie	in	1	chart)	Consider	x	If	(p,	X),	(q,	Y	)	lie	in	different	fibers,	∃	disjoint	smooth	coordinate	domains	U,	V	for	M	(M	Hausdorff)	s.t.	p	∈	U	and	q∈V	−1	π	−1	(U	),	π	−1	(V	)	disjoint,	smooth	coordinate	neighborhoods	s.t.	π	(U	)	∋	(p,	X)	π	−1	(V	)	∋	(q,	Y	)	π(x,	v)
=	x,	so	π	smooth.		The	Tangent	Space	to	a	Manifold	with	Boundary.	define	pushforward	by	F	at	p	∈	M	to	be	linear	F∗	∶	Tp	M	→	TF	(p)	N	defined	by	(F∗	X)f	=	X(f	F	)	Lemma	6	(3.10).	If	M	n	with	boundary,	p	∈	∂M	,	∂	then	Tp	M	n-dim.	vector	space	with	basis	(	∂x	1∣	...	p	∂	∣	)	∂xn	p	in	any	smooth	chart.	∂	Proof.	Tp	M	vector	space	with	basis	(	∂x	i∣	)	p	∀
smooth	coordinate	map	ϕ,	ϕ∗	∶	Tp	M	→	Tϕ(p)	Hn	isomorphism	by	the	same	argument	as	manifolds.	∂	∀	a	∈	∂Hn	,	Ta	H	n	n-dim.	and	spanned	by	(	∂x	i	∣	).	p	n	n	Consider	inclusion	i	∶	H	↪	R	.	Show	i∗	∶	Ta	Hn	→	Ta	Rn	isomorphism.	Suppose	i∗	X	=	0.	Let	smooth	f	∈	R	on	neighborhood	of	a	in	Hn	Let	f ̃	extension	of	f	to	smooth	function	on	an	open	subset	of	Rn
(by	extension	lemma)	f ̃○	i	=	f	Xf	=	X(f ̃i)	=	(i∗	X)f ̃	=	0	Then	X	=	0.	So	i∗	injective.	If	arbitrary	Y	∈	Ta	Rn	,	define	X	∈	Ta	Hn	,	by	Xf	=	Y	f ̃	Yi	∂	∂	f ̃	∣	f ̃	=	Y	i	i	(a)	i	∂x	a	∂x	This	is	well-defined	because	by	cont.	the	derivatives	of	f ̃	at	a	are	determined	by	those	of	f	in	Hn	̃	∂̃	g	̃g	)	=	Y	i	∂	f	(a)	̃	̃g	)	=	Y	i	∂	∣	(f ̃	X(f	g)	=	Y	(f ̃	g	(a)	+	Y	i	f ̃(a)	i	(a)	=	̃	g	(a)Y	(f ̃)	+	f ̃(a)Y	(̃	g)	=
∂xi	a	∂xi	∂x	=	g(a)Xf	+	f	(a)Xg	X	derivation	at	a.	Y	=	i∗	X,	so	i∗	surjective.	i∗	isomorphism.		Tangent	Vectors	to	Curves.	tangent	vector	to	γ	at	t0	∈	J	⊂	R	γ	′	(t0	)	=	γ∗	(	d	∣	)	∈	Tγ(t0	)	M	dt	t0	Tangent	vectors	act	on	functions	by	γ	′	(t0	)f	=	(	γ∗	d	d	d(f	γ)	∣	)	f	=	∣	(f	γ)	=	(t0	)	dt	t0	dt	t0	dt	15	γ∶I	→M	γ∗	∶	Tt0	R	→	Tp	M	γ˙	∶	I	→	Tp	M	For	(U,	xi	),	p	∈	U	γ(t	˙	0	)f
=	γ∗	(	d	d	d	d	∂f	dγ	i	∂f	∣	)	f	=	∣	(f	γ)	=	∣	(f	(xi	)−1	xi	γ)	=	∣	(f	(γ	i	)(t))	=	∣	∣	=	γ˙	i	∣	dt	t0	dt	t0	dt	t0	dt	t0	∂xi	p	dt	t0	∂xi	p	Ô⇒	γ(t	˙	0	)	=	γ˙	i	(t0	)	∂	∣	∂xi	p	Lemma	7	(3.11).	Let	p	∈	M	.	∀	X	∈	Tp	M	,	X	tangent	vector	is	some	smooth	curve	in	M	.	Proof.	Let	(U,	ϕ),	p	∈	U	,	X	=	X	i	∂	∣	∂xi	p	1	Define	γ	∶	(−,	)	→	U	by	γ(t)	=	(tX	.	.	.	tX	n	)	i.e.	γ(t)	=	ϕ−1	(tX	1	.	.	.	tX	n	)	∂
γ(0)	=	p,	γ	′	(0)	=	X	i	∂x	=X	i∣	γ(0)		tangent	vectors	to	curves	behave	well	under	composition	with	smooth	maps.	Proposition	6	(3.12).	(The	tangent	vector	to	a	composite	curve)	Let	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	smooth	curve	γ	∶	J	→	M	∀	t0	∈	J,	tangent	vector	F	γ	∶	J	→	N	,	t	=	t0	given	by	(F	γ)′	(t0	)	=	F∗	(γ	′	(t0	))	Proof.	(F	γ)′	(t0	)	=	(F	γ)∗	d	d	∣	=	F∗	γ∗	∣	=	F∗	(γ	′	(t0
))	dt	t0	dt	t0		(use	def.	of	tangent	vector	to	a	curve)	Use	it	to	compute	pushforwards.	Suppose	F	∶	M	→	N	.	F∗	=	?	∀	X	∈	Tp	M	,	choose	smooth	γ	whose	tangent	vector	at	t	=	0	is	X,	F∗	X	=	(F	γ)′	(0)	(3.10)	Indeed,	Lemma	3.11	γ(0)	=	p	γ(0)	˙	=X	F∗	(γ	′	(0))	=	F∗	X	=	(F˙γ)(0)	Alternative	Definitions	of	the	Tangent	Space.	smooth	function	element	(f,	U	),
open	U	⊂	M	,	smooth	f	∶	U	→	R	∀	p	∈	M	,	(f,	U	)	∼	(g,	V	),	if	f	≡	g	on	some	neighborhood	W	∋	p	=	germ	of	f	at	p	{[(f,	U	)]}	at	p	=	Cp∞	Cp∞	real	vector	space.	[(f,	U	)]	+	[(g,	V	)]	=	[(f	+	g,	U	V	)]	c[(f,	U	)]	=	[(cf,	U	)]	[(f,	U	)][(g,	V	)]	=	[(f	g,	U	V	)]	Denote	[(f,	U	)]	=	[f	]p	Tp	M	=	set	of	all	derivations,	linear	X	∶	Cp∞	→	R	s.t.	X[f	g]p	=	f	(p)X[g]p	+	g(p)X[f	]p	By
Prop.	3.6.	Xf	=	Xg	if	f	=	g	on	some	neighborhood	W	of	p	(ψ	∈	C	∞	M	smooth	bump	function	with	support	needed).	This	space	is	isomorphic	to	the	tangent	space	as	we’ve	defined	it	(Prob.	3-7).	16	Problems.	Problem	3-1.	M	connected.	X	∈	Tp	M	F∗	X(f	g)	=	X((f	g)F	)	=	X((f	F	)(gF	))	=	f	(F	(p))X(gF	)	+	g(F	(p))X(f	F	)	=	0	Let	g	=	f	∈	C	∞	M	.	f	(F	(p))X(f	F	)
=	0	X(f	F	)	=	0.	f	F	const.	by	properties	of	tangent	vector	X.	f	arbitrary,	so	F	const.	Problem	3-3.	M	m	diffeomorphic	to	N	n	by	F	.	Tp	M	isomorphic	to	TF	(p)	N	.	Then	dim(Tp	M	)	=	dim(TF	(p)	N	)	m	=	n	(ψF	ϕ−1	)	∶	Rm	→	Rn	is	a	diffeomorphism	cf.	Tu,	Corollary	8.8.	Indeed	for	(U,	ϕ),	U	∋	p	(V,	ψ),	V	∋	F	(p)	(ψF	ϕ−1	)∗	∶	Tϕ(p)	Rm	→	Tψ(F	(p))	Rn	is	an
isomorphism	cf.	wj32	has	some	good	solutions	specifically	for	Lee	(2012)	Introduction-to-Smooth-Manifolds.pdf	Problem	3-4.	Adapted	from	wj32	.	pdf	∂	∣p	.	Now	clearly	∀	p	∈	S	1	∃	p	∈	S	1	,	∃	(U,	θ)	∈	AS	1	s.t.	θ	∶	U	→	R	U	∋	p.	Tp	S	1	∋	∂θ	θ(p)	∈	R	Define	F	∶	S	1	×	R	→	T	S	1	s.t.	∂	∂	(p,	r)	↦	r	∣	for	U	∋	p,	∣	∈	Tp	U	∂θ	p	∂θ	p	Consider	smooth	chart	(U,	θ),	U	∋
p,	θ̂	∶	U	×	R	→	R	×	R	̂	r)	=	(θ(p),	r)	θ(p,	The	strategy	is	to	think	of	the	map	from	R2	to	R2	.	So	consider	F	=	F	○	θ̂−1	θ̂	Consider	smooth	chart	ξθ	∶	T	U	→	R2	ξθ	∶	X	↦	((θ	○	π)(X),	(dθ)π(X)	X)	F	○	θ̂−1	(θ,	r)	=	r	ξθ	○	F	○	θ̂−1	(θ,	r)	=	(θ	○	π	(r	∂	∣	∂θ	p	∂	∂	)	,	(dθ)π(r	∂	∣	)	(	r	∣	))	=	(θ(p),	r)	∂θ	p	∂θ	p	∂θ	p	∂	∣p	F	−1	∶	Xp	∈	Tp	S	1	↦	(p,	r)	where	Xp	=	r	∂θ	−1	̂	ξθ	○	F
○	θ	clearly	smooth	and	bijective.	F	diffeomorphism.	4.	S	UBMERSIONS	,	I	MMERSIONS	,	AND	E	MBEDDINGS	rank	-	dim.	of	its	image	smooth	immersions	-	whose	differentials	are	injective	everywhere	smooth	embeddings	-	injective	smooth	immersions	that	are	also	homeomorphisms	onto	their	images	Maps	of	Constant	Rank.	Suppose	smooth
manifolds	M,	N	with	or	without	boundary.	rank	of	F	at	p	-	given	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	p	∈	M	,	rank	of	linear	dFp	∶	Tp	M	→	TF	(p)	N	,	i.e.	rank	of	Jacobian	of	F	or	dim.	of	ImdFp	⊆	TF	(p)	N	constant	rank	-	if	F	has	same	rank	r	at	any	pt.	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	smooth	submersion	if	F∗	surjective	at	every	pt.	⇐⇒	rankF	=	dimN	(dimM	≥	dimN	)	smooth	immersion	if
F∗	injective	at	every	pt.	⇐⇒	rankF	=	dimM	(dimM	≤	dimN	)	EY	:	20150717	I	get	confused	between	the	rank	of	F	and	the	rank	of	DF	.	I’m	going	to	rewrite	the	above	in	my	notation:	DFp	Tp	M	TF	(p)	N	M	F	N	p	F	F	(p)	17	Let	dimM	=	dimTp	M	=	m	dimN	=	dimTF	(p)	N	=	n	Now	DFp	∶	Tp	M	→	im(DFp	)	⊆	TF	(p)	N	Let	r	=	rankDFp	=	dimim(DFp	).	r	≤	n
(clearly,	since	im(DFp	)	⊆	TF	(p)	N	)	Recall	nullity-rank	theorem:	For	linear	T	∶	V	→	T	(V	)	=	imT	,	dimimT	+	kerT	=	dimV	Ô⇒	dimimT	=	dimV	−	kerT	≤	dimV	.	Ô⇒	r	≤	m	Definition	3.	For	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	smooth	submersion	F	if	dF	surjective	⇐⇒	rankDFp	=	dimTF	(p)	N	i.e.	r	=	n	smooth	immersion	F	if	dF	injective	⇐⇒	rankDFp	=	dimTp	M	i.e.	r	=	m
Exercise	4.4.	cf.	�iacoley/hw/diffhwfall/HW%202.pdf	For	q	=	F	(p),	If	DFp	,	DGq	surjective,	DGq	○	DFp	=	D(G	○	F	)p	surjective.	G	○	F	smooth	submersion.	If	DFp	,	DGq	injective,	DGq	○	DFp	=	D(G	○	F	)p	injective.	G	○	F	smooth	immersion.	It’d	be	instructive	to	view	this	as	a	commutative	diagram.	For	D(G	○	F	)	=	DGq	○	DFp	Tp	M	p	DFp	F	TF	(p)	M
DGq	F	(p)	G	TG(q)	P	=	TG○F	(p)	P	G(q)	F	∶M	→N	G∶N	→P	G○F	p∈M	q	=	F	(p)	∈	N	G(q)	∈	P	The	Inverse	Function	Theorem	and	Its	Friends.	Theorem	2	(7.6).	(Inverse	Function	Theorem).	Suppose	open	U,	V	⊂	Rn	,	smooth	F	∶	U	→	V	If	DF	(p)	nonsingular,	p	∈	U	,	∃	connected	neighborhood	U0	⊂	U	∋	p	V0	⊂	V	∋	F	(p)	s.t.	F	∣U0	∶	U0	→	V0	diffeomorphism.
Let	X	metric	space.	G	∶	X	→	X	contraction	if	∃	λ	<	1	s.t.	d(G(x),	G(y))	≤	λd(x,	y),	∀	x,	y	∈	X.	Clearly,	∀	contraction	is	cont.	Lemma	8	(7.7).	(Contraction	Lemma)	Let	X	complete	metric	space	∀	contraction	G	∶	X	→	X,	∃	!	fixed	pt.,	i.e.	x	∈	X	s.t.	G(x)	=	x	Theorem	3	(7.9).	(Implicit	Function	Theorem)	Let	open	U	⊂	Rn	×	Rk	,	(x,	y)	=	(x1	.	.	.	xn	,	y	1	.	.	.	y	k	)
coordinates	on	U	.	Suppose	Φ	∶	U	→	Rk	smooth.	(a,	b)	∈	U	,	c	=	Φ(a,	b)	If	k	×	k	matrix	∂Φi	(a,	b)	∂y	j	nonsingular,	n	then	∃	neighborhoods	V0	⊂	R	,	W	0	⊂	Rk	18	smooth	F	∶	V0	→	W0	s.t.	(Φ−1	(c))V0	×	W0	is	the	graph	of	F	,	i.e.	Φ(x,	y)	=	c,	∀	(x,	y)	∈	V0	×	W0	iff	y	=	F	(x)	Embeddings.	Definition	4.	smooth	embedding	of	M	into	N	,	F	,	if	smooth	immersion	F
∶	M	→	N	and	F	topological	embedding	i.e.	F	homeomorphism	onto	its	image	F	(M	)	⊆	N	in	subspace	topology.	Exercise	4.16.	Let	F	∶	M	→	N	.	G∶N	→P	F,	G	smooth	immersions	so	G	○	F	smooth	immersion	(cf.	Exercise	4.4,	idea	is	composition	of	DF,	DG	is	injective).	Now	(G	○	F	)(M	)	=	G(F	(M	))	F,	G	bijective	onto	F	(M	),	G(N	).	G	bijective	on	F	(M	)	⊆	N
onto	G(F	(M	)).	Then	G	○	F	bijective	on	M	onto	G(F	(M	))	F,	G	cont.,	so	G	○	F	cont.	F	−1	,	G−1	cont.,	so	(G	○	F	)−1	=	F	−1	○	G−1	cont.	G	○	F	homeomorphism	onto	G	○	F	(M	)	⊆	P	.	So	G	○	F	is	a	smooth	embedding.	Proposition	7	(4.22).	Suppose	smooth	manifolds	M,	N	,	with	or	without	boundaries,	and	injective	smooth	immersion	F	∶	M	→	N	If	any	of
the	following	holds,	then	F	is	a	smooth	embedding.	(a)	F	open	or	closed	map	(b)	F	proper	map	(c)	M	compact	(d)	M	has	empty	boundary	and	dimM	=	dimN	5.	S	UBMANIFOLDS	Examples	of	Embedded	Submanifolds.	Lemma	9	(8.6).	(Graphs	as	Submanifolds).	If	open	U	⊂	Rn	,	smooth	F	∶	U	→	Rk	,	then	graph	of	F	is	an	embedded	n-dim.	submanifold	of
Rn+k	Proof.	Define	ϕ	∶	U	×	Rk	→	U	×	Rk	ϕ(x,	y)	=	(x,	y	−	F	(x))	ϕ	clearly	smooth.	ϕ	diffeomorphism	because	its	inverse	can	be	written	explicitly	ϕ−1	(u,	v)	=	(u,	v	+	F	(u))	ϕ(Γ(F	))	is	the	slice	{(u,	v)	∶	v	=	0}	of	U	×	Rk	,	so	graph	Γ(F	)	is	an	embedded	submanifold.		Level	Sets.	Immersed	Submanifolds.	Definition	5.	immersed	submanifold	of	M	,	S,	is	S	⊆
M	,	with	topology	(not	necessarily	subspace	topology)	with	respect	to	which	it’s	a	topological	manifold	(without	boundary),	and	smooth	structure	with	respect	to	inclusion	map	i	∶	S	↪	M	is	smooth	immersion	(recall	Di	≡	i∗	injective	⇐⇒	rankDi	=	dimS	codimS	=	dimM	−	dimS	smooth	hypersurface	is	immersed	submanifold	of	codimension	1.	6.	T	HE	C
OTANGENT	B	UNDLE	Covectors.	V	finite-dim.	vector	space	covector	on	V	-	real-valued	linear	functional	on	V	,	i.e.	linear	map	ω	∶	V	→	R	Exercise	6.1.	Suppose	∑	ai	i	=	A	=	0.	Consider	arbitrary	v	=	v	i	ei	.	A(v)	=	∑	ai	i	(v	j	ej	)	=	∑	ai	v	i	=	0	v	arbitrary	so	let	v	=	δkj	ej	.	∀	i,	ai	=	0.	linearly	independent.	19	Consider	linear	map	ω	∶	V	→	R,	a	covector.	ω(v	i	ei
)	=	v	i	(ω(ei	))	=	k	∈	R	ω(ei	)	=	ωj	δ	ji	=	ωj	j	(ei	)	So	ω	spanned	by	ωj	j	.	Done.	Exercise	6.2.	X	∈	V	(A∗	ω)(aX	+	bY	)	=	ω(A(aX	+	bY	))	=	aω(AX)	+	bω(AY	)	∈	R	since	ω	∶	W	∗	→	R	linear	map	A∗	ω	∶	V	→	R	is	a	functional.	A∗	(aω	+	bν)(X)	=	(aω	+	bν)(AX)	=	aω(AX)	+	bν(AX)	∈	R	Exercise	6.3.	(a)	X	A	X∗	Y	A∗	B	Y∗	Z	B∗	Z∗	(BA)∗	∶	Z	∗	→	X	∗	((BA)∗	ζ)(x)	=
ζ(BAx)	=	(ζB)(Ax)	=	(B	∗	ζ)(Ax)	=	(A∗	B	∗	)ζ(x)	(b)	(IdV	)∗	(ν(x))	=	ν(1x)	=	ν(x)	Tangent	Covectors	on	Manifolds.	The	Cotangent	Bundle.	Proposition	8	(6.5).	Let	M	smooth	manifold,	T	∗	M	=	∐p∈M	Tp∗	M	∗	with	π	∶	T	M	→	M	ω	∈	Tp∗	M	→	p	natural	vector	space	structure	on	each	fiber,	∃	!	smooth	manifold	structure	making	T	∗	M	rank-n	vector	bundle
over	M	,	s.t.	all	coordinate	covectors	are	smooth	local	sections	The	Differential	of	a	Function.	7.	L	IE	G	ROUPS	Basic	Definitions.	Lie	group	smooth	manifold	G	s.t.	multiplication	map	m	∶	G	×	G	→	G	m(g,	h)	=	gh	inversion	map	i	∶	G	→	G	smooth.	i(g)	=	g	−1	Proposition	9	(7.1).	If	(g,	h)	↦	gh−1	smooth,	G	Lie	group	Exercise	7.2.	Proof.	∀	g,	h	∈	G,	gh2	∈	G
since	G	group	(gh2	,	h)	↦	gh	smooth.	Define	m(g,	h)	=	(gh2	,	h)	↦	gh.	So	m	smooth.	1	∈	G	since	G	group.	(1,	g)	↦	g	−1	smooth	so	i(g)	=	g	−1	,	defined	this	way,	smooth.	Example	7.3	(Lie	Groups).	20		(a)	A	∈	GL(n,	R)	∂(AB)ij	=	δil	δkm	Bkj	=	δil	Bmj	∂Alm	∂(AB)ij	=	Aik	δlk	δmj	=	Ail	δmj	∂Blm	1	1	1	(A−1	)ij	=	adj(A)ij	=	CT	=	(−1)i+j	detAji	det(A)	det(A)	ij
det(A)	AB,	A−1	smooth	functions	of	the	entires	of	Aij	,	Bkl	,	Aij	respectively.	(AB)ij	=	Aik	Bkj	(b)	(c)	Lie	Group	Homomorphisms.	Example	7.4	(Lie	Group	Homomorphisms)	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	conjugation	by	g	Cg	∶	G	→	G	Cg	(h)	=	ghg	−1	H	⊆	G	normal	if	Cg	(H)	=	H,	∀	g	∈	G	Theorem	4	(7.5).	Every	Lie	group	homomorphism	has	constant	rank.	8.	V
ECTOR	F	IELDS	n	n	Exercise	4.1.	Consider	1	∶	R	→	R	,	smooth	structure	on	Rn	,	that’s	open.	xi	(x)	=	xi	n	2n	Consider	F	∶	T	R	→	R	F	(x1	.	.	.	xn	,	v	1	.	.	.	v	n	)	=	(x1	.	.	.	xn	,	v	1	.	.	.	v	n	)	F	=	F	,	so	clearly	F	=	1T	Rn	is	cont.,	bijective,	and	it’s	inverse	cont.	and	smooth.	F	diffeomorphism.	Exercise	4.2.	F	∶	M	→	N	.	Consider	(3.6)	−1	(F∗	X)(f	)	=	Y	j	(U,	ϕ)	⊂	M	ϕ
=	(x1	.	.	.	xm	)	(V,	ψ)	⊂	N	ψ	=	(y	1	.	.	.	y	n	)	∂	∂xi	∂	Y	=Yj	j	∂y	X	=	Xi	∂	∂(f	ψ	−1	)	∂	∂F	j	∂f	∂	f	=	X(f	F	)	=	X	i	i	f	F	=	X	i	(ψF	j	ϕ−1	)(ϕ(p))	=	X	i	i	(p)	j	j	j	i	∂y	∂x	∂y	∂x	∂x	∂y	where	f	F	=	f	ψ	−1	ψF	ϕ−1	ϕ	Ô⇒	f	F	(p)	=	(f	ψ	−1	)(y)(ψF	ϕ−1	)(ϕ(p))	(a	serious	case	of	abuse	of	notation)	For	F∗	X,	∂F	j	Y	j	=	Xi	i	∂x	F∗	j	∂	∂	∂	∂F	j	∂	∂F	j	∂	k	∂F	∣	=	F	=	δ	=	=	(p)	∣	∗	i	i	i	k	j	i	j
i	∂x	p	∂x	∂x	∂y	∂x	∂y	∂x	∂y	j	F	(p)	with	X	k	=	δik	F∗	∶	T	M	→	T	N	F∗	(x1	.	.	.	xn	,	v	1	.	.	.	v	n	)	=	(y	1	(x)	.	.	.	y	n	(x),	v	i	Clearly	F∗	smooth	since	F	smooth.	21	n	∂F	1	i	∂F	.	.	.	v	)	∂xi	∂xi	Lemma	10	(4.8).	Suppose	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	Y	∈	τ	(M	)	Z	∈	τ	(N	)	Y,	Z,	F	-related	iff	∀	smooth	R-valued	f	on	open	V	⊂	N	,	Y	(f	F	)	=	(Zf	)F	(4.4)	Proof.	∀	p	∈	M	,	∀	smooth	R-
valued	f	,	f	defined	near	F	(p)	Y	(f	F	)(p)	=	Yp	(f	F	)	=	(F∗	Yp	)f	(F∗	Y	)f	=	Y	(f	F	)	(Zf	)F	(p)	=	(Zf	)(F	(p))	=	ZF	(p)	f	if	(Zf	)F	(p)	=	Y	(f	F	)(p)	=	Zf	=	(F∗	Y	)f	(Zf	)F	=	Y	(f	F	)	⇐⇒	Z	=	F∗	Y	i.e.	iff	Y,	Z	F	-related		Vector	Fields	on	a	Manifold	with	Boundary.	Lie	Brackets.	∞	∞	Lemma	11	(4.12).	Lie	bracket	of	smooth	vector	fields	V,	W	,	[V,	W	]	∶	C	M	→	C	M	[V,
W	]f	=	V	W	f	−	W	V	f	is	a	smooth	vector	fields.	Proof.	By	Prop.	4.7.	(M	smooth,	map	Y	∶	C	∞	M	→	C	∞	M	is	a	derivation	iff	Yf	=	Y	f	,	Y	some	smooth	vector	field	Y	∈	τ	(M	).	Suffices	to	show	[V,	W	]	derivation	of	C	∞	M	(f	g)	=	V	(W	(f	g))	−	W	(V	(f	g))	=	V	(f	W	g	+	gW	f	)	−	W	(f	V	g	+	gV	f	)	=	=	V	f	W	g	+	f	V	W	g	+	V	gW	f	+	gV	W	f	−	W	f	V	g	−	f	W	V	g	−	W
gV	f	−	gW	V	f	=	=	f	V	W	g	+	gV	W	f	−	f	W	V	g	−	gW	V	f	=	f	[V,	W	]g	+	g[V,	W	]f		extremely	useful	coordinate	formula	for	Lie	bracket	∂	Lemma	12	(4.13).	Let	V	=	V	∂xi	∂	W	=	Wj	j	∂x	i	∂W	j	∂V	j	∂	−	Wi	i	)	j	(45)	i	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂	[V,	W	]	=	(V	W	j	−	W	V	j	)	j	(46)	∂x	[V,	W	]	=	(V	i	Proof.	[V,	W	]	smooth	vector	field	already,	its	values	are	determined	locally	([V,	W	]f
)∣U	=	[V,	W	](	f	∣U	)	It	suffices	to	compute	in	a	single	smooth	chart.	f	=Vi	∂f	∂	∂f	∂W	i	∂f	∂2f	∂V	i	∂f	∂2f	∂	(W	j	j	)	−	W	j	j	(V	i	i	)	=	V	i	+	V	iW	j	i	j	−	W	j	j	−	W	jV	i	j	i	=	i	i	j	i	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	∂x	j	j	∂W	∂V	∂f	=	(V	i	−	Wi	i	)	j	∂xi	∂x	∂x		Exercise	4.6.	For	Lemma	4.15	(Properties	of	the	Lie	Bracket),	part	(d),	the	point	is	to	use	the	derivative	properties
of	the	vector	fields.	[f	V,	gW	]	h	=	f	V	(gW	h)	−	gW	(f	V	h)	=	(f	V	g)(W	h)	+	g(f	V	(W	h))	−	(gW	f	)(V	h)	−	f	(gW	)(V	h)	=	=	g(f	V	W	)h	−	(f	gW	V	)h	+	f	(V	g)W	h	−	g(W	f	)V	h	Proposition	10	(4.16).	(Naturality	of	the	Lie	Bracket)	Let	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	Then	[V1	,	V2	]	F	-related	to	[W1	,	W2	]	22	V1	,	V2	∈	τ	(M	)	,	W1	,	W2	∈	τ	(N	)	Vi	F	-related	to	Wi	,	i	=	1,	2.
Proof.	Use	Lemma	4.8,	and	given	Vi	,	F	-related	to	Wi	V1	V2	(f	F	)	=	V1	(W2	f	)F	=	W1	W2	f	F	Ô⇒	[V1	,	V2	](f	F	)	=	([W1	,	W2	]f	)F	V2	V1	(f	F	)	=	(W2	W1	f	)F	So	[V1	,	V2	]	,	F	-related	to	[W1	,	W2	]		Corollary	2	(4.17).	Suppose	F	∶	M	→	N	diffeomorphism,	V1	,	V2	∈	τ	(M	)	Then	F∗	[V1	,	V2	]	=	[F∗	V1	,	F∗	V2	]	Proof.	F	diffeomorphism.	Then	Lemma	4.9,	∃
push-forward	(or	alternatively,	by	Prop.	4.16,	Wi	=	F∗	Vi	i.e.	F	-related).	F∗	[V1	,	V2	]	=	[W1	,	W2	]	=	[F∗	V1	,	F∗	V2	]		The	Lie	Algebra	of	a	Lie	Group.	Lg	=	mig	G	ig	G	×	G	m	G	ig	(h)	=	(g,	h),	m	is	multiplication,	follows	Lg	smooth.	Lg	diffeomorphism	of	G,	since	Lg−1	smooth	inverse.	∀	2	pts.	g1	,	g2	∈	G,	∃	!	Lg2	g1−1	s.t.	Lg2	g1−1	g1	=	g2	many
important	properties	of	Lie	groups	follow	from	Lg2	g1−1	as	diffeomorphism.	vector	field	X	on	G	left	invariant	if	(Lg	)∗	Xg′	=	Xgg′	(1)	∀	g,	g	′	∈	G	(4.8)	Lg	diffeomorphism.	(Lg	)∗	(aX	+	bY	)	=	a(Lg	)∗	X	+	b(Lg	)∗	Y	set	of	all	smooth	left-invariant	vector	fields	on	G	is	a	linear	subspace	τ	(M	),	and	closed	under	Lie	bracket.	Lemma	13	(4.18).	Let	G	Lie
group,	suppose	X,	Y	smooth	left-invariant	vector	fields	on	G	Then	[X,	Y	]	also	left	invariant.	Proof.	Given	(Lg	)∗	X	=	X	by	def.	of	left-invariance.	(Lg	)∗	Y	=	Y			Vector	Fields	on	Manifolds.	Lemma	14	(8.6).	(Extension	Lemma	for	Vector	Fields)	M	smooth	manifold	with	or	without	boundary	A	⊆	M	closed	subset.	Suppose	X	smooth	vector	field	along	A.	̃	on	M
s.t.	X∣	̃	=	X	and	suppX	̃⊆U	Give	open	U	⊃	A,	∃	smooth	global	vector	field	X	A	Exercise	8.9.	∂	i	(a)	∀	p	∈	M	,	Xp	=	X	(p)	∂xi	∂	Yp	=	Y	i	(p)	i	∂x	f,	g	∈	C	∞	(M	)	∂	∂xi	∂	(gY	)p	=	g(p)Yp	=	g(p)Y	i	(p)	i	∂x	(f	X)p	=	f	(p)Xp	=	f	(p)X	i	(p)	∂	∂	∂	+	g(p)Y	i	(p)	i	=	(f	(p)X	i	(p)	+	g(p)Y	i	(p))	i	∂xi	∂x	∂x	f	(p)X	i	(p)	+	g(p)Y	i	(p)	smooth	so	(f	X	+	gY	)p	smooth.	(f	X	+	gY	)p	=	f
(p)Xp	+	g(p)Yp	=	f	(p)X	i	(p)	23	(b)	Let	g	=	f	(f	X	+	f	Y	)p	=	f	(p)Xp	+	f	(p)Yp	=	f	(p)X	i	(p)	∂	∂	∂	+	f	(p)Y	i	(p)	i	=	f	(p)(X	i	(p)	+	Y	i	(p))	i	=	(f	(X	+	Y	))p	i	∂x	∂x	∂x	Let	Y	=	X	so	∀	p,	(f	X	+	gX)p	=	f	(p)Xp	+	g(p)Xp	=	f	(p)X	i	(p)	Let	f	=	1,	g	=	0,	1X	=	X	∂	∂	∂	+	g(p)X	i	(p)	i	=	(f	(p)	+	g(p))X	i	(p)	i	=	((f	+	g)X)p	∂xi	∂x	∂x	(g(f	X))p	=	g(p)(f	X)p	=	g(p)f	(p)Xp	=	((gf
)X)p	Local	and	Global	Frames.	Vector	Fields	as	Derivations	of	C	∞	(M	).	if	X	∈	X(M	),	smooth	f	defined	on	open	U	⊆	M	,	obtain	Xf	∶	U	→	R	(Xf	)(p)	=	Xp	F	From	J.	Lee:	(Be	careful	not	to	confuse	the	notations	f	X	and	Xf	:	the	former	is	the	smooth	vector	field	on	U	obtained	by	multiplying	X	by	f	,	while	the	latter	is	the	real-valued	function	on	U	obtained	by
applying	the	vector	field	X	to	the	smooth	function	f	)	Proposition	11	(8.14).	X	∶	M	→	T	M	equivalent	(a)	X	smooth	(b)	∀	f	∈	C	∞	(M	),	Xf	smooth	on	M	(c)	∀	open	U	⊆	M	,	∀	f	∈	C	∞	(M	),	Xf	∈	C	∞	(U	)	Proof.	(a)	Ô⇒	(b),	assume	X	smooth,	let	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	M	manifold,	∀	p	∈	M	,	choose	smooth	xi	on	open	U	∋	p	Then	∀	x	∈	U	,	Xf	(x)	=	(	X	i	(x)	∂	∂f	∣	)	f	=	X	i	(x)	i
(x)	∂xi	x	∂x	X	i	smooth	on	U	by	Prop.	8.1,	Xf	smooth	in	U		Vector	Fields	and	Smooth	Maps.	Proposition	12	(8.16).	Suppose	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	X	∈	X(M	)	Y	∈	X(N	)	Then	X,	Y	F	-related	iff	∀	smooth	h,	defined	on	open	V	⊂	N	X(hF	)	=	(Y	h)F	Proof.	∀	p	∈	M	,	∀	smooth	h	defined	on	open	V	∋	F	(p)	X(hF	)(p)	=	Xp	(hF	)	=	dFp	(Xp	)h	(Y	h)F	(p)	=	Y	h(F	(p))	=	YF
(p)	h	X(hF	)	=	(Y	h)F	∀	h	∈	C	∞	(N	)	iff	dFp	(Xp	)	=	YF	(p)	∀	p		Proposition	13	(8.19).	smooth	M,	N	,	diffeomorphism	F	∶	M	→	N	∀	X	∈	X(M	),	∃	!	smooth	vector	field	on	N	F	-related	to	X	Proof.	∀	p	∈	M	,	F	(p)	=	q	∈	N	define	Y	by	Y	∶	N	→	TN	Y	=	dF	○	X	○	F	−1	dF,	X,	F	−1	smooth.	Y	smooth.	Yq	=	dFF	−1	(q)	(XF	−1	(q)	)	=	dFp	(Xp	)	Ô⇒YF	(p)	=	dFp	(Xp	)	F
−1	X	dF	Y	=	N	ÐÐ→	M	Ð→	T	M	Ð→	T	N		24	pushforward	of	X	by	F	,	denote	F∗	X	(F∗	X)q	=	dFF	−1	(q)	(XF	−1	(q)	)	(2)	(8.7)	(F∗	X)q	=	dFp	(Xp	)	Corollary	3	(8.21).	Suppose	diffeomorphism	F	∶	M	→	N	,	X	∈	X(M	)	∀	h	∈	C	∞	(N	)	((F∗	X)h)	○	F	=	X(h	○	F	)	Vector	Fields	and	Submanifolds.	Lie	Brackets.	Proposition	14	(8.26).	(Coordinate	Formula	for	the	Lie
Bracket)	[X,	Y	]	=	(X	i	(3)	j	∂Y	j	∂	i	∂X	−	Y	)	j	i	i	∂x	∂x	∂x	(8.8)	The	Lie	Algebra	of	a	Lie	Group.	Recall	that	G	acts	smoothly	and	transitively	on	itself	by	left	translation:	Lg	(h)	=	gh	X	on	G	left-invariant	if	d(Lg	)g′	(Xg′	)	=	Xgg′	(4)	Lg	diffeomorphism,	so	∀	g,	g	′	∈	G	(Lg	)∗	X	=	X	(8.12)	∀g	∈	G	Example	8.36	(Lie	Algebras)	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	∀	vector	V	becomes
Lie	algebra	if	[,	]	=	0	such	a	Lie	algebra	is	abelian	LieG	Lie	algebra	of	all	smooth	left-invariant	vector	fields	on	Lie	Group	G	Lie	algebra	of	G	Theorem	5	(8.37).		∶	Lie(G)	→	Te	G	(X)	=	Xe		vector	space	isomorphism	Proof.	If	(X)	=	Xe	=	0	for	some	X	∈	Lie(G)	left	invariant	d(Lg	)g′	(Xg′	)	=	Xgg′	d(Lg	)e	(Xe	)	=	Xg	=	0		injective	Let	V	∈	Te	G	arbitrary.	define
(rough)	vector	field	v	L	on	G	by	∀	g	∈	G,	so	X	=	0	v	L	∣g	=	d(Lg	)e	(v)	(5)	(8.13)			Example	8.40	(a)	Lb	(x)	=	b	+	x	bx	=	b	+	x	y	=x+b	d(Lg	)	=	1	∂	Xx	=	X	i	∂x	i	̃i	∂	=	X	̃	i	(x	+	b)	∂	=	X	i	(x)	∂	i	d(Lb	)x	Xx	=	1Xx	=	Xx	=	X	∂(x+b)	∂x	∂x	X	i	constants	[X,	Y	]	=	0	if	X,	Y	constants.	lie	algebra	of	Rn	abelian	(cf.	Example	8.36,	(f))	(b)	(c)	25	Proposition	15	(8.41).	(Lie
Algebra	of	the	General	Linear	Group)	Lie(GL(n,	R))	→	T1n	GL(n,	R)	→	gl(n,	R)	(6)	(8.14)	is	isomorphism	Proof.	global	coordinates	X	ij	on	GL(n,	R)	natural	isomorphism	T1	GL(n,	R)	←→	gl(n,	R)	Aij	∂	∣	←→	(Aij	)	∂X	ij	1	n	Recall	d(Lg	)g′	(Xg′	)	=	Xgg′	Recall	Lie	algebra	of	all	smooth	left	invariant	vector	fields	on	G	Recall	(8.13)	v∣g	=	d(Lg	)e	(v)	(7)	(8.13)	LX	is
restriction	to	GL(n,	R)	of	linear	map	A	↦	XA	on	gl(n,	R)	LX	g	=	Xg	=	X	ik	g	kj	LX	1	=	X1	=	X	ik	δ	kj	=	X	ij	=	X	X	ij	global	coordinates	on	GL(n,	R),	so	∂	∂	∣	=	∣	i	∂X	j	1	∂X	ij	X	DLX	=	∂	∂	l	i	i	(XA)ij	=	X	i	Am	=	X	im	δ	m	k	δ	j	=	X	kδ	j	∂Akj	∂Akl	m	j	(DLX	)1	(A)	=	((DLX	)ij	l	k	Akl	∂	∂	∂	∣	=	(X	ik	δ	lj	Akl	)	∣	=	(X	ik	Akj	)	∣	∂X	ij	X	∂X	ij	X	∂X	ij	X			Problems.	Problem	8-1.	̃	∶
A	→	T	M	s.t.	X	̃	=	X	on	Wp	⋂	A	∀	p	∈	A,	choose	neighborhood	Wp	of	p,	smooth	X	Replace	Wp	by	Wp	⋂	U	,	so	Wp	⊆	U	{Wp	∣p	∈	A}	⋃{M	/A}	open	cover	of	M	Let	{ψp	∣p	∈	A}	⋃{ψ0	}	smooth	partition	of	unity	subordinate	to	this	cover,	with	suppψp	⊆	Wp	,	suppψ0	⊆	M	/A	∀	p	∈	A,	(Up	,	xi	)	smooth	coordinate	chart	Xp	=	X	i	(p)	∂	∣	∂xi	p	X	i	∶	Up	→	R	̃	i	(p)
smooth	on	Wp	ψp	X	̃	i	(p)	has	smooth	extension	to	all	of	M	if	ψp	X	̃	i	(p)	=	0	on	M	/suppψp	ψp	X	on	open	Wp	/suppψp	,	they	agree	̃i	∶	M	→	R	define	X	̃	i	(x)	=	∑	ψp	(x)X	̃	i	(p)	X	p∈A	̃i	̃	i	(x)	smooth	{suppψp	}	locally	finite,	so	∑p∈A	ψp	(x)X	(p)	has	only	finite	number	of	nonzero	terms	in	neighborhood	of	∀	x	∈	M	,	so	X	̃	i	(x)	=	X	i	(x)	If	x	∈	A,	ψ0	(x)	=	0,	X	∀	p
s.t.	ψp	(x)	≠	0,	so	̃	i	(x)	=	∑	ψp	(x)X	i	(x)	=	(ψ0	(x)	+	∑	ψp	(x))X	i	(x)	=	X	i	(x)	X	p∈A	p∈A	̃	i	extension	of	X	so	X	Problem	8-2.	E	ULER	’	S	H	OMOGENEOUS	F	UNCTION	T	HEOREM	y	=	λx	∂f	∂y	i	∂f	∂f	d	d	d	c	=	xi	i	=	xi	=	f	(y)	=	f	(λx)	=	(λ	f	(x))	=	cλc−1	f	(x)	∂y	i	∂λ	∂y	∂(λxi	)	dλ	dλ	dλ	26	λ=1	xi	∂f	=	Vx	f	(x)	=	cf	(x)	∂xi	Problem	8-29.	o(n)	=	{A	∈	gl(n,	R)∣AT
+	A	=	0}	o(3)	=	{A	∈	gl(3,	R)∣AT	+	A	=	0}	su(n)	=	{A	∈	gl(n,	C)∣A∗	+	A	=	0,	trA	=	0	{	}	su(2)	=	{A	∈	gl(2,	C)∣A∗	+	A	=	0,	trA	=	0	{	}	∀	A	∈	su(2),	A	is	of	the	form,	for	a,	b,	c	∈	R,	A=(	ia	b	+	ic	)	−b	+	ic	−ia	∀	B	∈	o(3),	B	is	of	the	form	a	b⎞	⎛	c⎟	B	=	⎜−a	⎝	−b	−c	⎠	Then	the	following	identification,	F	is	clearly	an	isomorphism,	as	its	1-to-1	and	onto:	F	∶	su(2)
→	o(3)	a	⎛	ia	b	+	ic	F(	)	=	⎜−a	−b	+	ic	−ia	⎝	−b	−c	b⎞	c⎟	⎠	9.	I	NTEGRAL	C	URVES	AND	F	LOWS	Integral	Curves.	If	smooth	curve	∀	t	∈	I,	c′	≡	c′	(t)	∈	Tc(t)	M	≡	Tp	M	c	∶I	→	M	c(t)	=	p	If	X	vector	field	on	M	,	integral	curve	of	X	is	differentiable	c	∶	I	→	M	s.t.	∀	t	∈	I,	c′	(t)	≡	c˙	=	Xc(t)	=	Xp	EY	c∶I	→M	c(t)	=	p	ϕc(t)	=	ϕ(p)	Ô⇒	Xp	=	X	i	(p)	ci	(t)	=	xi	(t)	c˙i	(t)	=
x˙	i	(t)	∂	∂	∂	≡	X	i	i	=	c˙i	i	∂xi	∂x	∂x	f	∶M	→R	Xp	f	=	Xp	f	(p)	=	Xp	f	ϕ−1	ϕ(p)	=	X(	f	ϕ−1	)(xj	)	=	X	i	∂f	j	∂f	∂f	d	(x	)	≡	X	i	(p)	i	(xj	)	=	c˙i	∣	=	(f	○	c)(t)	∂xi	∂x	∂xi	p	dt	Example	9.1.	(Integral	Curves)	∂	(a)	Let	X	=	∂x	,	(x,	y)	∈	R2	c(t)	=	(x(t),	y(t))	=	x∂x	+	y∂y	′	c	=	x∂	˙	x	+	y∂	˙	y	=	∂y	Ô⇒	y˙	=	0	x˙	=	1	x=a+t	c	=	(a	+	t,	b)	27	y=b	(b)	X	=	x∂x	−	y∂x	.	Comparing	the
components	of	these	vectors,	we	see	that	this	is	equivalent	to	x˙	=	−y	y˙	=	x	Ô⇒	y	=	a	sin	t	+	b	cos	t	x	=	a	cos	t	−	b	sin	t	Proposition	16	(9.2).	Let	smooth	vector	field	X	on	smooth	M	,	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃			>	0,	∃	smooth	c	∶	(−	,		)	→	M	i.e.	integral	curve	of	X	starting	at	p			Proof.	existence	from	Thm.	D.1	Lemma	15	(9.3).	(Rescaling	Lemma)	̃	c(t)	=	c(at)	integral
curve	of	aX,	where	Ĩ	=	{t∣at	∈	I}	Proof.	Let	smooth	f	defined	in	neighborhood	of	̃	c(t0	)	e.g.	of	rescaling	-	2t	=	2	⋅	1	=	2	a	=	2	̃	c(t)	=	c(at)	=	c(τ	)	=	p	∈	M	d	d	d	∂f	dci	d	d	̃	c)(t)	=	(f	ϕ−1	)(ϕ̃	c(t))	=	(f	ϕ−1	)(ϕc(at))	=	(f	ϕ−1	)(ci	(at))	=	∣	(τ	)a	=	a	(f	○	c)(τ	)	=	aXp	f	c˙(t)f	=	(f	○	̃	dt	dt	dt	dt	∂xi	p	dτ	dτ			Lemma	16	(9.4).	(Translation	Lemma)	Ĩ	=	{t∣t	+	a	∈	I}	̃
c(t)	=	c(t	+	a)	Exercise	9.5.	Proof.	̃	c(t)	=	c(t	+	a)	=	c(τ	)	=	p	∈	M	∂f	d	d	∂f	dci	(τ	)	∂f	d	̃	c)(t)	=	f	(̃	c(t))	=	f	(c(t	+	a))	=	∣	=	c˙i	(τ	)	∣	=	Xpi	∣	=	Xp	f	c˙(t)f	=	(f	○	̃	i	i	dt	dt	dt	∂x	p	dτ	∂x	p	∂xi	p			Proposition	17	(9.6).	(Naturality	of	Integral	curves)	Suppose	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	Then	X	∈	X(M	)	Y	∈	X(N	)	F	-related	iff	F	takes	integral	curves	of	X	to	integral	curves	of
Y	Proof.	Recall	X,	Y	F	−	related	means	dF	(X)	=	Y	Let	γ	=	F	c	γ˙	=	Ô⇒	γ	integral	curve	of	Y	if	γ	=	F	c	integral	curve	of	Y	,	γ˙	=	Y	.	Y	g	=	Yq	g	=	Y	j	d	(F	○	c)(t)	=	(dF	)(c)	˙	=	dF	(X)	=	Y	dt	q	=	F	(p).	p	=	c(t)	∂g	d	∂g	∂y	j	k	∂g	∂y	j	k	∂g	∂g	j	∣	=	γ	˙	(t)	∣	=	(F	○	c)	∣	=	c	˙	(t)	∣	=	X	∣	=	(F∗	X)g	=	dF	(X)g	∂y	j	q	∂y	j	F	(p)	dt	∂y	j	F	(p)	∂xk	∂y	j	q	∂xk	p	∂y	j	q	Ô⇒	dF	(X)	=
Y		Flows.	Let	X	∈	X(M	)	Suppose	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	!	integral	curve	starting	at	p,	φ(p)	∶	R	→	M	∀	t	∈	R,	define	φt	∶	M	→	M	φt	(p)	=	φ(p)	(t)	EY:	φt	pushes	p	to	φ(p)	(t)	over	time	interval	t	θ0	(p)	=	θ(p)	(0)	=	p	translation	lemma	implies	t	↦	φ(p)	(t	+	s)	is	integral	curve	of	X	starting	at	q	=	φ(p)	(s)	28	assuming	uniqueness	of	integral	curves,	φ(p)	(t)	=	φ(p)	(t	+	s),	so
φt	○	φs	(p)	=	φt+s	(p)	φ0	(p)	=	φ(p)	(0)	=	p	Ô⇒	φ	∶	R	×	M	→	M	is	an	action	of	additive	group	R	on	M	.	define	global	flow	on	M	(1-parameter	group	action)	-	cont.	left	R-action	on	M	,	i.e.	cont.	φ	∶	R	×	M	→	M	s.t.	∀	s,	t	∈	R,	∀	pM	φ(t,	φ(s,	p))	=	φ(t	+	s,	p)	(8)	φ(0,	p)	=	p	(9.2)	given	global	flow	φ	∀	t	∈	R,	define	cont.	φt	∶	M	→	M	φt	(p)	→	φ(t,	p)	(9.2)	ÐÐÐ→	φt	⋅
φs	=	φt+s	φ0	=	1M	φt	∶	M	→	M	homeomorphism;	if	flow	smooth,	φt	diffeomorphism.	(p)	∀	p	∈	M	,	define	φ	∶	R	→	M	φ(p)	(t)	=	φ(t,	p)	φ(p)	is	orbit	of	p	under	group	action.	smooth	global	flow	θ	∶	R	×	M	→	M	∀	p	∈	M	,	define	Vp	∈	Tp	M	Vp	=	(θ(p)	)′	(0)	Proposition	18	(9.7).	Let	smooth	global	flow	φ	∶	R	×	M	→	M	on	smooth	M	infinitesimal	generator	X	of	φ	p
↦	Xp	Xp	=	φ˙	(p)	(0)	is	smooth	vector	field	on	M	,	and	∀	φ(p)	,	φ(p)	integral	curve	of	X	Proof.	Show	X	smooth.	Use	Prop.	8.14,	f	smooth	on	open	U	⊆	M	,	f	∶	U	→	R	∂	d	(f	○	φ(t,	p))∣t=0	Xf	(p)	=	Xp	f	=	φ˙	(p)	(0)f	≡	(φ˙	(p)	(0))[f	]	=	(f	○	φ(p)	)∣	=	dt	∂t	t=0	f	○	φ(t,	p)	=	f	(φ(t,	p))	smooth	function	of	(t,	p)	by	composition,	so	∂t	(f	○	φ)	smooth.	So	Xf	smooth,	so	X
smooth.	Let	q	=	φ(p)	(a)	=	φa	(p)	(9)	(10)	φ(q)	(t)	=	φt	(q)	=	φt	(φa	(p))	=	φt+a	(p)	=	φ(p)	(t	+	a)	Xq	f	=	φ˙	(q)	(0)f	=	φ˙	(q)	(0)[f	]	=	(9.4)	d	d	(f	○	φ(q)	(t))∣t=0	=	(f	○	φ(p)	(t	+	a))∣t=0	=	φ˙	(p)	(a)f	=	Xφ(p)	(a)	f	dt	dt	(9.5)		So	by	def.,	φ(p)	(t)	integral	curve	of	X	The	Fundamental	Theorem	on	Flows.	flow	domain	for	M	is	open	D	⊆	R	×	M	s.t.	∀	p	∈	M	,	D(p)	=
{t	∈	R∣(t,	p)	∈	D}	is	an	open	interval	containing	0.	flow	on	M	is	cont.	φ	∶	D	→	M	s.t.	group	laws	:	(11)	∀	p	∈	M,	φ(0,	p)	=	p	29	(9.6)	∀	s	∈	D(p)	(12)	∀t	∈	D	s.t.	s	+	t	∈	D(p)	,	φ(t,	φ(s,	p))	=	φ(t	+	s,	p)	(9.7)	(φ(s,p))	Proposition	19	(9.11).	If	φ	∶	D	→	M	smooth	flow,	then	infinitesimal	generator	X	of	φ	smooth	vector	field	and	∀	φ(p)	integral	curve	of	X	Proof.
Recall	that	infinitesimal	generator	X	of	φ,	p	↦	Xp	˙	Xp	=	φ(0)	now	on	open	D,	D	⊆	R	×	M	s.t.	∀	p	∈	M	,	D(p)	=	{t	∈	R∣(t,	p)	∈	D}	open,	given	φ	smooth	flow,	φ(t,	q)	defined	and	smooth	∀	(t,	q)	sufficiently	close	to	(0,	p)	since	D	open.	With	f	smooth	on	open	U	in	this	open	neighborhood	of	(0,	p),	∂	(f	○	φ(t,	p))∣	∂t	t=0	f	φ	smooth	(by	composition),	so	∂t	f	φ
smooth,	so	X	smooth	itself	around	∀	p	∈	M	.	Ô⇒	Xf	(p)	=	Suppose	t	∈	D(p)	D(p)	,	D(φt	(p))	=	D(q)	open	(by	def.)	φ∆t	φt	(p)	=	φ∆t+t	(p)	by	def.	of	flow.		X(M	)	M	D	D(p)	Xp	φt	∂	∣	∂t	t=0	φ	=	M	d	∣	dt	t=0	p	(t,	p)	φ(p)	t	φt	∂	∣	∂t	t=0	=	d	∣	dt	t=0	φ(t,	p)	=	φ(p)	(t)	=	φt	(p)	φ	φ(p)	Theorem	6	(9.12).	(Fundamental	Theorem	on	Flows)	Let	smooth	vector	field	X	on
smooth	manifold	M	.	∃	!	smooth	maximal	flow	φ	∶	D	→	M	whose	infinitesimal	generator	is	X	(recall	p	↦	Xp	)	s.t.	˙	Xp	=	φ(0)	(a)	∀	p	∈	M	,	curve	φ(p)	∶	D(p)	→	M	is	unique	maximal	integral	curve	of	X	starting	at	p.	(b)	If	s	∈	D(p)	,	then	D(φ(s,p))	is	interval	D(p)	−	s	=	{t	−	s∣t	∈	D(p)	}	(c)	∀	t	∈	R,	Mt	open	in	M	,	and	φt	∶	Mt	→	M−t	diffeomorphism	with	inverse
φ−t	Proof.	From	Proposition	9.2	(∀	p	∈	M	,	∃			>	0,	∃	smooth	c	∶	(−	,		)	→	M	,	i.e.	integral	curve	X	starting	at	p)	Suppose	c,	̃	c	∶	I	→	M	2	integral	curves	of	X,	open	I	s.t.	c(t0	)	=	̃	c(t0	)	for	some	t0	∈	I	Let	S	=	{t∣t	∈	I,	s.t.	c(t)	=	̃	c(t)}	Clearly	S	≠	∅	since	c(t0	)	=	̃	c(t0	)	(hypothesis)	S	closed	in	I	by	continuity	(of	c,	̃	c)	Suppose	t1	∈	S	c(t1	)	=	̃	c(t1	)	=	p	Then	in
smooth	coordinate	neighborhood	around	p	=	c(t1	),	c,	̃	c	both	solutions	to	same	ODE	with	same	initial	conditions	c(t1	)	=	̃	c(t1	)	=	p	By	uniqueness	part	of	Thm.	D.1,	c	≡	̃	c	on	interval	containing	t1	Ô⇒	S	open	in	I.	Since	I	connected,	S	=	I	(S	clopen)	c=̃	c	∀t	∈	I	30	Thus,	∀	c,	̃	c	that	agrees	at	1	pt.	agree	on	common	domain.	∀	p	∈	M	,	let	D(p)	=	⋃α	Iα	,
open	Iα	⊆	R	s.t.	0	∈	Iα	,	and	integral	curve	cα	∶	Iα	→	M	starting	at	p	is	defined.	cα	(0)	=	p	(p)	(p)	define	φ	∶	D	→	M	where	c	is	any	integral	curve	s.t.	c(0)	=	p	and	c	defined	on	Iα	s.t.	0,	t	∈	Iα	.	φ(p)	(t)	=	c(t)	since	all	integral	curves	agree	at	t	by	argument	above,	φ(p)	well-defined	and	is	obviously	unique	maximal	integral	curve	starting	at	p.	Let	D	=	{(t,	p)
∈	R	×	M	∣t	∈	D(p)	}	define	φ	∶	D	→	M	φ(t,	p)	=	φ	(notation	for	last	statement)	(p)	(t)	≡	φt	(p)	By	def.	φ	satisfies	(a):	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	!	maximal	integral	curve	of	X,	φ(p)	,	starting	at	p.	Fix	p	∈	M	,	s	∈	D(p)	write	q	=	φ(s,	p)	=	φ(p)	(s)	c	∶	D(p)	−	s	→	M	define	̃	̃	c(t)	=	φ(p)	(t	+	s)	s.t.	̃	c(0)	=	φ(p)	(s)	=	q	c(t)	=	c(t	+	s)	By	translation	lemma	(9.4),	̃	Ĩ	=	{t∣t	+	s	∈	I}	By
uniqueness	of	ODE	solutions,	̃	c	agrees	with	φ(q)	on	their	common	domain,	equivalent	to	second	group	law	(9.7)	e.g.	I	=	(−2,	6),	s	=	1	Ĩ	=	(−3,	5)	̃	c(t)	also	integral	curve	of	X.	̃	c(t)	=	φ(p)	(t	+	s)	=	φ(t	+	s,	p)	=	φ(q)	(t)	=	φ(t,	q)	=	φ(t,	φ(s,	p))			Lemma	17	(9.19).	(Escape	Lemma)	Suppose	smooth	M	,	V	∈	X(M	).	If	γ	∶	J	→	M	maximal	integral	curve	of	V	s.t.
domain	J	has	finite	least	upper	bound	b,	then	∀	t0	∈	J,	γ([t0	,	b))	not	contained	in	any	compact	subset	of	M		Proof.	See	Problem	9-6.	Solution	there.	Flowouts.	Suppose	smooth	M	,	S	⊆	M	embedded	k-dim.	submanifold.	smooth	V	∈	X(M	)	s.t.	V	nowhere	tangent	to	S.	Let	θ	∶	D	→	M	be	flow	of	V	Let	O	=	(R	×	S)	⋂	D	Φ	=	θ∣O	(a)	Φ	∶	O	→	M	immersion	∂	(b)	∂t	∈
X(O)	is	Φ-related	to	V	(c)	∃	smooth	δ	>	0,	δ	∶	S	→	R	s.t.	Φ∣Oδ	injective,	where	Oδ	⊆	O	flow	domain.	(13)	Oδ	=	{(t,	p)	∈	O∣∣t∣	<	δ(p)}	(9.9)	Thus	Φ(Oδ	)	immersed	submanifold	of	M	containing	S.	V	tangent	to	Φ(Oδ	)	(d)	If	S	codim.	1,	Φ∣Oδ	diffeomorphism	onto	open	submanifold	of	M	Flows	and	Flowouts	on	Manifolds	with	Boundary.	31	Lie	Derivatives.	Dv	W
(p)	=	(14)	Wp+tv	−	Wp	d	∣	Wp+tv	=	lim	t→0	dt	t=0	t	Dv	W	(p)	=	Dv	W	i	(p)	(9.15)	∂	∣	∂xi	p	Lie	derivative	of	W	with	respect	to	V	(LV	W	)p	=	(15)	X(M	)	d(φ−t	)	=	(φ−t	)∗	d(θ−t	)θt	(p)	(Wθt	(p)	)	−	Wp	d	∣	d(θ−t	)θt	(p)	(Wθt	(p)	)	=	lim	t→0	dt	t=0	t	d(φ−t	)φt	(p)	(Wφt	(p)	)	X(M	)	Wφt	(p)	Wp	X(M	)	M	d(φ−t	)	=	(φ−t	)∗	(9.16)	φt	φt	p	M	φ−t	φt	(p)	φ−t	Lemma
18	(9.36).	Suppose	smooth	M	with	or	without	∂,	V,	W	∈	X(M	)	If	∂M	≠	∅,	assume	v	trangent	to	∂M	Then	∃	smooth	(LV	W	)p	∀	p	∈	M	Proof.	∀	(t,	x)	∈	J0	×	U0	,	matrix	d(θ−t	)θt	(x)	∶	Tθt	(x)	M	→	Tx	M	(	∂θi	(−t,	θ(t,	x)))	∂xj	Therefore,	d(θ−t	)θt	(x)	(Wθt	(x)	)	=	∂	∂θi	(−t,	θ(t,	x))W	j	(θ(t,	x))	∣	j	∂x	∂xi	x		Exercise	9.37.	∂	i	Given	V	=	v	i	∂x	i	with	constant	coefficients
(i.e.	v	constant)	θ˙(x)	(t)	=	V	θ˙i	(t)	=	v	i	Ô⇒	θi	(t)	=	v	i	t	+	xi	∂θi	=	δ	ij	∂xj	d	i	∂W	i	j	W	(θ(t,	x))	=	(v	)	dt	∂y	j	From	the	proof	of	Lemma	9.36,	∂θi	∂	(−t,	θ(t,	x))W	j	(θ(t,	x))	∣	=	∂xj	∂xi	x	∂	∂	=	δ	ij	W	j	(θ(t,	x))	∣	=	W	i	(θ(t,	x))	∣	i	∂x	x	∂xi	x	d(θ−t	)θt	(x)	(Wθt	(x)	)	=	From	(9.16)	(LV	W	)p	=	d	∂W	i	∂	∂	∣	=	DV	W	i	(p)	∣	=	DV	W	(p)	∣	d(θ−t	)θt	(p)	(Wθt	(p)	)	=	v	j	dt	t=0
∂xj	∂xi	p	∂xi	p	Theorem	7	(9.38).	If	smooth	M	,	and	V,	W	∈	X(M	),	Corollary	4	(9.39).	(b)	(c)	LV	W	=	[V,	W	]	(a)	32	(d)	(e)	Exercise	9.40.	(a)	LV	W	=	[V,	W	]	=	−[W,	V	]	=	LW	V	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	Prop.	9.41	is	about	derivative	of	d(θ−t	)θt	(p)	(Wθt	(p)	)	at	other	times	Proposition	20	(9.41).	Suppose	smooth	M	with	or	without	∂	and	V,	W	∈	X(M	)	If	∂M	≠	∅,
assume	V	tangent	to	∂M	Let	θ	flow	of	V	.	∀	(t0	,	p)	in	domain	of	θ	d	∣	d(θ−t	)θt	(p)	(Wθt	(p)	)	=	d(θ−t0	)((LV	W	)θt0	(p)	)	dt	t=t0	Commuting	Vector	Fields.	Time-Dependent	Vector	Fields.	Let	smooth	manifold	M	time-dependent	vector	field	on	M	,	V	cont.	V	∶	J	×	M	→	T	M	,	interval	J	⊆	R	s.t.	V	(t,	p)	∈	Tp	M	∀	(t,	p)	∈	J	×	M	i.e.	∀	t	∈	J,	Vt	∶	M	→	T	M	is	a	vector
field	on	M	Vt	(p)	=	V	(t,	p)	EY	:	20150226	time-dependent	vector	field	on	M	,	V	is	cont.	V	∶	J	×	M	→	T	M	i.e.	∀	t	∈	J	V	(t,	p)	∈	Tp	M	interval	J	⊆	R	∀	(t,	p)	∈	J	×	M	Vt	∶	M	→	T	M	Vt	(p)	=	V	(t,	p)	∈	X(M	)	integral	curve	of	V	is	diff.	γ	∶	J0	→	M	where	J0	⊂	J	s.t.	γ(t)	˙	=	V	(t,	γ(t))	∀	t	∈	J0	∀	X	∈	X(M	),	determines	time	dependent	vector	field	V	∶	R	×	M	→	T	M	by	V
(t,	p)	=	Xp	33	∂	∣	∂t	t=t0	J	×M	⊕T	R	X(R	×	M	)	=	T	R	⊕	T	M	t	=	t0	TM	V	Ṽ	X	R×M	M	ψtt0	θ̃	E	⊆J	×J	×M	M	ψ	ψ	(t0	,p)	E	(t0	,p)	∂	∣	∂t	t=t0	∂	∣	∂t	t=t0	∂	∣t	,	V	(t0	,	p))	θ̃	=	Ṽ(t0	,p)	=	(	∂s	∂	∣	∂s	t0	0	t	=	t0	(t0	,	p)	ψtt0	(t,	t0	,	p)	ψ	ψ	(t0	,p)	t	with	∂	̃	(t0	,	p))	=	(	∂α	(t,	(t0	,	p)),	∂β	(t,	(t0	,	p)))∣	∣	θ(t,	=	(1,	V	(t0	,	p))	∂t	t=t0	∂t	∂t	t=t0	EY	:	20150725	I	don’t	like	Lee’s
choice	of	notation.	Let	me	rewrite	the	above	diagrams:	⊕T	R	X(R	×	M	)	=	T	R	⊕	T	M	TM	∂	∣	V	∂s	s=0	Vt	Ṽ	s=0	J	×M	R×M	M	ψst	E	⊆J	×J	×M	ψ	M	ψ	(t,p)	E	X	p	θ̃	θ̃	V	(t0	,	p)	=	Xp	V	Ṽ	̃	(t0	,	p))	=	(α(t,	(t0	,	p)),	β(t,	(t0	,	p)))	θ(t,	+	(t,p)	34	ψ(t,	t0	,	p)	=	ψ	(t0	,p)	(t)	∂	∣	θ̃	=	∂s	s=0	∂	∣s=0	,	V	(t,	p))	Ṽ(t,p)	=	(	∂t	∂	∣	∂s	s=0	s=0	∂	∣	∂t	s=0	(t,	p)	ψst	(s,	t,	p)	ψ	ψ	(t,p)	s
with	∂	̃	(t,	p))	=	(	∂α	(s,	(t,	p)),	∂β	(s,	(t,	p)))∣	=	(1,	V	(t,	p))	∣	θ(s,	∂s	s=0	∂s	∂s	s=0	Theorem	8	(9.48).	(Fundamental	Theorem	on	Time-Dependent	Flows)	Let	M	smooth	manifold	open	J	⊆	R	V	∶	J	×	M	→	T	M	smooth	time-dependent	vector	field	on	M	∃	open	E	⊆	J	×	J	×	M	,	smooth	ψ	∶	E	→	M	called	time-dependent	flow	of	V	s.t.	(a)	∀	t0	∈	J,	∀	p	∈	M	,	open	E	(t0
,p)	=	{t	∈	J∣(t,	t0	,	p)	∈	E0	}	s.t.	t0	∈	E	(t0	,p)	(t	,p)	(t	,p)	smooth	curve	ψ	0	∶	E	0	→	M	ψ	(t0	,p)	(t)	=	ψ(t,	t0	,	p)	is	unique	maximal	integral	curve	of	V	with	ψ	(t0	,p)	(t0	)	=	p	(t	,p)	(b)	If	t1	∈	E	0	q	=	ψ	(t0	,p)	(t1	)	(t	,q)	(t	,p)	then	E	1	=	E	0	and	ψ	(t1	,q)	=	ψ	(t0	,p)	(c)	∀	(t1	,	t0	)	∈	J	×	J	Mt1	,t0	=	{p	∈	M	∣(t1	,	t0	,	p)	∈	E}	open	in	M	and	is	a	diffeomorphism
from	Mt1	t0	onto	Mt0	t1	with	inverse	ψt0	t1	ψt1	t0	(p)	=	ψ(t1	,	t0	,	p)	(d)	If	p	∈	Mt1	t0	,	ψt1	t0	(p)	∈	Mt0	t1	,	then	p	∈	Mt2	t0	and	ψt2	t1	ψt1	t0	(p)	=	ψt2	t0	(p)	(16)	Proof.	Consider	smooth	vector	field	Ṽ	∈	X(J	×	M	)	defined	by	∂	Ṽ(s,p)	=	(	∣	,	V	(s,	p))	∂s	s	identify	T(s,p)	(J	×	M	)	with	Ts	J	⊕	Tp	M	(Prop.	3.14)	̃	→J	×M	Let	θ̃	∶	D	̃	(s,	p))	=	(α(t,	(s,	p)),	β(t,	(s,
p)))	θ(t,	Vt	p	θ̃	ψt1	t0	∶	Mt1	t0	→	M	V	(t,	p)	=	Vt	(p)	V	Ṽ	̃	(t,	p))	=	(α(s,	(t,	p)),	β(s,	(t,	p)))	θ(s,	+	flow	of	Ṽ	35	(9.18)	ψ(s,	t,	p)	=	ψ	(t,p)	(s)	̃	→	J	s.t.	then	α	∶	D	̃→M	β∶D	∂α	(t,	(s,	p))	=	1	∂t	∂β	(t,	(s,	p))	=	V	(α(t,	(s,	p)),	β(t,	(s,	p)))	∂t	α(0,	(s,	p))	=	s	β(0,	(s,	p))	=	p	Ô⇒	α(t,	(s,	p))	=	t	+	s	so	∂β	(t,	(s,	p))	=	V	(t	+	s,	β(t,	(s,	p))	∂t	(17)	(9.19)			Let	E	⊆	R	×	J	×	M	defined	̃
E	=	{(t,	t0	,	p)∣(t	−	t0	,	(t0	,	p))	∈	D}	̃	E	open	because	D	is.	̃	→	J,	if	(t,	t0	,	p)	∈	E,	then	t	=	α(t	−	t0	,	(t0	,	p))	∈	J,	implies	E	⊆	J	×	J	×	M	since	α	∶	D	E	open	so	Mt1	t0	=	{p	∈	M	∣(t1	,	t0	,	p)	∈	E}	open.	define	ψ	∶	E	→	M	ψ(t,	t0	,	p)	=	β(t	−	t0	,	(t0	,	p))	EY	:	20150725	Remark:	Out	of	the	proof	immediately	above,	there	are	a	number	of	takeaways	that	really
should	be	mentioned.	Let’s	collect	the	facts:	̃	(t,	p))	=	(α(s,	(t,	p)),	β(s,	(t,	p)))	∶=	θ̃(t,p)	(s)	θ(s,	̃	(t,	p))	=	(α(0,	(t,	p)),	β(0,	(t,	p)))	=	(t,	p)	θ(0,	∂α	(s,	(t,	p))	=	1	∂s	∂β	(s,	(t,	p))	=	V	(α(s,	(t,	p)),	β(s,	(t,	p)))	so	∂s	α(s,	(t,	p))	=	s	+	t	∂β	(s,	(t,	p))	=	V	(s	+	t,	β(s,	(t,	p)))	∂s	̃(t,p)	∂	̃	(t,	p))	=	(	∂α	(s,	(t,	p)),	∂β	(s,	(t,	p)))∣	=	(1,	V	(t,	p))	=	dθ	∣	θ(s,	(s	=	0)	∶=	Ṽ(t,p)	∂s	s=0	∂s	∂s
ds	s=0	Also,	we	can	write	the	flow	θ̃s	as	̃	(t,	p))	=	θ̃s	(t,	p)	=	(α(s,	(t,	p)),	β(s,	(t,	p)))	=	(s	+	t,	β(s,	(t,	p)))	θ̃(t,p)	(s)	=	θ(s,	Now	consider	the	Lie	derivative:	X(R	×	M	)	d(θ̃−s	)	=	(θ̃−s	)∗	X(R	×	M	)	d(θ̃−s	)θ̃s	(t,p)	(Wθ̃s	(t,p)	)	θ̃s	(t,	p)	J	×M	θ̃−s	LṼ	W	=	(LṼ	W	)(t,p)	=	θ̃s	θ̃s	(t,	p)	θ̃−s	with	θ̃	being	the	flow	of	Ṽ	.	Let’s	define	the	Lie	derivative:	(18)	Wθ̃s	(t,p)
W(t,p)	X(R	×	M	)	J	×M	d(θ̃−s	)	=	(θ̃−s	)∗	(dθ̃−s	)θ̃s	(t,p)	(Wθ̃s	(t,p)	)	−	Wθ̃s	(t,p)	d	∣	(dθ̃−s	)θ̃s	(t,p)	(Wθ̃s	(t,p)	)	=	lim	s→0	ds	s=0	s	36	Use	Case	1	of	the	proof	of	Lee’s	Theorem	9.38,	for	showing	LV	W	=	[V,	W	].	Let	open	neighborhood	U	⊆	J	×	M	,	with	(t,	p)	∈	U	.	On	open	U	,	choose	smooth	coordinates	(t,	ui	)	on	U	.	By	Theorem	9.22,	that	at	a	∂	regular
point	p	∈	M	,	∃	(ui	)	coordinates	s.t.	Vp	=	∂u	1	,	then	consider	∂	∂	+	1	∈	X(R	×	M	)	Ṽ	=	∂t	∂u	∈	X(M	).	(Remember,	V	(t)	is	a	vector-field	that	is	time-dependent,	but	is	on	M	.	I	will	use	this	as	a	justification	for	∂	with	V	(t)(p)	=	∂u	1	using	Thm.	9.22).	Now	the	flow	θ̃s	takes	on	these	forms:	̃	(t,	p))	=	θ̃s	(t,	p)	=	θ̃(t,p)	(s)	=	θ(s,	=	(α(s,	(t,	p)),	β(s,	(t,	p)))	=	(s	+
t,	β(s,	(t,	p)))	Given	these	conditions,	that	β(0,	(t,	p))	=	p	=	(u1	,	u2	,	.	.	.	un	)	and	∂	d	(t,p)	∂β	(s,	(t,	p))∣	=	V	(t,	p)	=	=	β	(s)∣	1	∂s	∂u	ds	s=0	s=0	then	a	β	that	satisfies	these	conditions	above	is	β(s,	(t,	p))	=	βs	(t,	p)	=	(u1	+	s,	u2	.	.	.	un	)	so	that	we	can	conclude	that	θ̃s	(t,	p)	=	(t	+	s,	u1	+	s,	u2	,	.	.	.	,	un	)	For	fixed	s,	then	d(θ̃−s	)θ̃s	(t,p)	=	1Tθ̃	s	(t,p)	(R×M	)
so	that	∂	∂	d(θ̃−s	)θ̃s	(t,p)	(Wθ̃s	(t,p)	)	=	d(θ̃−s	)θ̃s	(t,p)	⋅	W	j	(t	+	s,	u1	+	s,	u2	.	.	.	un	)	∣	=	W	j	(t	+	s,	u1	+	s,	u2	.	.	.	un	)	∣	∂uj	θ̃s	(t,p)	∂uj	(t,p)	d	∂	∂	∂	∂	Ô⇒	∣	W	j	(t	+	s,	u1	+	s,	u2	.	.	.	un	)	∣	=	(	W	j	(t,	u1	.	.	.	un	)	+	1	W	j	(t,	u1	.	.	.	un	))	∣	ds	s=0	∂uj	(t,p)	∂t	∂u	∂uj	(t,p)	Thus,	we	can	conclude	that	(19)	LṼ	W	=	L	∂	+V	W	=	(L	∂	V	W	)	∂t	∂t	(t,p)	First-Order	Partial
Differential	Equations.	Problems.	Problem	9-21.	Note	that	from	wikipedia,	ambient	isotopy	Let	N,	M	manifolds,	g,	h	embeddings	of	N	in	M	cont.	map	F	∶	M	×	[0,	1]	→	M	s.t.	F	∶g↦h	if	F0	=	1	Ft	homeomorphism,	Ft	∶	M	→	M	F1	∶	g	↦	h	smooth	isotopy	of	M	is	smooth	H	∶	M	×	J	→	M	,	J	⊆	R	interval	s.t.	∀	t	∈	J,	Ht	∶	M	→	M	is	a	diffeomorphism.	Ht	(p)	=	H(p,	t)
Suppose	open	interval	J	⊆	R	smooth	isotopy	H	∶	M	×	J	→	M	EY	:	20140206	By	definition	∀	t,	Ht	∶	M	→	M	Ht	(p)	=	H(p,	t)	37	=	((	∂	∂	+	V	)	W	j)	∣	∂t	∂xj	(t,p)	Then	DHt	=	(Ht	)∗	DHt	∶	T	M	→	T	M	I	tried,	for	some	time	t,	consider	H(xi	(p),	t)	=	y	j	(xi	,	t)	Consider	integral	curve	x	=	x(t)	s.t.	x˙	=	X(t)	y˙	=	∂H(p,	t)	∂y	j	(xi	,	t)	=	∂t	∂t	dy	d	∂y	j	i	=	y(x(t),	t)	=	x˙	=
(DHt	)X	dt	dt	∂xi	(Ht	)∗	∶	T	M	→	T	M	DHt	∶	X	↦	y˙	=	Y	ψ(t,	t0	,	p)	=	Ht	○	Ht−1	(p)	domain	J	×	J	×	M	??	0	10.	V	ECTOR	B	UNDLES	Vector	Bundles.	(real)	vector	bundle	of	rank	k	over	M	is	topological	space	E,	surjective	cont.	π	∶	E	→	M	s.t.	(i)	∀	p	∈	M	,	Ep	=	π	−1	(p)	endowed	with	structure	of	k-dim.	real	vector	space	(ii)	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	neighborhood	U	∋	p	∃
homeomorphism	Φ	∶	π	−1	(U	)	→	U	×	Rk	(local	trivialization	of	E	over	U	)	s.t.	●	πU	○	Φ	=	π	(where	πU	∶	U	×	Rk	→	U	)	●	∀	q	∈	U	,	Φ∣Eq	is	vector	space	isomorphism	from	Eq	to	{q}	×	Rk	≅	Rk	if	M,	E	smooth	manifolds	with	or	without	boundary,	π	smooth,	local	trivializations	Φ	can	be	chosen	to	be	diffeomorphisms,	E	smooth	vector	bundle,	∀	Φ	that’s	a
diffeomorphism	onto	its	image	a	smooth	local	trivialization	(real)	line	bundle	-	rank	1	vector	bundle	complex	vector	bundle	-	Rk	replaced	by	Ck	Exercise	10.1.	Suppose	E	smooth	vector	bundle	over	M	.	π	surjective	by	def.	EY	:	20140204	submersion	at	p	∈	M	,	F	,	if	for	differentiable	manifolds	M,	N	,	differentiable	F	∶	M	→	N	,	differential	DFp	∶	Tp	M	→	TF
(p)	N	is	surjective	By	def.,	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	U,	Φ	Φ	vector	space	isomorphism	and	can	be	chosen	to	be	diffeomorphism	Φ	diffeomorphism	if	Φ	bijection,	Φ−1	differentiable	Φ	∶	π	−1	(U	)	→	U	×	Rk	DΦ	∶	T	π	−1	(U	)	→	T	(U	×	Rk	)	=	T	U	×	T	Rk	π	U	∶	U	×	Rk	→	U	DπU	∶	T	(U	×	Rk	)	→	T	U	π	∶	π	−1	(U	)	→	U	π	=	πU	○	Φ	So	by	chain	rule,	Dπ	=	DπU	DΦ	Dπ	∶	T	π	−1	(U
)	→	T	U	38	DπU	clearly	a	surjection.	DΦ	bijection.	So	Dπ	a	surjection.	11.	T	HE	C	OTANGENT	B	UNDLE	Covectors.	Exercise	11.2.	For	linear	ω	∶	V	→	R,	ω	∈	V	∗	ω(Ej	)	=	ω(δ	ij	Ei	)	=	δ	ij	ω(Ei	)	=	ω(Ei	)i	(Ej	)	Ô⇒	ω	=	ω(Ei	)i	So	ω	spanned	by	i	,	i	=	1	.	.	.	n	Suppose	0	=	ωi	i	.	Then	∀	x	∈	V	,	ωi	i	(xj	Ej	)	=	ωi	xj	δ	ij	=	ωi	xi	=	ω(Ei	)xi	=	ω(x)	=	0	Then	ω	=	0
since	ω(x)	=	0,	∀	x	∈	V	.	So	i	form	a	linear	basis	of	V	∗	.	By	theorem,	dimV	∗	=	dimV	12.	L	IE	G	ROUP	ACTIONS	12.1.	Group	Actions.	action	G	on	M	cont.	if	G	×	M	→	M	or	M	×	G	→	M	cont.	(g,	p)	↦	gp	(p,	g)	↦	pg	For	cont.	action,	θg	homeomorphism,	since	∃	cont.	inverse	θg−1	.	θg	∶	M	→	M	orbit	∀	p	∈	M	,	orbit	of	p	=	Gp	=	{gp∣g	∈	G}	action	θ	transitive
if	∀	p,	q	∈	M	,	∃	g	s.t.	gp	=	q,	i.e.	Gp	=	M	isotropy	group	of	p,	Gp	=	{g	∈	G∣gp	=	p}	action	θ	is	free	if	the	only	element	of	G	that	fixes	any	element	of	M	is	e,	i.e.	if	g	⋅	p	=	p,	p	∈	M	,	g	=	e.	i.e.	Gp	=	1	∀	p	∈	M	Example	9.1	(Lie	Group	Actions)	(a)	trivial	action	of	G	on	M	is	gp	=	p	∀	g	∈	G,	Gp	=	G	(b)	action	of	GL(n,	R)	on	Rn	,	(A,	x)	↦	Ax;	x	∈	Rn	column
matrix.	Ax	smooth,	because	components	of	Ax	depend	polynomially	on	matrix	entries	of	A	and	components	of	x.	Exactly	only	2	orbits	:	0,	Rn	−	0	(∀	y	=	0,	y	∈	Rn	,	Ax	=	y	)	x	=	A−1	y	n	n	(c)	O(n)	×	R	→	R	v	v′	orbits	:	0,	S	n−1	(R),	∀	R	>	0.	To	show	this,	complete	∣v∣	,	∣v′	∣	,	∀	v,	v	′	≠	0,	to	orthonormal	bases.	Let	A,	A′	columsn	be	these	orthonormal	bases	A′
A−1	(v)	=	v	′	(d)	O(n)	×	S	n−1	→	S	n−1	.	O(n)	transitive	action	of	O(n)	on	S	n−1	.	action	O(n)	×	S	n−1	→	S	n−1	smooth	by	Corollary	8.25,	S	n−1	embedded	submanifold	of	Rn	Representations.	If	G	Lie	group,	(finite-dim.)	representation	of	G	is	a	Lie	group	homomorphism	ρ	∶	G	→	GL(V	)	∀	representation	ρ	yields	or	smooth	left	action	of	G	on	V	,	g	⋅	v	=
ρ(g)v,	∀	g	∈	G,	v	∈	V	Equivariant	Maps.	Proper	Actions.	Quotient	of	Manifolds	by	Group	Actions.	Suppose	Lie	group	G	acts	on	manifold	M	p	∼	q	if	∃	g	∈	G	s.t.	gp	=	q	equivalence	classes	are	exactly	the	orbits	of	G	in	M	M	/G	set	of	orbits,	with	quotient	topology,	orbit	space	of	the	action	39	13.	T	ENSORS	Multilinear	Algebra.	F	∶	V1	×⋅	⋅	⋅×Vk	→	W
multilinear	if	∀	i,	linear	in	each	variable,	F	(v1	.	.	.	av1	+a′	vi′	.	.	.	vk	)	=	aF	(v1	.	.	.	vi	.	.	.	vk	)+	a′	F	(v1	.	.	.	vi′	.	.	.	vk	)	multilinear	function	of	2	variables	is	bilinear.	L(V1	,	.	.	.	Vk	;	W	)	-	set	of	all	multilinear	maps	from	V1	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	Vk	to	W	{T	∶	V	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	V	→	R}	=	T	k	(V	)	´¹¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¸	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¹	¶	ktimes	S	∈	T	k	(V	),	T	∈	T	l	(V	)	tensor	product	S
⊗	T	∶	V	×	⋅	⋅	⋅	×	V	→	R,	covariant	(k	+	l)-tensor	S	⊗	T	(x1	.	.	.	xk+l	)	=	S(x1	.	.	.	xk	)T	(xk+1	.	.	.	xk+l	)	Exercise	12.3.	F	(v1	.	.	.	avi	+	bwi	.	.	.	vk	)G(vk+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	=	aF	(v1	.	.	.	vi	.	.	.	vk	)G	+	bF	(v1	.	.	.	wi	.	.	.	vk	)G	=	=	aF	⊗	G(v1	.	.	.	vi	.	.	.	vk	.	.	.	vk+l	)	+	bF	⊗	G(v1	.	.	.	wi	.	.	.	vk	.	.	.	vk+l	)	=	F	⊗	G(v1	.	.	.	avi	+	bwi	.	.	.	vk	,	vk+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	F	(v1	.	.	.	vk
)G(vk+1	.	.	.	avk+i	+	bwk+i	.	.	.	vk+l	)	=	=	F	(v1	.	.	.	vk	)(aG(vk+1	.	.	.	vk+i	,	vk+i+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	+	bG(vk+1	.	.	.	wk+i	vk+i+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	=	=	aF	⊗	G(vk+1	.	.	.	vk+i	,	vk+i+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	+	bF	⊗	G(v1	.	.	.	wk+i	,	vk+i+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	=	=	F	⊗	G(v1	.	.	.	vk	,	vk+1	.	.	.	avk+i	+	bwk+i	.	.	.	vk+i+1	.	.	.	vk+l	)	(F	⊗	G)	⊗	H	=	(F	⊗	G)(x1	.	.	.	xk+l	H(xk+l+1	.	.	.	xk+l+m	)
=	F	(x1	.	.	.	xk	)G(xk+1	.	.	.	xk+l	)H(xk+l+1	.	.	.	xk+l+m	)	=	=	F	(x1	.	.	.	xk	)(G	⊗	H)(xk+1	.	.	.	xk+l+m	)	=	F	⊗	(G	⊗	H)(x1	.	.	.	xk+l+m	)	Proposition	21	(12.4).	(A	Basis	for	the	Space	of	Multilinear	Functions)	Let	V	real	vector	space	of	dim.	n,	(Ei	)	any	basis	for	V	,	i	dual	basis.	set	of	all	k-tensors	of	form	i1	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	ik	,	1	≤	i1	.	.	.	ik	≤	n	basis	for	T	k	(V	),
dim.	nk	Proof.	Let	B	=	{i1	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	ik	∣1	≤	i1	.	.	.	ik	≤	n}	Suppose	arbitrary	T	∈	T	k	(V	)	Define	Ti1	...ik	=	T	(Ei1	.	.	.	Eik	)	Ti1	...ik	i1	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	ik	(Ej1	.	.	.	Ejk	)	=	®	Ti1	...ik	i1	(Ej1	)	.	.	.	ik	(Ejk	)	=	Ti1	...ik	δji11	.	.	.	δjikk	=	Tj1	...jk	=	T	(Ej1	.	.	.	Ejk	)	(by	definition)	T	spanned	by	B		Abstract	Tensor	Products	of	Vector	Spaces.	free	vector	space	on	S,	R⟨S⟩	=	{F}
finite	formal	linear	combination	-	function	F	∶	S	→	R	s.t.	F(s)	=	0	for	all	but	finite	many	s	∈	S	∀	F	∈	R⟨S⟩,	F	=	∑m	i=1	ai	xi	,	x1	.	.	.	xm	∈	S	s.t.	F(xi	)	≠	0,	ai	=	F(xi	)	Exercise	12.6.	(Characteristic	Property	of	Free	Vector	Spaces)	F	∶S→W	x↦w∈W	Consider	w	∈	W	and	w	=	∑	cα	wα	,	wα	=	F	(xα	);	xα	∈	S,	wα	∈	W	.	m	m	Consider	F	∶	R⟨S⟩	→	W	,	∑m	i=1	ci	xi	↦
∑I=1	ci	F	(xi	)	=	∑i=1	ci	wi	∈	W	Let	w	=	v,	m	m	I=1	n	i=1	n	w	=	∑	ci	wi	=	∑	ci	F	(xi	)	v	=	∑	bi	vi	=	∑	bi	F	(yi	)	i=1	i=1	w	−	v	=	0	so	for	a	vector	space,	this	implies	wi	=	vi	,	m	=	n,	m	∑(ci	−	bi	)wi	=	0,	i=1	40	ci	=	bi	R	≡	subspace	of	free	vector	space	R⟨V	×	W	⟩	spanned	by	a(v,	w)	−	a(v,	w)	a(v,	w)	−	(v,	aw)	(20)	(v,	w)	+	(v	′	,	w)	−	(v	+	v	′	,	w)	(12.4)	(v,	w)
+	(v,	w′	)	−	(v,	w	+	w′	)	tensor	product	of	V,	W	V	⊗	W	=	R⟨V	×	W	⟩/R	equivalence	class	of	element	(v,	w)	if	v	⊗	w	∈	V	⊗	W	̃	∶	V	⊗	W	→	X,	any	Proposition	22	(12.7).	(Characteristic	Property	of	the	Tensor	Product	Space)	If	bilinear	A	∶	V	×	W	→	X,	∃	!,	A	V	×W	π	vector	space	X	s.t.	π(v,	w)	=	V	⊗	W	V	⊗W	A	X	̃	A	(12.6)	Proof.	By	characteristic	property	of	free
vector	space,	A	∶	V	×	W	→	X	extends	uniquely	to	linear	A	∶	R⟨V	×	W	⟩	→	X	A(v,	w)	=	A(v,	w)	if	(v,	w)	∈	V	×	W	⊂	R⟨V	×	W	⟩	A	bilinear	A(av,	w)	=	A(av,	w)	=	aA(v,	w)	=	aA(v,	w)	=	A(a(v,	w))	A(v,	aw)	=	A(v,	aw)	=	aA(v,	w)	=	A(a(v,	w))	′	′	A(v	+	v	,	w)	=	A(v	+	v	,	w)	=	A(v,	w)	+	A(v	′	,	w)	=	A(v,	w)	=	A(a(v	′	,	w))			Likewise	for	(12.4)	subspace	R	⊂	kerA	̃	∶	V	⊗	W
=	R⟨V	×	W	⟩/R	→	X	s.t.	∴	A	descends	to	linear	A	̃	○	π	=	A,	π	∶	R⟨V	×	W	⟩	→	V	⊗	W	A	uniqueness	from	∀	v	⊗	w	∈	V	⊗	W	,	v	⊗	w	=	linear	combination	of	v	⊗	w	̃	uniquely	determined	on	A(v	̃	⊗	w)	=	A(v,	w)	=	A(v,	w)	A	Proposition	23	(11.4).	(Other	Properties	of	Tensor	Products).	Let	V,	W	,	and	X	be	finite-dimensional	real	vector	spaces	(a)	V	∗	⊗	W	∗
canonically	isomorphic	to	B(V,	W	),	bilinear	maps	from	V	×	W	into	R	(b)	if	(Ei	)	basis	for	V	,	then	{Ei	⊗	Fj	}	basis	is	basis	for	V	⊗	W	,	∴	dim(V	⊗	W	)	=	dimV	dimW	(Fj	)	basis	for	W	(c)	∃	!	isomorphism	V	⊗	(W	⊗	X)	→	(V	⊗	W	)	⊗	X	v	⊗	(w	⊗	x)	↦	(v	⊗	w)	⊗	x	Proof.	(a)	canonical	isomorphism	(basis	independence)	construction	between	V	∗	⊗	W	∗	and	B(V,
W	)	(space	of	bilinear	maps)	∗	∗	Define	Φ	∶	V	×	W	→	B(V,	W	)	Φ(ω,	η)(v,	w)	=	ω(v)η(ω)	Φ	bilinear	(easy	to	check).	̃	∶	V	⊗	W	→	X,	any	vector	space	X	s.t.	Aπ	̃	=A	Prop.	11.3	∀	bilinear	A	∶	V	×	W	→	X,	∃	!A	Φ	V	∗	×	W∗	X	π	V	∗	⊗W∗	̃	Φ	̃	∶	V	∗	⊗	W	∗	→	B(V,	W	)	i.e.	descends	uniquely	to	linear	Φ	41	Let	(ei	)	be	bases	for	V,	W	(fj	)	(	i	)	dual	basis	(φ	)	j	∗	since	V	∗	⊗
W	∗	spanned	by	elements	of	the	form	ω	⊗	η,	ω	∈	V	η	∈	W∗	∀	τ	∈	V	∗	⊗	W	∗	,	τ	=	τij		i	⊗	ϕj	∗	∗	Define	Ψ	∶	B(V,	W	)	→	V	⊗	W	Φ(b)	=	b(ek	,	fl	)	k	⊗	ϕl	̃	)	=	Φ(τ	̃	)(ek	,	fl	)	k	⊗	ϕl	=	τij	Φ(		̃	i	⊗	ϕj	)(ek	,	fl	)	k	⊗	ϕl	=	τij	Φ(	i	,	ϕj	)(ek	,	fl	)	k	⊗	ϕl	=	ΨΦ(τ	=	τij		i	(ek	)ϕj	(fl	)	k	⊗	ϕl	=	τkl		k	⊗	ϕl	=	τ	For	v	∈	V	w∈W	̃	○	Ψ(b)(v,	w)	=	Φb(e	̃	j	,	fk	)	j	⊗	ϕk	(v,	w)	=	b(ej	,	fk	)Φ(		̃	j	⊗
ϕk	)(v,	w)	=	Φ	=	b(ej	,	fk	)Φ(ei	,	ϕk	)(v,	w)	=	b(ej	,	fk	)ei	(v)ϕk	(w)	=	b(ej	,	fk	)v	i	ϕk	=	b(v,	w)	(b)	Given	{ei	∣i	∈	I}	=	BU	{fj	∣j	∈	J}	=	BU	By	the	bilinearity	of	tensor	product:	ai	ei	⊗	bj	fj	=	ai	bj	ei	⊗	fj	∗	Consider	dual	basis	elements	ek	(ei	)	=	δik	and	fl∗	(fj	)	=	δjl	U	×V	→K	(u,	v)	↦	e∗k	(u)	⋅	fl∗	(v)	induces	U	⊗	V	→	K	u	⊗	v	↦	e∗k	(u)	⋅	fl∗	(v)	ei	⊗	fj	↦	δik	δjl	cij
ei	⊗	fj	=	0	=	cij	δik	δjl	=	ckl	=	0	∀	k,	l	so	ei	⊗	fj	form	a	basis		Corollary	5	(11.5).	V	finite-dim.	real	vector	space,	space	T	k	(V	)	of	covariant	k-tensors	on	V	canonically	isomorphic	to	k-fold	tensor	product	V	∗	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	V	∗	Exercise	11.3.	Prove	Corollary	11.5.	It’s	enough	to	consider	the	basis	(good	strategy).	T	k	(V	)	basis	B	=	{i1	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	ik	∣1	≤	i1	.	.	.	ik	≤
n}	(Prop.	11.2)	dimnk	Use	Prop.	11.4(b).	Surely	V	∗	finite-dim.	real	vector	space	as	well,	on	its	own,	even	though	it’s	a	dual	basis.	Prop.11.4(b)	if	(Ei	)	basis	for	V	,	then	{Ei	⊗	Ej	}	basis	for	V	⊗	W	and	dim(V	⊗	W	)	=	dimV	dimW	(Ej	)	basis	for	W	basis	for	V	∗	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	V	∗	=	{i1	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	ik	∣1	≤	i1	.	.	.	ik	≤	n},	dim(V	∗	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	V	∗	)	=	nk	dimensions	are
same.	isomorphic.		k	Lemma	19	(11.7).	Let	smooth	M	,	suppose	σ	∈	T	(M	)	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	τ	∈	T	l	(M	)	Then	f	σ,	σ	⊗	τ	also	smooth	tensor	fields	whose	42	(f	σ)i1	...ik	=	f	σi1	...σk	(σ	⊗	τ	)i1	...ik+l	=	σi1	...ik	τik+1	...ik+l	Exercise	11.7.	Prove	Lemma	11.7.	Note	T	0	M	=	T0	M	=	M	×	R	(1)	(k)	(1)	(k)	f	σ(p,	ei1	,	.	.	.	,	eik	)	=	f	(p)σ(ei1	.	.	.	eik	)	=	f	(p)σi1	...ik	=	(f
σ)i1	...ik	Suppose	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	∀	smooth	covariant	k-tensor	field	σ	on	N	,	define	k-tensor	field	F	∗	σ	on	M	by	explicitly,	if	X1	.	.	.	Xk	∈	Tp	M	,	then	(F	∗	σ)p	=	F	∗	(σF	(p)	)	(F	∗	σ)p	(X1	.	.	.	Xk	)	=	σF	(g)	(F∗	X1	.	.	.	F∗	Xk	)	Proposition	24	(11.9).	(The	properties	of	Tensor	Field	Pullbacks)	Suppose	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	G∶N	→P	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	F	∗	(f



σ)	=	(f	○	F	)F	∗	σ	F	∗	(σ	⊗	τ	)	=	F	∗	σ	⊗	F	∗	τ	F	∗	σ	smooth	tensor	field	F	∗	∶	T	k	(N	)	→	T	k	(M	)	linear	over	R	(GF	)∗	=	F	∗	G∗	(IdN	)∗	σ	=	σ	σ	∈	T	k	(N	),	f	∈	C	∞	(N	)	τ	∈	T	l	(N	)	Exercise	11.9.	Prove	Prop.	11.9	Corollary	6	(11.10).	Let	smooth	F	∶	M	→	N	,	σ	∈	T	k	(N	)	If	p	∈	M	,	smooth	coordinates	(y	j	)	for	N	on	neighborhood	of	F	(p),	then	F	∗	σ	near	p	F
∗	(σj1	...jk	dy	j1	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	dy	jk	)	=	(σj1	...jk	○	F	)d(y	j1	○	F	)	⊗	⋅	⋅	⋅	⊗	d(y	jk	○	F	)	20130919	However,	in	the	special	case	of	a	diffeomorphism,	tensor	fields	of	any	variance	can	be	pushed	forward	and	pulled	back	at	will	(see	Problem	11-6)	Symmetric	Tensors.	20130919	Exercise	11.10.	Ti1	...ik	=	T	(Ei1	.	.	.	Eik	)	=	T	(Ei1	.	.	.	Eis	.	.	.	Eir	.	.	.	Eik	)	=	Ti1	...is
...ir	...ik			set	of	symmetric	covariant	k-tensors	on	V	by	∑k	(V	)	r	0	or	ϕ′	<	0	everywhere.	(Recall	diffeomorphism	(cf.	wikipedia)	differentiable,	bijective,	inverse	differentiable;	so	DF	,	Jacobian	matrix,	bijective,	F	differentiable,	so	it	can’t	be	0	at	any	pt.	(linear	algebra,	need	∃	inverse))	47	Assume	ϕ′	>	0	Lg	(̃	γ)	=	∫	d	c	∣̃	γ	′	(t)∣g	dt	=	∫	d	c	∣	b	b	d	d	˙	=	∫	∣γ	′
(s)∣g	=	˙	g	dt	=	∫	∣γ	′	(ϕ(t))∣g	ϕdt	(γ	○	ϕ)∣	dt	=	∫	∣γ	′	(ϕ(t))ϕ∣	dt	a	a	c	g	=∫	a	b	∣γ	′	(s)∣g	ds	=	Lg	(γ)	where	second-to-last	equality	follows	from	change	of	variables	formula	for	ordinary	integrals.		If	(M,	g)	connected	Riemannian	manifold	dg	(p,	q)	(Riemannian)	distance	between	p,	q	-	infinum	of	Lg	(γ)	over	all	piecewise	smooth	curve	segments	γ	from	p	to	q.
The	key	is	the	following	technical	lemma,	which	shows	that	any	Riemannian	metric	is	locally	comparable	to	Euclidean	metric	in	coordinates.	Lemma	21	(13.28).	Let	g	on	open	U	⊂	Rn	For	compact	K	⊂	U	,	∃	constants	c,	C	s.t.	∀	x	∈	K	∀	v	∈	Tx	Rn	c∣v∣g	≤	∣v∣g	≤	C∣v∣g	Theorem	9	(13.29).	(Riemannian	Manifolds	as	Metric	Spaces)	Let	connected	(M,	g)	with
dg	(p,	q);	M	metric	space	whose	metric	topology	same	as	original	manifold	topology.	local	orthonormal	frame	(E1	.	.	.	En	)	for	M	on	open	U	⊂	M	is	adapted	to	S	if	first	k	vectors	(	E1	∣p	.	.	.	Ek	∣p	)	span	Tp	S	follows	(	Ek+1	∣p	.	.	.	En	∣p	)	span	Np	S	∀	p	∈	S.	Prop.	11.24	proved	exactly	some	way	as	counterpart	for	submanifolds	of	Rn	(Prop.	10.17)
Proposition	29	(11.24).	(Existence	of	Adapted	Orthonormal	Fames)	Let	S	⊂	M	embedded	Riemannian	submanifold	∀	p	∈	S,	∃	smooth	adapted	orthonormal	frame	on	neighborhood	U	∋	p	⊂	M	Recall	F	∶	M	→	N	immersion	if	DF	injective	everywhere,	F	embedding	if	F	injective	(homeomorphism	onto	its	image)	and	F	immersion.	normal	bundle	to	S	N	S	=	∐
Np	S	p∈S	The	Tangent-Cotangent	Isomorphism.	EY	20140521,	Below,	in	between	the	lines,	are	my	notes	off	the	previous	edition.	It’s	frustrating	to	not	be	able	to	obtain	instantly	the	most	up-to-date	edition	automatically,	online,	available	freely	for	download.	Notation	had	changed.	It’s	important	to	me	to	keep	up-to-date	with	the	latest	notation;	it’s	not
trivial	(cf.	Zee,	A.;	Srednicki’s	QFT	vs.	previous	QFT	notation)	Given	(M,	g)	define	bundle	map	̃	g	∶	T	M	→	T	∗M	∀	p	∈	M	,	∀	Xp	∈	Tp	M	,	̃	g	(Xp	)	∈	Tp∗	M	be	covector	defined	̃	g	(Xp	)(Yp	)	=	gp	(Xp	,	Yp	)	∀	Yp	∈	Tp	M	To	see	this	is	a	smooth	bundle	map,	consider	its	action	on	smooth	vector	fields:	̃	g	(X)(Y	)	=	g(X,	Y	)	∞	∀	X,	Y	∈	τ	(M	)	Because	̃	g	(X)(Y	)
linear	over	C	(M	)	as	a	function	of	Y	,	from	Prob.	6-8,	̃	g	(X)	smooth	covector	field.	because	̃	g	(X)	linear	over	C	∞	(M	)	as	a	function	of	X,	̃	g	smooth	bundle	map	by	def.	by	Prop.	5.16.	Use	same	symbol:	pointwise	bundle	map	̃	g	∶	T	M	→	T	∗M	linear	map	on	sections	̃	g	∶	T	(M	)	→	T	∗	(M	)	̃	g	injective:	̃	g	(Xp	)	=	0	implies	0	=	̃	g	(Xp	)(Xp	)	=	⟨Xp	,	Xp	⟩g	so	Xp
=	0	By	dim.,	̃	g	bijective,	so	it’s	a	bundle	isomorphism	(Prob.	5-9)	48	If	X,	Y	smooth	vector	fields,	̃	g	(X)(Y	)	=	gij	X	i	Y	j	̃	g	(X)	=	gij	X	i	dy	j	customary	to	denote	Xj	=	gij	X	i	so	̃	g	(X)	=	Xj	dy	j	̃	g	−1	∶	Tp∗	M	→	Tp	M	is	inverse	of	(gij	)	(Because	(gij	)	matrix	of	the	isomorphism	̃	g	,	it	is	invertible	∀	p)	let	(g	ij	)	inverse	of	gij	(p)	so	g	ij	gjk	=	gkj	g	ji	=	δki	Thus	for
covector	field	ω	∈	T	∗	M	,	∂	̃	g	−1	(ω)	=	ω	i	i	,	ω	i	=	g	ij	ωj	∂x	ω	i	is	a	vector,	which	we	visualize	as	a	(sharp)	arrow,	while	Xj	covector,	which	we	visualize	by	means	of	its	(flat)	level	sets.	gradf	=	̃	g	−1	(df	)	∀	smooth	f	on	(M,	g),	f	∈	R,	define	vector	field	∀	X	∈	T	(M	)	⟨gradf,	X⟩g	=	̃	g	(gradf	)(X)	=	df	(X)	=	Xf	thus	⟨gradf,	X⟩g	=	Xf	∀	X	∈	χ(M	)	or	equivalently
⟨gradf,	⋅⟩g	=	df	gradf	=	g	ij	∂f	∂	∂xi	∂xj	bundle	isomorphism	̂	g	∶	T	M	→	T	∗M	∀p	∈	M	̂	g	(v)	∈	Tp∗	M	defined	by	∀	v	∈	Tp	M	̂	g	(v)(w)	=	gp	(v,	w)	∀	w	∈	Tp	M	̂	g	(X)(Y	)	=	g(X,	Y	)	∀	X,	Y	∈	X(M	)	̂	g	(X)(Y	)	linear	over	C	(M	)	as	a	function	of	Y	,	Lemma	12.24	Ô⇒	̂	g	(X)	smooth	covector	field	g	=	gij	dxi	dxj	∞	̂	g	(X)(Y	)	=	gij	X	i	Y	j	Ô⇒	̂	g	(X)	=	gij	X	i	dxj	=	Xj	dxj
where	Xj	=	gij	X	i	X♭	=	̂	g	(X)	Now	̂	g	−1	∶	Tp∗	M	→	Tp	M	∀	covector	field	ω	∈	X∗	(M	)	̂	g	−1	(ω)	=	ω	i	∂xi	,	ω	i	=	g	ij	ωj	omega♯	=	̂	g	−1	(ω)	gradient	of	f	by	gradf	=	(df	)♯	=	̂	g	−1	(df	)	∀	X	∈	X(M	)	⟨gradf,	X⟩g	=	̂	g	(gradf	)(X)	=	df	(X)	=	Xf	or	⟨gradf,	⋅⟩g	=	df	∂f	∂	gradf	=	g	ij	∂x	i	∂xj	so	gradf	is	smooth	̃	∶	Z	→	Y	s.t.	Problems.	Problem	11-1.	Recall	∀	bilinear	A	∶
V	×	W	→	Y	,	∃	!	linear	A	V	×W	⊗	V	⊗W	̃	π	Z	∃!π	is	the	universal	property	s.t.	π⊗	=	̃	π	Suppose	bilinear	̃	π	∶	V	×	W	→	Z	s.t.,	̃	∶	Z	→	Y	s.t.	∀	bilinear	A	∶	V	×	W	→	Y	,	∃	!	linear	A	49	V	×W	̃	Z	Z	A	Y	̃	A	V	×W	⊗	̃	π	Z	λ	̃	Φ	V	⊗W	Consider	Φ⊗	=	̃	π	(by	universal	property)	Φ(v	⊗	w)	=	̃	π	(v,	w)	∃	!	linear	λ	∶	Z	→	V	⊗	W	λ○̃	π=⊗	λ⊗̃	π	(v,	w)	=	v	⊗	w	Φλ(̃	π	(v,	w))	=	Φ(v	⊗
w)	=	̃	π	(v,	w)	Φλ	=	idZ	λΦ(v	⊗	w)	=	λ̃	π	(v,	w)	=	v	⊗	w	λΦ	=	idV	⊗W	So	Φ	is	an	isomorphism	between	Z,	V	⊗	W	.	As	λ	is	unique,	so	is	Φ	Problem	11-2.	tensor	product	of	U,	V	is	vector	space	U	⊗	V	with	bilinear	map	⊗	∶U	×	V	→	U	⊗	V	(u,	v)	↦	u	⊗	v	with	universal	property	with	any	vector	space	W	.	K	≅	k1	By	bilinearity,	U	⊗K	U	⊗1	u⊗k	ku	⊗	1	u⊗k	ku	⊗
1	U	q	q	ku	ku	q	∶U	→U	⊗1	u↦u⊗1	then	U	⊗	K	≃	U	∗	Problem	11-3.	U	×	V	→	Hom(U,	V	)	(u∗	,	v)	→	(u	→	u∗	(u),	v)	If	dimU,	dimV	<	∞,	U∗	⊗	V	⊗	induces	a	natural	homomorphism	(injective),	U	∗	⊗V	→	Hom(U,	V	)	∗	∗	for	arbitrary	vi	∈	V	,	∑	ei	⊗	vi	∈	U	⊗	V	i	ej	→	e∗i	(ej	)vi	=	vj	∗	∑i	ei	⊗	vi	corresponds	to	homomorphism	U	→	V	mapping	ei	→	vi	U	∗	⊗	V	→
Hom(U,	V	)	surjective.	dimU	∗	⊗	V	=	dimU	∗	dimV	isomorphism	by	dim.	reason.	15.	D	IFFERENTIAL	F	ORMS	The	Geometry	of	Volume	Measurement.	50	Hom(U,	V	)	The	Algebra	of	Alternating	Tensors.	Alt	∶	T	k	(V	)	→	Λk	(V	)	1	(AltT	)(X1	.	.	.	Xk	)	=	∑	(sgnσ)T	(Xσ(1)	.	.	.	Xσ(k)	)	k!	σ∈Sk	Exercise	12.2.	If	T	alternating,	by	Exercise	12.1,	T	(Xσ(1)	.	.	.	Xσ(k)
)	=	(sgnσ)T	(X1	.	.	.	Xk	)	1	1	1	∑	(sgnσ)T	(Xσ(1)	.	.	.	Tσ(k)	)	=	∑	(sgnσ)(sgnσ)T	(X1	.	.	.	Xk	)	=	∑	T	(X1	.	.	.	Xk	)	=	T	(X1	.	.	.	Xk	)	Ô⇒	AltT	=	T	k!	σ∈Sk	k!	σ∈Sk	k!	σ∈Sk	Elementary	Alternating	Tensors.	I	=	(i1	.	.	.	ik	)	Iσ	=	(iσ(1)	.	.	.	iσ(k)	)	δIJ	⎧	⎪	⎪	sgnσ	⎪	⎪	⎪	=⎨	⎪	⎪	⎪	0	⎪	⎪	⎩	σ	∈	Sk	if	I	and	J	has	no	repeated	indices	and	J	=	Iσ	for	some	σ	∈	Sk	if	I	and	J
has	repeated	index	or	J	≠	Iσ	∀	σ	∈	Sk	Let	V	vector	space,	(1	.	.	.	n	)	basis	for	V	∗	define	covariant	k-tensor	I	by	⎛	1	(X1	)	⋮		(x1	.	.	.	xk	)	=	det⎜	⎝ik	(X1	)	i	...	I	...	i1	ik	(Xk	)⎞	⎛X1	⋮	⎟	=	det⎜	⋮	⎝	X	ik	ik	(Xk	)⎠	1	...	...	Xkik	⎞	⋮	⎟	Xkik	⎠	denote	sum	over	only	increasing	multi-indice	′	I	∑	TI		=	I	TI	I	∑	{I∶1≤i1	0	iff	Ωp	(Np	,	E1	.	.	.	En	)	>	0,	orientation	determined
by	ω	is	the	1	defined	in	the	statement	of	the	proposition.		17.	I	NTEGRATION	ON	M	ANIFOLDS	Integration	of	Functions	on	Riemannian	Manifolds.	Proposition	36	(16.28).	(M,	g)	oriented	Riemannian	manifold	with	or	without	∂	Suppose	f	compactly	supported	cont.	on	M	,	f	∈	R,	f	≥	0	Then	∫M	f	dVg	≥	0	∫M	f	dVg	=	0	iff	f	=	0	Proof.	If	f	supported	in
domain	of	single	oriented	smooth	chart	(U,	ϕ)	By	Prop.	15.31	∫	M	f	dVg	=	∫	ϕ(U	)	√	f	(x)	det(gij	)dx1	.	.	.	dxn	≥	0		Exercise	16.29.	given	oriented	Riemannian	manifold	(M,	g)	compact	supported	cont.	f	∶	M	→	R	Then	if	f	supported	in	domain	of	single	oriented	smooth	chart	(U,	ϕ)	∣∫	M	f	dVg	∣	=	∣∫	ϕ(U	)	√	f	(x)	det(gij	)dx1	.	.	.	dxn	∣	≥	∫	where	inequality
above	is	from	some	thm.	in	calculus.	56	ϕ(U	)	√	∣f	(x)∣	det(gij	)dx1	.	.	.	dxn	=	∫	M	∣f	∣dVg	The	Divergence	Theorem.	∗	∶	C	∞	(M	)	→	Ωn	(N	)	(29)	(16.10)	∗	f	=	f	dVg	smooth	bundle	isomorphism	EY	:	20140501	smooth	bundle	isomorphism?	smooth	bundle	isomorphism	β	∶	X(M	)	→	Ωn−1	(M	)	β(X)	=	X	⌟	dVg	technical	lemma	Lemma	25	(16.30).	(M,	g)	oriented
Riemannian	manifold	with	or	without	∂	Suppose	S	⊆	M	immersed	hypersurface	with	orientation	by	unit	normal	vector	field	N	and	̃	g	induced	metric	on	S	If	X	any	vector	field	along	S,	i∗S	(β(X))	=	⟨X,	N	⟩g	dṼg	(30)	T	(16.12)	⊥	Proof.	Define	vector	fields	X	,	X	along	S	X	⊥	=	⟨X,	N	⟩g	N	XT	=	X	−	X⊥	β(X)	=	X	⌟	dVg	=	X	⊥	⌟	dVg	+	X	T	⌟	dVg	pull	back	to	S
Prop.	15.32	i∗S	(X	⊥	⌟	dVg	)	=	⟨X,	N	⟩g	i∗S	(N	⌟	dVg	)	=	⟨X,	N	⟩g	dṼg	If	X1	.	.	.	Xn−1	any	vectors	tangent	to	S	(X	T	⌟	dVg	)(X1	.	.	.	Xn−1	)	=	dVg	(X	T	,	X1	.	.	.	Xn−1	)	=	0			18.	D	E	R	HAM	C	OHOMOLOGY	dω	=	0	closed	ω	=	dη	exact.	Prop.	6.24	smooth	1-form	conservative	iff	exact.	The	de	Rham	Cohomology	Groups.	closed	1-form	(31)	Suppose	ω=	xdy	−
ydx	x2	+	y	2	(15.1)	x	=	r	cos	θ	dx	=	cθ	dr	+	−rsθ	dθ	y	=	rsθ	dy	=	sθ	dr	+	rcθ	dθ	xdy	−	ydx	x	y	1	sθ	dα	=	ω	=	=	2	−	2	dx	=	cθ	(sθ	dr	+	rcθ	dθ)	−	(cθ	dr	−	rsθ	dθ)	=	dθ	2	2	2	2	x	+y	x	+y	x	+y	r	r	M	smooth	manifold	d	∶	Ap	(M	)	→	Ap+1	(M	)	linear,	ker,	im	linear	subspaces.	Z	p	(M	)	=	ker[d	∶	Ap	(M	)	→	Ap+1	(M	)]	=	{	closed	p-forms	on	M	}	B	p	(M	)	=	im[d	∶
Ap−1	(M	)	→	Ap	(M	)]	=	{	exact	p-forms	on	M	}	By	convention,	Ap	(M	)	zero	vector	space,	p	<	0	or	p	>	n	=	dimM	e.g.	B	0	(M	)	=	0	Z	n	(M	)	=	An	(M	)	57	d2	=	0	so	∀	exact	form	closed.	B	p	(M	)	⊂	Z	p	(m)	p	HdR	(M	)	=	Z	p	(M	)	B	p	(M	)	Homotopy	Invariance.	Lemma	26	(15.4).	(Existence	of	a	Homotopy	Operator)	∀	smooth	manifold	M	,	∃	homotopy
operator	∗0	,	∗1	Proof.	∀	p,	define	linear	h	∶	Ap	(M	×	I)	→	Ap−1	(M	)	s.t.	h(dω)	+	d(hω)	=	∗1	ω	−	∗0	ω	(32)	(15.5)	1	∂	⌟ω)	dt	define	hω	=	∫0	(	∂t	hω	(p	−	1)	form	on	M	whose	action	on	X1	.	.	.	Xp−1	∈	Tq	M	is	(hω)q	(X1	.	.	.	Xp−1	)	=	∫	1	0	(	1	∂	∂	⌟ω(q,	t))	(X1	.	.	.	Xp−1	)dt	=	∫	ω(q,t)	(	,	X1	.	.	.	Xp−1	)	dt	∂t	∂t	0	choose	smooth	local	coordinates	(x	)	on	M	.	i	i	i
Consider	separately	ω	=	f	(x,	t)dt	∧	dx	1	∧	⋅	⋅	⋅	∧	dx	p−1	ω	=	f	(x,	t)dxi1	∧	⋅	⋅	⋅	∧	dxip		19.	D	ISTRIBUTIONS	AND	F	OLIATIONS	Distributions	and	Involutivity.	distribution	on	M	of	rank	k	is	rank-k	subbundle	of	T	M	,	smooth	distribution	if	it’s	smooth	subbundle	Often	rank-k	distribution	described	by	specifying	∀	p	∈	M	linear	subspace	Dp	⊆	Tp	M	of
dimDp	=	k,	D	=	⋃p∈M	Dp	Lemma	10.32,	local	frame	criterion	for	subbundles,	that	D	smooth	distribution	iff	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	open	U	∋	p	on	which	∃	smooth	vector	fields	X1	.	.	.	Xk	∶	U	→	T	M	s.t.	X1	∣q	.	.	.	Xk	∣q	is	basis	for	Dq	∀	q	∈	U	Integral	Manifolds	and	Involutivity.	Suppose	smooth	distribution	D	⊆	T	M	integral	manifold	of	D	:	immersed	submanifold	N	≠
∅,	N	⊆	M	if	Tp	N	=	Dp	∀	p	∈	N	Example	19.1	(Distributions	and	Integral	Manifolds)	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	D	involutive	if	∀	pair	of	smooth	local	sections	of	D	(i.e.	smooth	vector	fields	X,	Y	defined	on	open	subset	of	M	s.t.	Xp	,	Yp	∈	Dp	∀	p)	integrable	:	smooth	distribution	D	on	M	integrable	if	∀	p	∈	M	,	p	in	integral	manifold	of	D,	i.e.	Tp	M	=	Dp	Proposition	37
(19.3).	∀	integrable	distribution	is	involutive.	Proof.	Let	D	⊆	T	M	is	integrable	distribution.	suppose	smooth	local	sections	of	D,	X,	Y	on	some	open	U	⊆	M	.	∀	p	∈	U	,	let	N	integral	manifold	of	D,	N	∋	p	X,	Y	sections	of	D,	so	X,	Y	tangent	to	N	By	Corollary	8.32,	[X,	Y	]	also	tangent	to	N	,	so	[X,	Y	]p	∈	Dp		Involutivity	and	Differential	Forms.	Lemma	27
(19.5).	(1-form	Criterion	for	Smooth	Distributions)	Suppose	smooth	n-dim.	manifold	M	,	distribution	D	⊆	T	M	,	rank	k	D	smooth	iff	∀	p	∈	M	,	∃	neighborhood	U	on	which	∃	smooth	1-forms	ω	1	.	.	.	ω	n−k	s.t.	∀	q	∈	U	,	(33)	Dq	=	ker	ω	1	∣q	⋂	⋅	⋅	⋅	⋂	kerω	n−k	∣q	(19.1)	Proof.	By	Prop.	10.15,	complete	forms	ω	1	.	.	.	ω	n−k	to	smooth	coframe	(ω	1	.	.	.	ω	n	)	∀p
if	(E1	.	.	.	En	)	dual	frame,	easy	to	sheet	that	D	locally	spanned	by	En−k+1	,	.	.	.	,	En	,	so	smooth	by	local	frame	criterion.	Converse,	suppose	D	smooth.	∀	open	U	∋	p	∈	M	,	∃	smooth	vector	fields	Y1	.	.	.	Yk	spanning	D.	58	By	Prop.	16.5,	complete	Y1	.	.	.	Yk	to	smooth	local	frame	(Y1	.	.	.	Yn	)	for	M	in	open	U	∋	p	with	dual	coframe	(1	.	.	.	n	),	it	follows
easily	that	D	characterized	locally	by	Dq	=	ker	k+1	∣q	⋂	⋅	⋅	⋅	⋂	ker	n	∣q		if	D	rank-k	distribution	on	smooth	n-manifold	M	,	any	n	−	k	linearly	independent	1-forms	ω	1	.	.	.	ω	n−k	on	open	U	⊆	M	s.t.	(19.1)	Dq	=	kerω	1	∣q	⋂	⋅	⋅	⋅	⋂	kerω	n−k	∣q	=	{X∣X	=	X	i	Xi	,	i	=	1	.	.	.	k,	ω	1	(X)	=	0}	⋂	⋅	⋅	⋅	⋂{X∣ω	n−k	(X)	=	0}	∀	q	∈	U	are	local	defining	forms	for	D
Proposition	38	(19.8).	(Local	Coframe	Criterion	for	Involutivity)	Let	D	smooth	distribution	of	rank	k	on	smooth	n-manifold	M	let	ω	1	.	.	.	ω	n−k	smooth	defining	forms	for	D	on	open	U	⊆	M	.	The	following	are	equivalent:	(a)	D	is	involutive	on	U	(b)	dω	1	.	.	.	dω	n−k	annihilate	D	(c)	∃	smooth	1-forms	{αji	∣i,	j	=	1	.	.	.	n	−	k}	s.t.	n−k	dω	i	=	∑	ω	j	∧	αji	∀i	=
1...n	−	k	j=1	Exercise	19.9.	Prove	the	preceding	proposition,	19.8.	Proof.	(a)	Ô⇒	(b)	On	open	U	⊆	M	,	∀	q	∈	U	,	ω	i	smooth	defining	form	for	D,	i	=	1	.	.	.	k,	and	ω	i	(X)	=	0	∀	X	∈	Dq	Then	dω	i	also	annihilates	D	on	U	(Thm.	19.7	1-form	Criterion	for	Involutivity	(19.3)	)	1	dω	.	.	.	dω	n−k	annihilate	D	(b)	Ô⇒	(c)	dω	i	∈	Ω2q	(M	),	∀	q	∈	U	i	i	1	n−k	on	U	By
Lemma	19.6,	smooth	p-form	η	on	U	annihilates	D	iff	η	ofform	η	=	∑n−k	i=1	ω	∧	β	,	for	(p	−	1)	forms	β	.	.	.	β	i	dω	annihilates	D	j	i	β	ij	smooth	1-forms	on	U	,	i,	j	=	1	.	.	.	n	−	k	Ô⇒	dω	i	=	∑n−k	j=1	ω	∧	βj	(c)	Ô⇒	(a)	Use	Thm.	19.7	Proof	ω	i	([X,	Y	])	=	X(ω	i	(Y	))	−	Y	(ω	i	(X))	−	dω	i	(X,	Y	)	=	0	−	0	−	dω	i	(X,	Y	)	n−k	n−k	j=1	j=1	dω	i	(X,	Y	)	−	∑	ω	j	∧	αij	(X,	Y	)
=	∑	ω	j	(X)αij	(Y	)	−	αij	ω	j	(Y	)	=	0	−	0	=	0	where	I	used	this	local	formula:	ω	i	([X,	Y	])	=	0	so	[X,	Y	]	∈	kerω	i	(α	∧	β)p	(v,	w)	=	αp	(v)βp	(w)	−	αp	(w)βp	(v)	∀i	=	1...n	−	k		Problems.	Problem	19-3.	Let	ω	∈	Ω1	(M	)	integrating	factor	µ	for	ω	≡	µ	∈	C	∞	(M	),	µ	>	0,	and	µω	exact	on	U	,	i.e.	µω	=	df	,	for	some	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	(a)	If	ω	≠	0	on	U	,	Suppose	ω	admits
an	integrating	factor	µ.	dω	∧	ω	=	d	(	df	d2	f	df	∂µ	df	df	)∧	=(	+	−	2	i	dxi	∧	df	)	∧	=0	µ	µ	µ	µ	∂x	µ	as	d2	f	=	0	and	df	∧	df	=	0	If	dω	∧	ω	=	0,	consider	µ	∈	C	∞	(M	)	s.t.	µ	>	0	(i.e.	positive)	on	open	U	⊆	M	(build	it	up	with	partitions	of	unity	if	need	to).	Now,	using	the	formula	for	exterior	differentiation,	d(µω)	=	dµ	∧	ω	+	(−1)0	µdω	so	that	d(µω)	∧	ω	=	dµ	∧
ω	∧	ω	+	µdω	∧	ω	=	0	+	µdω	∧	ω	=	0	+	0	=	0	ω	nonzero,	so	d(µω)	=	0.	EY	:	20150221	I’m	not	sure	about	this	statement.	Surely,	locally,	1	d(µω)	∧	ω	=	(d(µω))ij	ωk	dxi	∧	dxj	∧	dxk	=	d(µω)I	ωk	dxI	∧	dxk	2	with	I	=	(i1	,	i2	)	and	i1	<	i2	.	59	By	considering	every	k	≠	I,	then	I	think	one	can	conclude,	component	by	component,	that	d(µω)	=	0.	Then,	consider
a	compact	submanifold	B,	dimB	=	3	that	is	a	submersion	of	U	.	Then	use	Stoke’s	theorem	in	the	following:	∫	d(µω)	=	∫	B	∂B	µω	=	0	Ô⇒	µω	=	df	So	If	ω	≠	0	on	U	ω	admits	an	integrating	factor	µ	iff	dω	∧	ω	=	0	EY	20150221	:	I	didn’t	use	Frobenius’	theorem	for	the	converse.	Should	I	have?	(b)	If	dimM	=	2,	dω	∧	ω	=	0	(immediately)	Then	ω	admits	an
integrating	factor	by	the	above	solution.	20.	T	HE	E	XPONENTIAL	M	AP	20.1.	One-Parameter	Subgroups	and	the	Exponential	Map.	20.1.1.	One-Parameter	Subgroups.	Theorem	12	(20.1).	(Characterizations	of	One-Parameter	Subgroups)	Lie	group	Proposition	39	(20.8).	(Properties	of	Exponential	Map)	Let	G	g	Lie	algebra	(a)	exp	∶	g	→	g	smooth	(b)	∀	X
∈	g,	s,	t	∈	R,	exp	(s	+	t)X	=	exp	sX	exp	tX	(c)	∀	X	∈	g,	(exp	X)−1	=	exp	(−X)	(d)	∀	X	∈	g,	n	∈	Z,	(exp	X)n	=	exp	(nX)	(e)	differential	(d	exp)0	∶	T0	g	→	Te	G	is	identity,	under	canonical	identifications	of	both	T0	g	and	Te	G	with	g	itself.	(f)	exp	restricts	to	diffeomorphism	from	some	neighborhood	of	0	in	g	to	neighborhood	of	e	in	G.	(g)	if	Φ	∶	G	→	H	lie	group
homomorphism,	following	commutes	Φ∗	g	h	exp	G	exp	Φ	H	(h)	flow	θ	of	left-invariant	vector	field	X,	θt	=	Rexp	tX	Proof.	(b)	(c)	(d)	(a)	(e)	Let	X	∈	g	arbitrary,	let	σ∶R→g	σ(t)	=	tX	σ(0)	˙	=X	g	exp	G	(d	exp)0	T0	g	Te	G	(d	exp)0	(X)	=	(d	exp)0	(σ(0))	˙	=	(exp	○σ)′	(0)	=	(exp	(tX))′	(0)	=	d	∣	exp	(tX)	=	X	dt	t=0	≃	−1	(f)	(d	exp)0	=	1	and	so	by	inverse	function
thm.,	∃	(d	exp)−1	=	1,	and	so	U	∋	0	Ð	→	V	∋e	0	=1	U	⊆g	V	⊆G		60	21.	Q	UOTIENT	M	ANIFOLDS	Problems.	Problem	21-6.	Suppose	Lie	group	G	acts	smoothly,	freely,	and	properly	on	smooth	manifold	M	22.	S	YMPLECTIC	M	ANIFOLDS	22.1.	Symplectic	Tensors.	Exercise	22.1.	(shout	out	to	Branimir	Cacic	for	the	answer)	gave	me	a	hint	at	how	to
approach	this	exercise,	even	though	the	original	question	was	for	symmetric	bilinear	forms.	Let	{e1	.	.	.	en	}	be	(some)	basis	of	V	Let	{f	1	.	.	.	f	n	}	be	dual	basis	of	V	s.t.	f	i	(ej	)	=	δ	ij	Now	̂(ei	)	=	(̂	ω	ω	(ei	))j	f	j	̂(ei	)ej	=	(̂	ω	ω	(ei	))j	=	iei	ω(ej	)	=	ω(ei	,	ej	)	≡	ωij	so	ωij	=	(̂	ω	(ei	))j	(i.e.	matrix	ωij	is	precisely	(̂	ω	(ei	))j	.	−1	−1	−1	=	δkj	(by	def.)	ωij	=	ωki	ωkj
s.t.	ωki	If	ωij	nonsingular,	i.e.	∃	ωki	−1	̂	invertible,	ω	̂	ω	̂(v)	=	v	If	ω	̂−1	ω	̂(ei	)	=	ω	̂−1	(̂	̂−1	(f	j	)	=	(̂	ω	ω	(ei	))j	f	j	=	(̂	ω	(ei	))j	ω	ω	(ei	))j	(̂	ω	−1	(f	j	))k	ek	=	ei	Ô⇒	(̂	ω	(ei	))j	(̂	ω	−1	(f	j	))k	=	δik	−1	So	if	ωij	nonsingular,	(̂	ω	−1	(f	j	))k	exists	and	(̂	ω	(f	j	))k	=	ωjk	−1	−1	j	k	̂	invertible,	ωjk	exists	and	is	given	by	ωjk	=	(̂	if	ω	ω	(f	))	So	the	(a)	⇐⇒(c)	part	of	the
exercise	is	done.	Show	(a)	⇐⇒(b)	and	we’re	done.	̂	∶	V	→	V	∗	linear	isomorphism,	If	ω	ker̂	ω=0	Suppose	∄	w	∈	V	s.t.	ω(v,	w)	≠	0	(proof	by	contradiction	strategy)	Then	∀	w	∈	V	,	ω(v,	w)	=	0	̂(v)(w)	∀	w	∈	V	.	ω(v,	w)	=	0	=	ω	Then	v	=	0.	Contradiction.	(b)	Ô⇒	(a):	if	∀	v	≠	0,	∃	w	∈	V	s.t.	ω(v,	w)	≠	0	then	if	∀	w	∈	V	,	ω(v,	w)	=	0,	then	v	=	0	̂(v)(w)	=	0	implies	v
=	0,	∀	w	∈	V	.	ω(v,	w)	=	ω	̂	linear	isomorphism.	So	ω	nondegenerate.	Then	ker̂	ω	=	0.	So	ω	Exercise	22.4.	There	was	a	proof	of	this	in	Konstantin	Athanassopoulos,	Notes	on	Symplectic	Geometry,	Iraklion,	2013	http:	//www.math.uoc.gr/˜athanako/symplectic.pdf	Recall	that	S	⊥	=	{v	∈	V	∣ω(v,	w)	=	0	∀	w	∈	S}	(S	⊥	)⊥	=	{u	∈	V	∣ω(u,	v)	=	0	∀	v	∈	S	⊥	}
Let	s	∈	S.	ω(s,	v)	=	0	∀	v	∈	S	⊥	,	by	def.	of	S	⊥	s	∈	(S	⊥	)⊥	Ô⇒S	⊆	(S	⊥	)⊥	Then	dimS	≤	dim(S	⊥	)⊥	with	equality	iff	S	=	(S	⊥	)⊥	Now	by	Lemma	22.3,	dimS	+	dimS	⊥	=	dimV	,	∀	linear	subspace	S	⊆	V	dimS	⊥	+	dim(S	⊥	)⊥	=	dimV	=	dimS	+	dimS	⊥	Ô⇒	dimS	=	dim(S	⊥	)⊥	dimS	≤	dim(S	⊥	)⊥	with	equality	iff	S	=	(S	⊥	)⊥	22.2.	Symplectic	Structures
on	Manifolds.	Exercise	22.10.	F	∶	N	→	M	smooth	immersion.	Recall	definition:	F∗	injective.	Recall	Appendix	B,	Exercise	B.22	(EY:	20150512	This	exercise	is	very	useful;	I	can’t	emphasize	that	enough).	F∗	injective	so	rankF∗	=	dimN	.	(implying	kerF∗	=	0).	Recall	that	F	isotropic	if	(F∗	)p	(Tp	N	)	⊆	TF	(p)	M	isotropic,	i.e.	(F∗	)p	(Tp	N	)	⊆	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N
))⊥	61	Consider	X,	Y	∈	Tp	N	,	with	X,	Y	nonzero.	Then,	as	F∗	injective,	Z,	W	∈	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))	nonzero,	for	Z	=	(F∗	)p	X	W	=	(F∗	)p	Y	Suppose	ω(Z,	W	)	=	0,	∀	W	∈	(F∗	)p	(Tp	N	).	Z	∈	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))⊥	.	ω(Z,	W	)	=	ω((F∗	)p	X,	(F∗	)p	Y	)	=	(F	∗	)p	ω(X,	Y	)	=	0	If	F	isotropic,	then	this	is	the	case	∀	Z	∈	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))	⊆	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))⊥	.	Then	since	(F	∗	)p
ω(X,	Y	)	=	0	∀	p	∈	N	,	∀	X,	Y	∈	Tp	N	,	then	F	∗	ω	=	0.	If	F	symplectic,	(F∗	)p	(Tp	N	)	∩	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))⊥	=	0	Likewise,	for	the	reverse.	If	F	symplectic,	(F∗	)p	(Tp	N	)	∩	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))⊥	=	0	For	X,	Y	∈	Tp	N	,	suppose	Fp∗	ω(X,	Y	)	=	ω((F∗	)p	X,	(F∗	)p	Y	)	=	0	This	implies	(F∗	)p	X	∈	(F∗	)p	(Tp	N	)	∩	((F∗	)p	(Tp	N	))⊥	Then	since	F∗	immersion,	X,	Y	=	0.	So
F	∗	ω	is	nondegenerate	and	so	is	a	symplectic	form.	22.2.1.	the	Canonical	Symplectic	Form	on	the	Cotangent	Bundle.	The	most	important	symplectic	manifolds	are	total	spaces	of	cotangent	bundles,	which	carry	canonical	symplectic	structures	that	we	now	define.	22.3.	The	Darboux	Theorem.	22.4.	Hamiltonian	Vector	Fields.	Hamiltonian	vector	field
of	f	̂−1	(df	)	Xf	=	ω	Hamiltonian	vector	field	of	f	in	Darboux	coordinates:	n	Xf	=	∑	(	(34)	i=1	∂f	∂	∂f	∂	−	)	∂y	i	∂xi	∂xi	∂y	i	(22.9)	smooth	X	∈	X(M	)	symplectic	if	ω	invariant	under	flow	of	X,	i.e.	LX	ω	=	0	22.4.1.	Poisson	Brackets.	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	conserved	quantity	if	f	constant	on	every	integral	curve	of	XH	.	smooth	V	∈	X(M	)	infinitesimal	symmetry	of	(M,	ω,
H)	if	ω,	H	invariant	under	flow	of	V	,	i.e.	EY	(20150521)	LV	ω	=	0	LV	H	=	0	Proposition	40	(22.21).	Let	(M,	ω,	H)	Hamiltonian	system	}	(a)	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	conserved	quantity	iff	{{f,H	=0	(b)	infinitesimal	symmetries	of	(M,	ω,	H)	are	precisely	symplectic	fields	V	s.t.	V	H	=	0	(c)	if	θ	flow	of	infinitesimal	symmetry	and	γ	trajectory	of	system	Proof.	This	is	the
solution	to	Problem	22-18.	(a)	if	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	conserved	quantity,	by	def.	f	constant	on	every	integral	curve	of	XH	{f,	H}	=	∂f	∂H	∂f	∂H	−	=	XH	f	=	0	∂xi	∂y	i	∂y	i	∂xi	for	∂H	∂	∂H	∂	−	∂y	i	∂xi	∂xi	∂y	i	likewise,	if	{f,	H}	=	0,	then	XH	f	=	0,	XH	f	=	LXH	f	=	0,	so	f	constant	on	flow	of	XH	(b)	Recall	smooth	V	∈	X(M	)	infinitesimal	symmetry	of	(M,	ω,	H)	if	ω,	H
invariant	under	flow	of	V	,	i.e.	XH	=	LV	ω	=	0	LV	H	=	0	smooth	V	∈	X(M	)	symplectic	if	ω	invariant	under	flow	of	V	,	i.e.	LV	ω	=	0	LV	H	=	V	H	=	0	62	(c)	EY	:	20150521	I’m	not	sure	how	to	go	about	this	because	what	is	a	trajectory?	γ∶I	→M	θ	flow	of	an	infinitesimal	symmetry,	so	(collecting	facts)	Lθ˙	ω	=	diθ˙	ω	+	iθ˙	dω	=	diθ˙	ω	˙	=0	θH	(ω	closed	so
iθ˙	dω)	Now	θs	○	γ	∶	I	→	M	d	(θs	○	γ)(t)	=	(Dθs	)(γ(t))γ(t)	˙	=	Vs,γ(t)	γ(t)	˙	dt		Problem	22.1.	Proof.	(a)	If	S	symplectic,	S	∩	S	⊥	=	0.	S	=	(S	⊥	)⊥	so	(S	⊥	)⊥	∩	S	⊥	=	0.	S	⊥	symplectic.	If	S	⊥	symplectic,	S	⊥	∩	(S	⊥	)⊥	=	0.	S	=	(S	⊥	)⊥	so	(S	⊥	)⊥	=	S	∩	S	⊥	=	0.	S	symplectic.	(b)	Suppose	for	s	∈	S	∩	S	⊥	,	s	≠	0.	Then	as	s	∈	S	⊥	,	ω(s,	w)	=	0	∀	w	∈	S	⊥	.
Then	ω(s,	s)	=	0.	But	ω	nondegenerate	so	s	=	0.	Contradiction.	Suppose	S	symplectic.	For	ω∣S	(s,	t)	=	ω(s,	t)	=	0,	for	some	s	∈	S,	∀	t	∈	S,	then	S	∩	S	⊥	=	0	implies	that	s,	t	=	0.	Then	ω∣S	nondegenerate.	(c)	If	S	isotropic,	S	⊆	S	⊥	so	that	ω(s,	t)	=	0	∀	t	∈	S	(def.	of	S	⊥	).	ω∣S	=	0	as	ω(s,	t)	=	0,	∀	s,	t	∈	S.	If	ω∣S	=	0,	then	∀	s,	t	∈	S,	ω(s,	t)	=	0	∀	t	∈	S.	By
def.	of	S	⊥	,	S	⊆	S	⊥	.	(d)	if	S	coisotropic,	S	⊇	S	⊥	.	S	⊥	⊆	S	=	(S	⊥	)⊥	.	Then	S	⊥	isotropic.	If	S	⊥	isotropic,	S	⊥	⊆	(S	⊥	)⊥	=	S,	so	S	coisotropic.	(e)	If	S	Lagrangian,	∀	s	∈	S,	s	∈	S	⊥	,	so	that	ω(s,	t)	=	0	∀	t	∈	S.	Then	ω∣S	=	0,	(i.e.	identically	0).	dimS	+	dimS	⊥	=	2dimS	=	dimV	by	Lemma	22.3,	so	dimS	=	21	dimV	.	If	dimS	=	21	dimV	,	dimS	⊥	=	12
dimV	=	dimS.	ω∣S	=	0,	so	S	isotropic,	i.e.	S	⊆	S	⊥	.	dimS	≤	dimS	⊥	,	with	equality	iff	S	=	S	⊥	.		Problem	22.-17.	Given	Hamiltonian	system	(T	∗	Q,	ω,	E).	Recall	that	q(t)	=	(q11	(t),	q12	(t),	q13	(t)	.	.	.	qn1	(t),	qn2	(t),	qn3	(t))	=	0	=	(q	1	(t)	.	.	.	q	3n	(t))	Now	p(t)	=	(p11	,	p21	,	p31	.	.	.	p1n	,	p2n	,	p3n	)	and	pi	(t)	=	Mij	q˙j	(t)	with	Mij	3n	×	3n	diagonal
matrix	(m1	,	m1	,	m1	,	m2	,	m2	,	m2	.	.	.	mn	,	mn	,	mn	)	Now	E	∈	C	∞	(T	∗	Q)	where	1	E(q,	p)	=	V	(q)	+	K(p)	=	V	(q)	+	M	ij	pi	pj	2	(a)	Let	u	=	(u1	,	u2	,	u3	)	P	∶	T	∗Q	→	R	P	(q,	p)	=	u	⋅	p1	+	u	⋅	p2	=	u1	p11	+	u2	p21	+	u3	p31	+	u1	p12	+	u2	p22	+	u3	p32	Recall	Prop.	22.21,	Let	(M,	ω,	H)	Hamiltonian	system	(a)	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	conserved	quantity	iff	{f,	H}	=
0	Now	in	Darboux	coordinates,	n	∂f	∂g	∂f	∂g	{f,	g}	=	∑	i	i	−	i	i	∂y	∂x	i=1	∂x	∂y	(22.16)	For	1	E	=	V	(∣q2	−	q1	∣)	+	M	ij	pi	pj	2	note	that	63	V	(∣q2	−	q1	∣)	=	V	(r)	with	√	r	=	(q21	−	q11	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(q23	−	q13	)2	∂V	∂qij	=	∂V	1	j	∂V	1	1	(2)(q2j	−	q1j	)(−1)i	=	(q	−	q1j	)(−1)i	∂r	2	r	∂r	r	2	then	∂E	∂pji	∂E	with	r	=	∣q2	−	q1	∣	=	√	∂qij	=	pji	mi	=	∂V	1	(−1)i	(q2j	−	q1j	)
∂r	r	(q21	−	q11	)2	+	⋅	⋅	⋅	+	(q23	−	q13	)2	P	=	u	⋅	(p1	+	p2	)	=	ui	pi1	+	ui	pi2	∂P	=	uj	j	∂pi	∂P	=0	∂q	{P,	E}	=	0	−	uj	∂V	1	∂V	1	∂V	1	(−1)i	(q2j	−	q1j	)	=	−u	⋅	(q2	−	q1	)	(−1)	+	−u	⋅	(q2	−	q1	)	=0	∂r	r	∂r	r	∂r	r	(b)	L(q,	p)	=	q11	p21	−	q12	p11	+	q21	p22	−	q22	p12	∂L	=	pki	jk	∂qij	∂L	=	qij	jk	∂pki	pji	p2	p1	p1	p2	∂V	1	∂V	1	−	qik	kj	(−1)i	(q2j	−	q1j	)	=	i	i	−	i	i	−
qik	kj	(−1)i	(q2j	−	q1j	)	=	mi	∂r	r	mi	mi	∂r	r	∂V	1	(−q12	(q21	−	q11	)(−1)	+	q11	(q22	−	q12	)(−1)	−	q22	(q21	−	q11	)	+	q21	(q22	−	q12	))	=	0	=0−	∂r	r	{L,	E}	=	pki	jk	Problem	22-18.	(a)	if	f	∈	C	∞	(M	)	conserved	quantity,	by	def.	f	constant	on	every	integral	curve	of	XH	{f,	H}	=	∂f	∂H	∂f	∂H	−	=	XH	f	=	0	∂xi	∂y	i	∂y	i	∂xi	for	∂H	∂	∂H	∂	−	∂y	i	∂xi	∂xi	∂y	i
likewise,	if	{f,	H}	=	0,	then	XH	f	=	0,	XH	f	=	LXH	f	=	0,	so	f	constant	on	flow	of	XH	(b)	Recall	smooth	V	∈	X(M	)	infinitesimal	symmetry	of	(M,	ω,	H)	if	ω,	H	invariant	under	flow	of	V	,	i.e.	XH	=	LV	ω	=	0	LV	H	=	0	smooth	V	∈	X(M	)	symplectic	if	ω	invariant	under	flow	of	V	,	i.e.	LV	ω	=	0	LV	H	=	V	H	=	0	(c)	EY	:	20150521	I’m	not	sure	how	to	go	about
this	because	what	is	a	trajectory?	γ∶I	→M	θ	flow	of	an	infinitesimal	symmetry,	so	(collecting	facts)	Lθ˙	ω	=	diθ˙	ω	+	iθ˙	dω	=	diθ˙	ω	˙	=0	θH	(ω	closed	so	iθ˙	dω)	Now	θs	○	γ	∶	I	→	M	d	(θs	○	γ)(t)	=	(Dθs	)(γ(t))γ(t)	˙	=	Vs,γ(t)	γ(t)	˙	dt	64	A	PPENDIX	A.	R	EVIEW	OF	T	OPOLOGY	Topological	Spaces.	●	neighborhood	of	p	open	subset	O	containing	p	Bases
and	Countability.	Suppose	X	topological	space.	basis	for	topology	of	X	B	=	{B∣	open	B	⊆	X,	∀	open	O	⊂	X,	O	=	⋃	Bα	}	α	neighborhood	basis	at	p	Bp	=	{neighborhoods	Bp	of	p	∣∀	O	of	p,	Bp	⊂	O,	Bp	∈	Bp	for	at	least	1	}	X	first	countable	-	if	∃	countable	neighborhood	basis	∀	p	second	countable	if	∃	countable	basis	Proposition	41	(A.16).	Let	X	second
countable	topological	space.	∀	open	cover	of	X	has	countable	subcover	Proof.	X	second	countable.	∃	countable	basis	B	for	X	Let	U	arbitrary	open	cover	of	X.	Let	B	′	⊆	B	s.t.	B	′	=	{B∣B	∈	B,	B	⊆	U	for	some	U	∈	U}	∀	B	∈	B	′	,	choose	particular	UB	∈	U	containing	B	{UB	∣B	∈	B	′	}	countable	∀	x	∈	X	,	∃	V	∈	U,	x	∈	V	B	basis,	s.t.	∃	B	∈	B	s.t.	x	∈	B	⊆	V	then	B	∈
B	′	,	so	x	∈	B	⊆	UB		Subspaces,	Products,	Disjoint	Unions,	and	Quotients.	R	EVIEW	OF	T	OPOLOGY	Topological	Spaces.	Let	X	set	topology	on	X	=	collection	τ	=	{U	∣U	⊆	X},	U	called	open	subsets	s.t.	(i)	X,	∅	open	(ii)	⋃α	Uα	is	open,	∀	Uα	open	subset	(iii)	⋂ni=1	Ui	is	open	(X,	τ	)	topological	space	Example	A.5.	(Metric	Spaces)	metric	space	=	set	M	with
metric	d	∶	M	×	M	→	R	s.t.	∀	x,	y,	z	∈	M	(i)	P	OSITIVITY	d(x,	y)	≥	0,	d(x,	y)	=	0	iff	x	=	y	(ii)	S	YMMETRY	d(x,	y)	=	d(y,	x)	(iii)	T	RIANGLE	INEQUALITY	d(x,	z)	≤	d(x,	y)	+	d(y,	z)	if	M	metric	space,	x	∈	M	,	r	>	0	open	ball	of	radius	r	around	x	Br	(x)	=	{y	∈	M	∣d(x,	y)	<	r}	closed	ball	of	radius	r	B	r	(x)	=	{y	∈	M	∣d(x,	y)	≤	r}	metric	topology	on	M	defined	by
declaring	S	⊆	M	open	iff	∀	x	∈	S,	∃	r	>	0	s.t.	Br	(x)	⊆	S	A	PPENDIX	B.	R	EVIEW	OF	L	INEAR	A	LGEBRA	B.1.	Linear	Maps.	Exercise	B.1.	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	Want:	if	(v1	.	.	.	vk	)	linearly	dependent	k-tuple	in	V	,	v1	≠	0,	j	then	some	vi	=	∑i−1	j=1	c	vj	65	Proof.	(v1	.	.	.	vk	)	linearly	dependent,	so	if	∑ki=1	ai	vi	=	0,	ai	not	all	equal	to	0.	Suppose	for	fixed	i,	2	≤	i	≤
k,	ai+1	=	⋅	⋅	⋅	=	ak	=	0.	Indeed,	suppose	for	∑ki=1	ai	vi	=	0,	a2	=	⋅	⋅	⋅	=	ak	=	0.	a1	v1	=	0,	v1	≠	0,	a1	=	0.	Then	(v1	.	.	.	vk	)	linearly	independent.	Contradiction.	if	i	=	2,	a1	v1	+	a2	v2	=	0	1	Ô⇒	v2	=	−a	v	a2	1	if	i	=	k,	vk	=	i	−	∑k−1	i=1	a	vi	ak	So	in	general,	vi	=	j	−	∑i−1	j=1	a	vj	i	a		Exercise	B.9.	given	(E1	.	.	.	En	)	basis	for	V	∃	{i1	.	.	.	ik	}	⊂	{1	.	.	.	n}
s.t.	span(Ei1	.	.	.	Eik	)	is	complement	to	S	Hence	∀	subspace	S	⊆	V	,	∃	complementary	subspace	T	in	V	,	so	V	=	S	⊕	T	Proof.	∀	subspace	S	is	itself	a	vector	space,	closed	under	addition	and	multiplication.	Hence	S	has	basis	(F1	.	.	.	Fm	)	with	dimS	=	m	Consider	ordered	(m	+	n)-tuple	(F1	.	.	.	Fm	,	E1	.	.	.	En	)	(F1	.	.	.	Fm	,	E1	.	.	.	En	)	linearly	dependent	in
V	,	by	linear	algebra.	For	j1	∈	{1	.	.	.	n},	Ej1	linear	combination	of	previous	vectors	(cf.	Exercise	B.1(d))	̂j	.	.	.	En	).	eliminate	Ej1	:	(F1	.	.	.	Fm	,	E1	.	.	.	E	1	Repeat,	until	there	are	n	−	m	E	basis	vectors	left,	labeled	i1	.	.	.	in−m	(hence	use	Exercise	B.1(d)	many	and	enough	times,	m	times)	Ô⇒	(F1	.	.	.	Fm	,	Ei1	.	.	.	Ein−m	)	By	linear	algebra,	(F1	.	.	.	Fm	,
Ei1	.	.	.	Ein−m	)	a	basis	for	V	,	linearly	independent.	The	procedure	wouldn’t	have	“overshot”	by	a	Thm.	(see	Apostol’s	Calculus	Vol.	2,	first	few	chapters,	linear	algebra	part)	∀	v	∈	V	,	v	=	ai	Fi	+	bij	Eij	with	ai	Fi	∈	S.	Then	bij	Eij	∈	T	.	since	V	=	S	⊕	T	,	T	complement	to	S	Ô⇒	given	fixed	basis	of	V	,	(E1	.	.	.	En	),	subspace	S	⊆	V	,	S	having	basis	(F1	.	.	.
Fm	),	S	has	complementary	subspace	in	V	,	T	,	s.t.	basis	of	T	is	(Ei1	.	.	.	Ein−m	)	and	V	=	S	⊕	T		Exercise	B.13.	Suppose	∃	linear	T	∶	V	→	W	s.t.	T	(Ei	)	=	wi	,	i	=	1...n	Suppose	∃	linear	T	′	∶	V	→	W	s.t.	T	′	(Ei	)	=	wi	,	i	=	1...n	Let	x	∈	V	,	so	x	=	xi	Ei	(the	key	idea	is	that	with	a	basis,	the	vector	space	is	completely	determined,	vectors	in	the	vector	space	are
spanned	by	the	basis	elements)	(T	−	T	′	)(x)	≡	T	(x)	−	T	′	(x)	=	xi	wi	−	xi	wi	=	0	T	(x)	=	T	′	(x)	∀	x	∈	V	so	T	=	T	′	.	T	unique.	T	exists	by	construction.	affine	subspace	of	V	parallel	to	S,	linear	subspace	S	⊆	V	,	v	+	S	=	{v	+	w∣w	∈	S},	some	fixed	v	∈	V	affine	map	F	∶	V	→	W	if	F	(v)	=	w	+	T	v	for	some	T	∶	V	→	W	,	some	fixed	w	∈	W	Exercise	B.16.	Let	a,	b	∈	C,
x,	y	∈	F	(V	)	Now	F	(V	)	=	{y∣y	=	w	+	T	v	=	F	(v),	v	∈	V,	fixed	w	∈	W,	some	T	}	66	B.1.1.	Change	of	Basis.	Exercise	B.22.	Suppose	V,	W,	X	finite-dim.	vector	spaces	S	∶	V	→	W,	T	∶	W	→	X	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	(e)	(f)	(g)	rankS	≤	dimV	rankS	=	dimV	iff	S	injective	rankS	≤	dimW	rankS	=	dimW	iff	S	surjective	if	dimV	=	dimW	and	S	either	injective	or	surjective,	then
S	isomorphism	rankT	S	≤	rankS	rankT	S	=	rankS	iff	imS	⋂	kerT	=	0	rankT	S	≤	rankT	rankT	S	=	rankT	iff	imS	+	kerT	=	W	if	S	isomorphism,	then	rankT	S	=	rankT	if	T	isomorphism,	then	rankT	S	=	rankS	EY	:	Exercise	B.22(d)	is	useful	for	showing	the	chart	and	atlas	of	a	Grassmannian	manifold,	found	in	the	More	examples,	for	smooth	manifolds.
Proof.	(a)	(b)	(c)	(d)	Now	dimV	=	rankT	S	+	nullityT	S	dimV	=	rankS	+	nullityS	kerS	⊆	kerT	S,	clearly,	so	nullityS	≤	nullityT	S	Ô⇒	rankT	S	≤	rankS	If	rankT	S	=	rankS,	then	nullityS	=	nullityT	S	Suppose	w	∈	ImS	⋂	kerT	,	w	≠	0	Then	∃	v	∈	S,	s.t.	w	=	S(v)	and	T	(w)	=	0	Then	T	(w)	=	T	S(v)	=	0.	So	v	∈	kerT	S	v	∉	kerS	since	w	=	S(v)	≠	0	This	implies
nullityT	S	>	nullityS.	Contradiction.	Ô⇒	ImS	⋂	kerT	=	0	If	ImS	⋂	kerT	=	0,	Consider	v	∈	kerT	S.	Then	T	S(v)	=	0.	.	Then	S(v)	∈	kerT	S(v)	=	0;	otherwise,	S(v)	∈	ImS,	contradicting	given	ImS	⋂	kerT	=	0	v	∈	kerS	kerT	S	⊆	kerS	Ô⇒	kerT	S	=	kerS	So	nullityT	S	=	nullityS	Ô⇒	rankT	S	=	rankS	(e)	(f)	(g)		Inner	Products	and	Norms.	Norms.	If	V	real	vector
space,	norm	on	V	,	v	↦	∣v∣	∈	R	s.t.	(i)	P	OSITIVITY	∣v∣	≥	0,	∀	v	∈	V	,	∣v∣	=	0	iff	v	=	0	(ii)	H	OMOGENEITY	∣cv∣	=	∣c∣∣v∣	∀	c	∈	R,	v	∈	V	(iii)	T	RIANGLE	I	NEQUALITY	∣v	+	w∣	≤	∣v∣	+	∣w∣,	∀	v,	w	∈	V	2	norms	∣	⋅	∣1	,	∣	⋅	∣2	on	vector	space	V	equivalent	if	∃	constants	c,	C	>	0	s.t.	c∣v∣1	≤	∣v∣2	≤	C∣v∣1	Exercise	B.49.	∀	x	∈	V	,	Consider	Br	(x)	=	{y	∈	V	∣∣y	−	x∣2	<	r}	Note
y	−	x	∈	V	as	V	is	a	vector	space	67	∀v	∈	V	c∣y	−	x∣1	≤	∣y	−	x∣2	≤	C∣y	−	x∣1	c∣y	−	x∣1	≤	∣y	−	x2	∣	<	r	r	∣y	−	x∣1	<	c	Now	suppose	S	⊆	V	open	in	∣	⋅	∣2	But	S	also	open	in	∣	⋅	∣1	as	∃	cr′	>	0	s.t.	B	cr′	(x)	⊆	S	for	the	exact	same	pts.	as	S	so	∣	⋅	∣1	,	∣	⋅	∣2	equivalent	norms	yield	the	same	metric	topology.	EY	:	20141220	Direct	Products	and	Direct	Sums.	A	PPENDIX	C.
R	EVIEW	OF	C	ALCULUS	Total	and	Partial	Derivatives.	Proposition	42	(C.3).	(The	Chain	Rule	for	Total	Derivatives)	Suppose	V,	W,	X	finite-dim.	vector	spaces	open	U	⊆	V	̃⊆W	U	̃	maps	F	∶	U	→	U	̃→X	G∶U	̃,	if	F	diff.	at	a	∈	U	,	G	diff.	at	F	(a)	∈	U	then	GF	diff.	at	a	D(GF	)(a)	=	DG(F	(a))	○	DF	(a)	n	Proposition	43	(C.4).	Suppose	U	⊆	R	,	V	⊆	Rm	Then	m	=	n
and	∀	a	∈	U	,	DF	(a)	invertible,	with	F	∶	U	→	V	diffeomorphism	DF	(a)−1	=	D(F	−1	)(F	(a))	Proof.	F	−1	F	=	1U	Chain	rule	implies	∀	a	∈	U	,	1Rn	=	D(1U	)(a)	=	D(F	−1	F	)(a)	=	DF	−1	(F	(a))DF	(a)	(35)	Similarly	F	F	so	thus	−1	=	1V	implies	(C.5)	DF	(a)DF	−1	(F	(a))	=	1Rm	DF	(a)−1	=	D(F	−1	)(F	(a))		68
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